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Oct 18, I960

Dear Com.Mohanty,

Your letter of 10th inst.

2. As regards Rourkela Conference, better 
proceed ahead and finish.

Presence of comrades from Jamshedpur, 
etc. will be good. I take it you have informed 
Com.Indrajit and he will be there to coordinate 
and guide.

5* He. Barbil, this is the first report 
we have got. I told you and also wrote to 
Sadhan at Jamshedpur. Now he is due back here 
anydiay after an absence of about three weeks. 
With the AITUC Conference and verification 
work, it is not possible to spare him. In fact, 
we are short of personnel.

I am sending copy of your letter to 
Com.Dange for his information.

With greetings,

Yours fraternally,

/

(K. G. Sriwastava)



D. c. mohantWJ NOV I960
General Secretary

Utkal Provincial Committee, 
All India Trade Union Congress. CUTTACK-1
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STOP THIS REPRESSION
ON OUR MINERS

“POLICE TEARGASSED, LATHI-CHARGED 
MODERN SATGRAM COLLIERY* WORKERS THIS 
(OCTOBER 25) MORNING”, “ARMED PATHANS 
PREVENTING WORKERS EAST NIMCHA COL
LIERY TO WORK”—Such telegrams are received al
most every day, these days, from the Colliery Mazdoor 
Sabha, Asansol, by the Central Office of the AITUC.

The law and order situation in Ranigunj coal belt 
particularly has come to such a pass that normal trade 
union functioning has become virtually impossible.

And, what is far worse, the coalminers terrorised 
by the gangsters, hired by the mineowners, and the 
police, get little justice from the Central Labour Rela
tions Machinery. Mrs. Renu Chakravarty, M.P., who 
visited the area, wired on October 28 from Asansol:

‘SURPRISED FIND REGIONAL LABOUR COM
MISSIONER WHO VISITED MODERN SATGRAM 
COLLIERY TWENTYSEVENTH EVENING, REFUS
ED TO MEET UNION REPRESENTATIVES, SPENT 
TIME EXCLUSIVELY IN AGENTS (EMPLOYERS) 
BUNGALOW. PROPER ENQUIRY DEMANDED.”

Reports of similar nature are coming in from other 
mining areas too. We are publishing below a report 
received from Modern Satgram Colliery, Ranigunj coal 
belt as well as a report about the situation in the iron 
ore mines of Barbil.

The workers and trade unions throughout our 
country cannot but feel indignant at the turn of events 
in the mining areas. They have to raise their power
ful voice to compel the authorities to stop the repres
sion on our miners.

HAMILW.J

On October 25, a gang of 
armed gangsters reported to 
be fostered by the manage
ment of Modern Satgram 
Colliery suddenly attacked 
the office of the Colliery 
Mazdoor Sabha (AITUC).

During this attack, it Is re
ported, the police in effect 
took the role of disinterested 
spectators but afterwards 
when the workers organised 
themselves to resist the attack, ,,(> 

side were released afterwards 
and warrants of arrest were 
reported to have been issued 
against many active function
aries of the Sabha.

Kalyan Roy, General Secre
tary of the Indian Mine 
Workers Federation, Ram 
Banerjee, Secretary of the 
Sabha and six more workers 
were arrested on October 20, 
on undisclosed grounds.

The Modern Satgram Col
liery belongs to West Bengal 
Mining Company and is situa
ted seven miles oil Asansol. It nnn nf fhn blrrorpf . 

situation in this mining area. 
(See TUR, October 5, 1900) In 
that statement, he forewarned 
that: "The situation in the 
Modern Stagram Colliery, Srl 
Amritnagar Selected Col
liery, Mahabir Colliery and 
Real Jambad Colliery is 
such that any moment, the 
gangsters imported by the 
management may start an all- 
out attack against the workers 
who have dared to form un
ions, demanded correct Imple
mentation of the Awards and 
the Mines Act."

Despite this warning, police 
did not take any measure to 
put a stop to the activities of 
the gangsters and all the while 
the Labour Department of the 
Government of India tried to 
jostle the Mazdoor Sabha by 
saying that the Sabha has 
committed breach of the Code 
of Discipline and In regard to 
the complaints of the union 
regarding implementation of 
Awards etc., the only answer 
that was forthcoming was that 
the complaints were being in
vestigated.

In the entire belt of Rani- 
ganj coalfield, dozens of crimi-

£ PREPARATIONS FOR 26TH SESSION =
S Following the decision 
g of the TNTUC (Tamil- 
g nad Committee of the 
| AITUC) a Reception 
» Committee has been 
§ formed for the 2Gth Ses- 
| sion at Coimbatore, with 
K Parvathi Krishnan, Vicc- 
g President, AITUC, as 
£ Chairman and K. N. Chin- 
S nayyan as Secretary. The 
| Committee includes lead- 
* ing personalities in Coim- 
g batore associated with 

nal cases have been Instituted 
against the trade union func
tionaries of the AITUC and 
the inactivity and open sup
port of the police helped the 
coalmine-owners to usher in 
a reign of sheer terror and 
gangsterism. Serious allega
tions have also been made by 
the trade unionists about the 
role of the central labour 
relations machinery. Tire 
Labour Department offi
cials have adopted a discri
minatory policy against the 
AITUC union and it is 
reported that hardly any 
dispute raised by AITtJC 
unions has been refer
red to adjudication in re
cent years. Encouraged by tills 
attitude of the Union Labour 
Ministry, employers have re
sorted to mass victimisation of 
workers. The non-implementa- 
tion of awards and labour 
legislations coupled with the 
mass victimisation of workers 
have contributed to the tense 
industrial relations in the 
Ranlganj coal belt.

It Is apparent that if pro
per steps are not taken even 
now by the Government to 
safeguard legitimate trade 
union activities, the coal
miners will have to organise 
themselves to resist rather 
than surrender to mine-

..(Continued on .page 2),

Rs. 25,000 to Rs. 30,000.
Arrangements are be

ing made to accommodate 
over 1,000 delegates, in
cluding foreign delegates. 
Delegates will be charg
ed only Rs. 1.50 nP. per 
day for boarding.

The TNTUC has also 
planned to train one 
thousand volunteers to 
make necessary arrange
ments for the Session.

Leading artistes of



REPRESSION ON MINERS
(Continued from front page)

owners. The situation can 
take an even worse turn and 
it would be only proper that 
adequate measures are taken 
right now to avert the inevit
able crisis.

BAR Bit
The reign of terror and 

wanton repression that has 
been unleashed by the joint 
efforts of employers, black
legs and police was recently 
enquired into by Prananath 
Patnaik, MLA, Orissa Legi
slative Assembly, and he 
narrated his experience of 
visit to this area in a Press 
Conference held at Cuttack 
on October 20. In the press 
conference, three women 
workers also narrated the 
story as to how the goondas 
in connivance with police 
played havoc with the 
workers and their families 
in that area and made cate
gorical allegation that some 
police officers and employ
ers’ men committed rape 
and outrage of modesty.

Prananath Patnaik MLA in 
his statement disclosed that 
following a clash between the 
workers and the goondas in 
Gurda (Keonjhar) area on 
September 26, he went there 
to obtain a firsthand know
ledge of the situation. One 
person named as Md. Idris 
died in the melee.

In the course of his visit and 
enquiry, Prananath Patnaik 
learnt that the wages paid by 
the employer in that area Is 
much below the rates obtain
ing In the neighbouring areas. 
The employers, Scrajuddin & 
Co., do not even Implement the 
various labour legislations and 
utter chaos and highhanded
ness of the management are 
the special features of the 
situation In this area.

The workers of this area 
started organising themselves
under the 
& Forest 
(AITUC) in 
their just 
demands.

Keonjhar Mines 
Workers Union 
order to achieve 
and minimum 

As a counter
measure to that, the employer 
organised a rival union with 
the help of goondas and black
legs and illegally retrenched 
500 workers. But having failed 
to obtain the desired results 
In these attempts, the em
ployer brought a famous 
goonda leader from Calcutta.

After the arrival of this 
goonda leader, organised as
saults and acts of violence 
started. On September 22, 
1960, when the leaders of the 
KMFW Union were going in a 
jeep, a heavy truck belonging 
to Serajuddln & Co., attempt
ed to dash against It. It was 
only due to the dexterity of 
the driver of the Jeep that no 
accident took place.

In the meeting that was 
organised on the same day by 
the KMFW Union, a band of 

returning from the place of 
the meeting, attempts were 
made by the goondas to way
lay them and to consllscate 
the jeep. To avoid any clash, 
the workers and the union 
leaders sat there peacefully 
throughout the night and It 
was only after the Magistrate 
and Superintendent of Police 
arrived at the place, the union 
leaders and the jeep could be 
extricated.

Day after day, such organis
ed hooliganism went on and 
more attempts at provoca
tions were made and 
reached the climax in 
melee of 
attempts 
police to 
this area.

this 
the 
NO 
the

September 26. 
were made by
establish order in

After the clash of Septem
ber 26, a reign of terror lias 
been established in this mining

Spotlight

“ARBITRATOR”
Mr. D.V. Vyas

When the 17th Session of 
the Indian Labour Confer
ence recommended that 
voluntary arbitration 
should be encouraged as 
against adjudication for the 
settlement of disputes, the 
participants in the confer
ence would have hardly 
expected that they would 
have to reckon with arbi
trators like cx-Justice Mr. 
D. V. Vyas.

It was the fate of the air
line employees in our coun
try to prove to the world 
that arbitrators of Air. D. V. 
Vyas type could be, if any
thing, highly arbitrary— 
and, instead of speedy set
tlement of disputes, an 
arbitrator could not only
prolong a settlement for 

evenbut couldmonths, 
sabotage a settlement
mutually agreed upon be
tween the parlies to the 
dispute.

Following failure of nego
tiations to resolve the dis
pute on wage scale, it was 
agreed by the Air Corpora
tion Employees Union and 
the management of the air
line corporations to take 
recourse to arbitration. 
Accordingly, a Board of 
Arbitrators, comprising two 
members each from emplo
yees and employers and Air. 
D. V. Vyas to preside, was 
set up in 1959.

In the course of the arbi
tration proceedings, the 
management and union re
presentatives on the Board 
found that an amicable 
solution of the dispute was 
possible by a bipartite set
tlement. Among other
issues, (he employers agreed 
to raise the minimum wage 
from Rs. 00 to Rs. 122 per 
month.

area. The goondas In conniv
ance with the police have 
started such repression that 
the Talapanl and Thakurani 
workers’ settlements are al
most vacated. Workers have 
gone to other areas with their 
families to seek protection and 
security. In other mining 
settlement, the employers 
themselves also have evicted 
many workers from their 
dwellings. Complaints were 
heard about flagrant outrage 
of modesty of women workers 
in many places.

Prananath Patnaik also
stated that despite his being 
a member of the Orissa Legi
slative Assembly, various at
tempts were made to thwart 
his enquiry. Tire goondas have 
openly abused him and a stage 
had been reached when his 
own security was not guaran
teed.

In the Press Conference, 
one of the three women work
ers, Junal Dei alleged that on 
September 26 night police

management on the Board 
and then they sought the 
Chairman’s approval. Mr. 
I). V. Vyas refused and in
sisted that he would write 
out the Arbitration Report 
cm his own, irrespective of 
what the parties agreed 
among themselves.

He argued that if there is 
no unanimity of opinion 
among Board members, the 
Chairman (Mr. Vyas him
self) could have the final 
say. Since Mr. Vyas dis
agreed with the others on 
the settlement reached be
tween them, the Board 
could have no unanimous 
report, Air. Vyas, therefore, 
decided to write out the re
port on his own.

This was, indeed, prepos
terous.

Apart from the enormous 
fee of Rs. 150 per hour or 
part of an hour payable to 
Mr. Vyas, the employees 
were seriously apprehensive 
of the possible reasons 
which lay behind Air. Vyas’ 
desire to prolong a settle
ment. Bis impartiality came 
into question.

It was alleged that Mr. 
Vyas and his wife were 
given a free trip to USA by 
the Air-India International. 
The union also filed a writ 
petition in the Bombay
High 
court 
from 
since 
prove

Court, requesting the 
to restrain Mr. Vyas 
writing the report, 
there is evidence to 
his inability to write 

an impartial report. The 
Court issued an interim in
junction.

Some employees also re
sorted to a hunger-strike 
early in October this year, 
for three days, protesting 

arrested her from her own re
sidence and took her to Thana 
and there some of the police 
constables outraged her 
modesty. In her statement, cho 
named these persons.

The other two women work
ers, Budhnl Dei and Monl Del, 
alleged before the Pressmen 
that on September 30 night 
some goondas and police cons- 

. tables attacked their quarters 
and raped them. These two 
women workers also named 
the persons who committed 
rape.

In connection with the inci
dent that took place on Sep
tember 20, police have so far 
arrested 44 persons including 
Nirmal Kantl Bose, Genera) 
Secretary of the Keonjhar 
Mines & Forest Workers Union 
under Sections 147|148|149|302 
307|325|120B of the IPC. They 
have not yet been granted bail 
and warrants of arrest are re
ported to be pending against 
some other functionaries of 
the union.

Minister, Mr. Shantilal 
Shah, is reported to have 
persuaded the union to 
withdraw the writ petition, 
on the assurance of Gov
ernment's intervention. Tho 
union responded to Mr. 
Shah’s persuasion but even
tually it all 
thing.

Mr. D. V. 
writing his 

came to no

Vyas is still 
report—None

knows for how long!
In his tenacity to cling 

to his position, despite the 
no-confidence expressed on 
him, Air. Vyas has, in fact, 
excelled the record of some 
of the Congress Alinistem. 
Ho has, of course, earned 
additional notoriety for his 
anti-labour bias in the Hind 
Cycles arbitration where 
through his award, the 
Birlas were blessed in effec
ting an actual cut in the 
workers’ emoluments.

Equally obliging was he 
to the Timesx of India 
management. He awarded 
the employees, on the bonus 
dispute, just Rs. l-’£ lakhs 
but after the workers pro
tested, the Times of India 
management themselves 
agreed to raise it to Rs. 
3^2 lakhs!

AITUC publication on Cen
tral Government Employees 

Strike

FIVE
GLORIOUS 
DAYS

217 pp.
Price: Rs. 3.50 
(Postage extra)
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NOWaituc-then and
By S. S. Mirajkar, President, AITUC

ment of antagonism betweenThe working class in India will be celebrating the 
40th Anniversary of AITUC with great joy and pride. 
On this happy occasion, everyone who has worked under 
the banner of this oldest central TU organisation in the 
country will hold one’s head high in reviewing briefly 
how through great vicissitudes this mighty organisation 
of Indian working class has passed and how it has shap
ed the destinies of the class which it represents and
fights for.

The First World War had 
brought in its train all the 
miseries for the working class 
and all going for the capital
ists and speculators. Prices had 
gone up and it was again the 
textile worker of Bombay who 
fought and secured the Dear 
Food Allowance which lasted 
for several years and sub
sequently merged in the wage.

Unions were getting formed. 
Here and there, workers 
would secure some gains. The 
British Government was also 
alive to the situation. They 
were organising the Labour 
OCdce in Bombay. Some pre
liminary labour legislation 
also made its appearance.

Immediately after the end of 
World War I and before the 
formation of the AITUC, two 
big labour actions had taken 
place. One was the tramway
men’s strike and the other was 

strike. Both 
battles. These

the postmen’s 
were major ' 
actions 
workers
selves 
actions 
growing

also 
to

into

had emboldened 
organise them- 
unions. These

further proved the 
TU consciousness

although the process was very 
slow and required proper guid
ance and assistance.

The postmen’s strike had 
made a deep impression on my 
young mind. I was a 
School student then, 
brother was a striking 
man. Our neighbours 

High
My 

post- 
were

postmen themselves who were 
on strike, several of whom had 
lost their jobs because of 
victimisation. Their families 
and children suffered agonies. 
I was a witness to all those 
harrowing results flowing 
from the strike. No wonder 
that my interest was aroused 
In the labour movement and I 
followed my interests, once 
aroused, to its final logic. No 
wonder, therefore, that I found 
myself in the inaugural 
Session of the AITUC.

INAUGURAL SESSION

The AITUC was born at its 
first inaugural session in 
Bombay on October 31, 1920. 
The most illustrious patriot 
Lala Lajpat Rai presided over 
this Session at the Empire 
Theatre in the heart of the 
business centre of the Indian 
bourgeoisie.

Bombay had already become 

was no Central Organisation 
yet. It had already become 
very urgent and thus AITUC 
came to be formed in 1920.

Among those present at this 
session, besides Lala Laj
pat Rai, were N. M. Joshi, Bar
rister Pawar, Diwan Chaman 
Lal, M. A. Jinnah, and host of 
other national leaders. They 
were all inspired by the huma
nitarian desire of helping the 
poor worker. Little did they 
Imagine then that the organi
sation they were planting .will 
soon become a powerful wea
pon in the hands of the Indian 
workers to fight the onslau
ghts of capitalism and effecti
vely challenge it. However, 
little did we imagine, then 
that we will be called upon to 
lead this organisation and 
through it, lead the Indian 
workers’ struggles.

ORGANISATIONAL POSITION

In early days after the 
foundation of the AITUC, a 
large number of unions were 
being formed but TU consci
ousness was not developed to 
a great extent. I remember 
that in those days, ingeneous 
methods had to be used to 
attract the workers including 
the playing of harmonium and 
pitying card tricks at the fac
tory gate.

Until 1928, organisationally 
the AITUC was weak. The 
annual sessions became a 
routine affair. But gradually a 
change was taking place in 
the character of the AITUC. 
The leadership of the AITUC 
was gradually passing from 
the hands of moderates and 
philanthrophists to the hands 
of leftist elements.

Hie Girni Kamgar Union 
(Red Flag) in Bombay with a 
membership of 65,000 and 
G.I.P. Railwaymen’s Union 
with a membership of 45,000 
entered the organisationally 
weak AITUC and tilted 
entire balance against 

the 
the

moderate leadership.
The Government of India, 

alive to these developments 
acted immediately to behead 
the militant working class 
movement. In March 1929, the 
Government arrested some of 
the top leaders (32) of the 
working class movement and 
the AITUC and staged a farce 

Capital and Labour”, 
“creation of workers’ 
peasants’ parties, youth 
gues, unions,” etc., and 
encouragement to strikes.

the 
and 
lea- 
the 
The

honourable judge declared in 
summing up:

“Perhaps the deeper gravity 
was the hold acquired over the 
Bombay textile workers illus
trated by the 1928 strike and 
the revolutionary policy of the 
Girni Kamgar Union.”

DOMINANT TREND

theThe dominant trend in
TU movement in those days 
was clearly expressed in the 
Presidential address by Pandit 
Jawaharlal Nehru in Nagpur 
Session of the AITUC in 1929:

"We are often accused of 
preaching class war and of 
widening the distance be
tween the classes. The distance 
is wide enough, thanks to 
capitalism, and nothing can 
beat the record of capitalism 
in this respect. But those who 
accuse are singularly unseeing 
and ignorent of what goes on 
around them. Is it the Social
ist or the Communist who 
separates the classes and prea
ches discontent or the capi
talist and imperialist who by 
his policy and methods has 
deduced the great majority of 
peoples into wage slaves .... 
The class war is none of our 
creation. It is the creation of 
capitalism and so long as 
capitalism endures, it will 
endure. The class war existed 
and exists today. By our trying, 
ostrichlike to Ignore it, we do 
not get rid of it. Only by re
moving the causes are we 
likely to bring peace.”

However, ideological differ
ences arose in 1929 which ulti
mately resulted in the split 
within the AITUC. The split 
arose on the questions of atti
tude towards the Royal Com
mission of Labour and affilia
tion to Pan Pacific Secretariat 
of the RILU, a leftist Inter
national TU organisation.

The TU movement remained 
divided for nearly a decade. 
Several efforts for unification 
were initiated and finally in 
the year 1939, at Nagpur, the 
unity was achieved. Thus 
AITUC once again became the 
supreme body of the Indian 
working class. A special clause 
was introduced in the AITUC 
constitution regarding poli
tical resolution that no such 
resolution could be regarded 
as passed unless it secured 
three-fourth majority. On all 
other TU matters, decisions 
were taken unanimously and 
by agreement.

During the second world 

were Inside it. Efforts to split 
the TU movement by forma
tion of the Indian Federation 
of Labour proved to be abor
tive. The strength of the 
AITUC was growing every 
day.

With the advent of indepen
dence and coming into power 
of the Congress Party, need 
was felt by the ruling party to 
have its own TU organisation 
that would arrest the growth 
of militant trade unionism in 
the country. Scared by the un
precedented influence of the 
AITUC over the Indian work
ing class, the Congress Party 
leaders organised under their 
direct leadership the Indian 
National Trade Union Con
gress (INTUC) in 1946. Fur
ther split occurred and the 
HMS came into being th© 
UTUC was another offshoot of 
the disunity process unleash
ed by the Congress Party.

The trade union movement 
in the country since then re
mained divided which has 
considerably weakened the 
collective bargaining strength 
of the working class. How
ever, the AITUC still remain
ed as the staunchest defender 
of working class interests.

PROBLEMS OF UNITY

Many efforts were made, 
conferences organised, discus
sions took place between the 
top leaders without success for 
building TU unity. To this day 
in spite of best efforts disunity 
among the central organisa
tions prevails. One can safely 
predict that the unity will not 
come about by top confer
ences, negotiations and talks. 
However the Indian worker 
realizes the need for this unity 
and he has begun his efforts 
on factory and workshop basis. 
Workers are uniting for the 
defence of their common 
demands. The best example 
of this was recently provided 
by the general strike of the 
Central Government emplo
yees. There are numerous 
such examples of workers’ 
unity throughout the country. 
Workers have realised that 
unity lies this way. May be 
that through 
workers may 
leaders to unite 
organisation.

The objective 
the AITUC and 

this process 
compel their 
in one central

of wiping out
smashing Its

Influence completely met with
a miserable defeat. The Indian 
worker regards the AITUC as 
his organisation and is proud 
of it. Hence today, the AITUC 
Influence has spread far and 
wide. Workers love their 
AITUC although the Govern
ment and emnlovers at rmnv
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PROBLEMS OF
WORKERS IN BOMBAY

BY VITHAL
General Secretary, 

Employees’

CHAUDHARI
General Engineering 
Union, Bombay

। Apart from the low 
wages, far below the need- 
based minimum, what is 
particularly striking in the 
engineering industry is (he 
complete anarchy on wage 
norms, grades and classifica
tion.

Tli is is best seen in Bom
bay City itself. If a skilled 
worker in National Electri
cal Industries gets Rs. 3 per 
day, his colleague in Cromp
ton Parkinson on the same 
job will get Rs. 3.75, while 
in Bharat Bijlee Rs. 2.25 
only, although working on 
the same electric motor. The 
same chaos is also true re
garding the semi-skilled and 
even unskilled categories.

The unskilled worker in 
Bombay gats a minimum wage 
varing from Rs. 1.16 to 1.50 
per day while semi-skilled 
worker earns a minimum wage 
varing from Rs. 1.50 to Rs. 1.65 
per day. Only skilled workers 
gets a minimum wage of Rs. 
2.25 to Rs. 3.00 per day.

In some factories workers 
are divided in three grades, in
some six to 
a company 
gineering 
number of

ten grades and in 
like Kamami En- 
Corporation, the 
grades goes up to

even sixteen. None knows who 
is placed in what group and 
why in that group!

Duc to this extraordinary 
chaotic and arbitrary state of 
affairs, our worker is exploit
ed most, his worth and skill 
never repaid, he is placed 
invariably in a lower place
ment and gradation.

DEMAND FOR
WAGE BOARD

Therefore we want a wago 
board for the fixation of wages 
and scales of pay. We demand 
simple and scientific classifi
cation, standard wages for 
standard jobs and automatic 
increments every year.

The earlier we take up this 
agitation the better. Other
wise the profit-gready emplo
yers alone will continue to 
benefit from the industrialisa
tion of the country and the 
toiling cadre of the industry 
will remain in the same abys- 
smal living conditions.

Productivity and incentive 
schemes, such as production 
bonus, piece-rates etc., arc the 
subjects which we have to 
handle almost every day. 
Hence, we in engineering in
dustry are primarily concern
ed in this regard.

Fundamentally we are not 
opposed to any higher pro

higher production per capita, 
in particular, i.e., higher pro
ductivity, is a very essential 
factor.

The main point is why 
should this incentive scheme 
be counterposed to our ques
tion of basic demand for a 
proper wage? Why should it 
be considered as an unavoid- 
able 
like 
and 
and

prior charge on industry 
the investment on plant 
machinery, it 
management

inseparable from 
ponses?

We have worked 

.s upkeep 
and also 
such ex

on the so-
called minimum of Rs. 30 plus 
D.A. for the last ten years. 
During the same period, pro
fits have boomed. Why then 
should we be told that our 
wage will be increased only if 
there is higher production? 
Why not part with our mini
mum wage from the profits 
first?

PAY NEED-BASED
MINIMUM NOW '

We, therefore, look at these 
production schemes as only a 
device to loot us further.

And wherever these schemes 
are introduced, the experience 
is the same.

While giving an award in 
Mukund Iron and Steel works 
and Hind Cycles Ltd., the 
Industrial Tribunal held the 
employers viewpoint that 
“productivity is essentially a 
management responsibility”. 
The workers are then thrown 
at the mercy of the manage
ment on this point to be fooled 
and forced to toil to any 
measure it liked.

In early stages, the results 
are attractive to workers and 
workers whose wages have 
otherwise no chance of any 
increment also accept it as an 
inevitable alternative to earn 
more. Eut the employer is not 
satisfied with this. He after 
noting that the scheme has 
given the company good re
sults suddenly modifies the 
scheme, increases the norms, 
reduces their rates ultimately 
ensuring for himself the same 
or more production for lesser 
payment to workmen than 
before.

A worker from the Mukund 
Iron and Steel works reports 
that for a piece, formerly the 
rate was 5’/2 nP. after a mini
mum of 50 pieces. After some 
time the rate was changed to 
3 nP. after a minimum of 65 
pieces. The daily earnings of 
the worker fell from about 
Rs. 3 per day to Re. 1 per day.

Another example to be noted 
is in Indian Tools

namely straighteners, 
100 to 300.

The result was that the cent of the revised textile 
earnings of the workers 'had scale as the D.A.
at once fallen to one-third of < Why. you ask
their original earnings.

In Sankey Electrical Stam
pings Ltd., the management 
cunningly manoeuvered with 
the INTUC Union, which was 
made to sign an agreement. 
By this agreement the workers 
actually lost their usual 
annual bonus of 5 to 6 months 
and received only 3 months' 
bonus. The production bonds 
which was promised to be 25 
per cent of basic earnings 
after every four months came 
down to 16 per cent of the 
same.

A quotation from Kamani 
Engineering Company’s pro
duction bonus scheme is re
vealing;

"Managements Discretion: It 
is emphasised that the deci
sion of the management is 
final in respect of the amount 
of incentive as well as the 
workman or workmen from 
whom the same is payable, and 
the management is not bound 
to give any reasons for the 
same. Further the manage
ment reserves the right to 
amend, modify, alter or termi
nate the above-mentioned 
scheme, at any time and with
out any notice thereof as and 
when necessary.”

Our experience in almost 
all the factories shows that 
despite the colossal profits 
made, they tried their level 
best to oppose any demand for 
a wage rise. Instead of con
sidering this genuine demand 
sympathetically, they resort 
to disruption and victimisa
tion.

PROFITS SOAR- 
WAGES STATIC

Take the Crompton Parkin
son Works itself. It required 
more than a year to enter 
into an agreement on wages 
with them. This unit has ex
panded during last three years, 
has been paying more than 
Rs. 15 lakhs annually as only 
Service Fees to its parent body 
in U.K. compared to Rs. 5 
lakhs only a few years back. 
Number of workers increased 
from 750 to 1,350. But what is 
the reflection of this expansion 
and prosperity in the new 
Wage Agreement? The mini
mum that was Rs. 1.16 per day 
is raised to Rs. 1.30 i.e., barely 
12 per cent increase; and 
maximum which was Rs. 
nP. is raised to Rs. 7.50 
—a rise of 5.3 per cent!

the 
7.12 
nP.,

purchased two more new.uniw 
which employ' together, about 
500 men. Not being content 
with this expansion, the ambi
tious management has pur
chased a land at Goregaon

•' and the whole new construc
tion is afoot.

But what is the condition of 
the ivage earner here. A moul
der, the most skilled and the 
chief architect in Foundry 

from shop is staggered between Rs. 
3.00 to 5.50 with only 90 per

prompt comes the 
company is not in 

for more, 
reply, the 
a position

to pay unless . you produce 
more. Can workers remain 
satisfied with this attitude^

Take; again, another huge 
concern, viz., Mukand Iron 
and Steel Works. There is not 
only no wage revision since 
1955 but there is regular sup
pression of workers if they 
raised a demand.

RISE IN 
PRODUCTIVITY

Who does not know that 
this unit has progressed by 
leaps and bounds with its 700 
workmen only 8 years back, to 
more than 1,500 now. Produc
tion in steel rolling has gone 
up from 17,112 tons in 1952-53 
to 39,965 tons in 1958-59 • (i.e., 
126 per cent) and the produc
tivity from 175 man-hours ton 
in 1953-54 to 75 man-hoursjton 
in 1957-58 (i.e. 133 per cent). 
Advantage of this higher pro
duction (126 per cent) and 
productivity (133 per cent) 
has been also reflected in the 
steep rise in the market quota
tion of their share. Market 
quotation which had fallen to 
Rs. 5.58 nP. in 1956 has now 
shot up to Rs. 22.80 nP. in 
October 1959, i.e., a clear rise 
of more than 300 per cent.

But, for all these gains of 
the management, what are the 
returns for workers? It is the- 
same wage-scale as existed in 
1955. 300 workers were victi
mised becaused they asked 
better bonus and better work
ing conditions. They weakened 
our Union, and built up an 
INTUC Union which again is 
unrecognised and kicked array 
whenever not liked by the 
management.

The Zenith Tin Works, 
another Company with better 
fortunes than any time In the 
past, running in shifts, work
ing at a newly constructed, 
modern-style factory, has also 
taken to the same kind of 
attitude.

It started with an attack on 
its workmen by victimising 
them, among whom it includ
ed a Supervisor, I. D. Khan of 
13 years service, Vice-Presi
dent of our Union and 
leading spokesman of the 
workers. He is also a member 
of the Working Committee of 
the National Federation of 
Metal and Engineering Work
ers of India. Tire Union was



REPORT OF SUGAR WAGE BOARD

The Central Wage 
for Sugar Industry 

Board 
came

into existence in December, 
1957. It is still said to be 
deliberating somewhere in 
South Indid. It was officially 
staled in Lok Sabha that the 
Board will submit its re
commendations by Septem- 
l>er 1930, so that the Govern
ment of India could consider 
them by November and the 
recommendations could be 
given effect to in 1960-G1 
season itself.

Now the whole time-table 
seems to have been changed 
and the Board 13 delaying sub
mission of Ite Report. It Is 
apprehended that it may sub- 
riuL Ite report actually in 
December and then the Gov
ernment of India may take 
two to three months to con
sider it and release the report 
for publication. Naturally, the 
employers in their turn will 
take time for “consideration” 
of the Report and by that 
time, the 1960-61 season will 
either be over or just at Its 
end.

The tactics apparently seem 
to be that the workers in that 
case may not get an opportu
nity to think and react on the 
Board’s recommendations as 
they will resume only in 
November next year for the 
1961-62 season.

Meanwhile the Government 
and the employers are busy In 
helping each other with the 
'measures’ to Increase produc
tion—after all Increase in pro
duction Is in national Inter
ests 1 The Government of India 
has again offered to continue 
rebate of 50 per cent In the 
basic excise duty of Rs. 11.25 
per cwt. to all such sugar mills 
which produce sugar during 
1960-61 season in excess of the 

BOMBAY ENGINEERING
(Continued from page 4)

such as on Annual Bonus, 
Attendance Bonus, Gratuity, 
Dearness Allowance, Retrench
ment and Recruitment of 
workers, canteen facilities, 
and so on.

But the Company could not 
tolerate this kind of trade 
union activity and on Novem
ber 30, 1959 this modern mana
gement axed him, and along 
with him, some 18 more work
ers, in order to make it appear 
as bona fide retrenchment.

There is yet another kind of 
management. They would not 
like to give anything volunta
ry and would like to be com
pelled by the High Court or 
Supreme Court for making the 
the payment, whether it Is

—U7n; This Delay ?
By HAM ASREY, General Secretary, UFTUC

average of their production in 
the two preceding seasons.

To the demand of the cane
growing peasants the Govern
ment had already given deaf 
ears and despite last year’s 
agitation the prices of sugar
cane will remain the same i.e„ 
Rs. 1.62 per maund for deli
very at the gate and Rs. 1.50 
for delivery at rail heads.

According to II. N. Bahu- 
guna, Minister for Industries, 
Government of Uttar Pradesh, 
(hey submited certain pro
posals to the Central Govern
ment which if implemented 
will increase the State’s sugar 
output by 4,00,080 tons per 
annum. And this increase is to 
be over and above the record 
production of the state in the 
proceeding season, which is 
12,21,453 tons, a rise of 3,33,607 
tons as compared to 6,87,847 
tons of 1959-60. In fact the 
sugar industry all over the 
country achieved an all-time 
record in 1959-60 season by 
producing 24,00,763- tons by 
July 7, 1960, the previous 
maximum being 20,26,179 in 
1956-57.

Recently, tlic Sugar Mill- 
owners’ Association is reported 
to have once again raised the 
question of increasing price of 
sugar inside the country. It is 
well-known that for long, a 
cry has been raised for the 
decontrol of the price of sugar 
in view of the increased pro
duction.

Having failed to get decon
trol, now these ‘patriotic’ 
owners are raising the cry of 
increasing sugar prices inter
nally so that, with a view to 
earn “foreign exchange”, the 
sugar stocks may be exported 
on still lower prices to U.S.A. 
Of course, Cuba being "too re
volutionary,”. we cannot refuse 
to be even this much humani- 

a writ against the award of an 
adjudicator.

In the Estrela Batteries Ltd., 
workers had no wage scales or 
grades for more than 15 years. 
Also, since 1953, no rise was 
given to workmen. Shri Sawar- 
kar, Industrial Tribunal, in 
his award of 1957 fixed some 
scales and suggested some 
increment. The company went 
in Appeal to Supreme Court, 
and managed to get a stay 
order, calculating that some 
12 years hence, wage-burden 
would be to the tune of Rs. 40 
lakhs and convinced ‘every
body’ that the Company would 
be just crushed under that 
heavy burden.

The Supreme Court could

tarlan just as not to export 
sugar to America!

The sugar-season has start
ed—and representatives of 
AITUC unions working in 
Sugar Industry in Maha
rashtra and Western- Uttar

held meetings at.Pradesh
Poona and Meerut respecti
vely late October. S. A. Dange, 
General Secretary, AITUC, 
attended Poona meeting. After 
having reviewed the position 
with regard to the Wage 
Board, the two meetings de
manded immediate submission 
of the Wage Board Report and 
Government decision on the 
same by January, 1961.

Tire Meerut meeting has 
decided to hold a Sugar 
Workers Conference in Shamil 
in the last week of November 
in which AITUC unions from 
all over the State are expected 
to participate.
(EDITOR’S NOTE: Since the 
article was written in the last 
week of October, the Hindu- 
sthan Times, Delhi, reported on 
November 1, that the Sugar 
Wage Board finalised its re
commendations on October 10 
and that the Report would be 
sent to the Government in the 
middle of November.

(According to this news
item, the Board has fixed for
wiskilled workers, a I
monthly wage of Rs. 86

basic
> in

Maharashtra region, Rs. 81 in
Southern region, Rs. 7'3 in
Northern region and Rs. 70 in 
Central region. Skilled workers 
are to get differential wages, 
with an increase up to 10 per 
cent depending on the quality 
of the skill. A fixed retainer of 
50% of basic wage for skilled 
workers and 25% of basic 
wage for unskilled workers 
during the off-season also re
portedly figures among recom
mendations. A sliding scale of 
gratuity and a formula for 
payment of incentive bonus on 
the basis of profits have also 
been suggested by the Board.)-

was able to prevail upon the 
company to get withdrawal of 
its appeal from Supreme 
Court. All past arrears were 
paid in May last, which 
amounted to about Rs. 2% 
lakhs.

Take another example of 
the same kind of Manage
ment, e.g., Bharat Barrel and 
Drum Mfg. Co. This company 
went to Supreme Court .against 
an award which pertained to 
Bonus of 1952 and some 
arrears of wage Increase. And 
what was the result, which 
came hi 1960? Hie Supreme 
Court heard the company’s 
arguments and before even 
hearing the union’s argu
ments, was convinced that the 
company had no case and dis
missed the appeal.

The company later on enter
ed into Bonus agreement' with 
us for the years 1957, 1958 and 
1959 and withdrew these dls-

The roblem of temporary- 
e?s who are kept on that 

asis for months on end, some
times for 4, to 5 years is wide
spread in ' this industry. In 
Bharat Barrel, out of about 700 
works, 620 are temporary. In 
Meckcnzies Ltd., the ratio of 
permanent to temporary work
ers is 50:50. In Cooper Connel 
and Clifford, alias Somanl and 
Co., the proportion is 15:85, In 
even the recently built project 
Viz. Automobile Products of 
India, there arc about 300 
temporary, and 300 casual 
labourers, out of a total of 
1,050 employees.

In Sankey Electrical Stamp
ings there is a different prac
tice to keep workers perma
nently temporary. Those who 
ar$ new recruits have to sign 
bonds stating that he-; is 
temporary and he will not 
make any claims when he is 
thrown out. Such bond- 
workers are more than .100 In 
this company who are to re
new their bonds of employ
ment after every three months. 
There are workers of 2 to 2^ 
years of this description in 
this Company.

During the last 
the Engineering 
Bombay resisted 
of the employers.

two years 
Workers in 
the attacks 
A long and

very doggedly-fought battle 
was by 600 workmen, including 
members of the electrical and 
supervisory staff of the 
National Electrical Industries. 
It lasted for 94 days in which 
56,400 man-days were lost. 
Tliis company had for its 
workmen Rs. 1.25 nP. of the 
D.A. merged with wages and it 
wanted to deconsolidate it. All 
the efforts of the negotiated 
settlement failed the workers 
remained united till the end. 
Finally seeing that there was 
no possibility of direct settle
ment, the whole issue was re
ferred to the arbitration and 
then came an end of this long 
dispute.

The other two strikes that 
also must be mentioned were 
In Bharat Bi j lee Ltd., and Star 
Textile Engineering Works 
which lasted for 43 days and G2 
days respectively, involving 
34,800 man-days. In both these 
strikes there was the same 
demand of reinstatement of 
victimised workers, who have 
been the union’s leading 
cadres and whom the company 
did not want to accept as lea
ders for these factories.

During the last two years 
and particularly during last 
twelve months, the General 
Engineering Employees Union 
has been putting up a hard 
struggle against such attack 
on the workers’ organisation— 
attacks organised by 1NTUC— 
employer combination and 
helped by policy of the Gov
ernment.

In spite of all the efforts to 
disrupt the ranks of the work
ing class, the AITUC has 
emerged out as the strongest 
force among the Engineering 
workers in Maharashtra.

Tlie Engineering workers in 
Bombay are increasingly com
ing under the banner of the 
AITUC and consolidating their



WFTU Statement

U.N. MUST ACT TO END ALL FORMS
OF

The Secretariat of the 
WFTU issued the following 
statement on October 21:

The victorious struggle 
against colonialism, the shame 
and scourge of our era, acute 
form of capitalist exploitation 
and plunder, has entered a 
new phase.

The WFTU, which since Its 
establishment has made the 
ending of colonialism one of 
its basic aims, is deeply glad 
of this. It sends warm greet
ings to those trade union 
organisations that are con
tributing to the success of the 
anti-colonialist struggle.

In fifteen years, hundreds of 
millions of men and women 
have freed themselves from 
the bondage of colonialism. 
Many new politically indepen
dent states have risen from 
the ruins of 19th century em
pires to undermine the foun
dations of imperialism and are 
making a positive contribution 
each day to the consolidation 
of world peace.

But millions of human bc- 
ings are still under the colo
nial yoke. Thanks to the victo
ries and sacrifices of the peo
ples of Africa, Asia and Latin 
America, thanks to the shining 
example and peace policy of 
the socialist camp, thanks to 
the solidarity shown by work
ers and trade unions in all 
countries, today it is possible 
•and necessary to put an end to 
colonial oppression. It is possi
ble and necessary to finish 
with the rule of despotism and 
hunger, of forced labour and 
racial oppression, of darkness 
and economic plunder, which 
still holds sway from Algeria 
to Angola, from West Irian to 
Mozambique and Puerto Rico.

The final and complete era
dication of the colonial sys
tem is today one of the para
mount tasks of the peoples, of 
all progressive and peaceful 
forces in the world. In accord- 
mce with the Soviet Union’s 
jroposal, therefore, all repre- 
■lentatives attending XV 
General Assembly of the 
Jnited Nations have unani- 
nously agreed to include this 
[uestion on the Assembly's 
.genda.

The W.F.T.U. considers this 
lecision, which it supports, as 
n important event. It cm- 
•haSises, however, that the 
ecisive factor in doing away 
dth the hateful colonial re- 
ime all over the world is the 
nited struggle of the work- 
ig people, above all of the 
copies who are still oppress- 
1. That is the way to frus- 
ate the manoeuvres of the 
nperialists, who were obliged 
» vote in favour of this deci
on. Experience shows that 
merican imperialism will 
op at nothing to use the UN

COLONIALISM
United Nations Charter itself.

In addition, as XI Ses
sion of the W.F.T.U. Gene
ral Council pointed out, work
ers and trade unions must re
main vigilant and active, not 
only to eliminate the colonial 
system and all its economic 
and social vestiges, but also 
to fight against neo-colonia- 
lism, which is being used oy 
the American imperialists and 
their allies in their attempts 
to extend and strengthen

FIFTY TAKII BRITISH WOHKEIIS PRESS 
FOK WAGE INCREASES

Spurred by rising living 
costs, with dearer rents, 
fares and fuel hiking a 
heavy toll, well over five 
million workers in Great 
Britain are now pressing 
for substantial pay increa
ses, according to a report 
in Daily Worker, dated 
October 17.

The workers are also 
demanding a proper re
turn for their skill and 
responsibility.

The £2.2.0 a week in
crease which contracting 
electricians are to get 
from January 1 pays re
gard to both factors and 
has stimulated pressure 
among other workers, in
cluding engineering, mine 
and building workers and 
government employees.

Three million fitters, 
turners, boilermakers, 
foundryworkers, vehicle

AITUC-THEN & NOW
(Continued from page 3)

adherence of the Indian work
ing class.

The history of the AITUC is 
not only the history of splits. 
It has solid achievements to 
its credit. It secured the 
8-hour day for Indian workers. 
If taught him to unite and 
struggle for defence of his 
living standard. It led without 
hesitation all the big and 
small strike struggles of the 
Indian workers throughout the 
country. It created trained 
worker leadership in thou
sands to lead and conduct 
their union activities. Above 
all, it brought about class 
consciousness among workers.

It has steeled and moulded 
the Indian working class in 
such a way that no other orga
nisation has done or will ever 
do snrce'j'jfi’ilv tt„..

their power in the colonies 
and newly independent coun
tries.

The World Federation of 
Trade Unions is determined to 
work as effectively as possible 
for the final and complete end 
of colonialism and considers 
that all national, regional and 
international trade union or
ganisations can and should 
meet and consult with each 
other on the best means of 
combining all their forces in

builders and others in the 
engineering industry have 
a claim in for £1 a week 
rise. Over a million build
ing workers are demand
ing substantial increase.

Over three lakh day
wago workers in mines as 
well as engineering and 
shipbuilding draughts
men are demanding a sub
stantial wage rise.

The engineering unions 
point out that for the first 
eight months of the year, 
gross profits declared by 
purely engineering compa
nies were 2 per cent up on 
last year’s record figures, 
those for radio and elec
trical firms increased by 13 
per cent, and those for 
motor and aircraft estab
lishments by 16Jj per cent.

Bryn Roberts, General 
Secretary of the National 
Union of Public Emplo

AITUC which taught Indian 
workers the significance of the 
slogan “Workers of the World 
Unite!” Hence today AITUC 
is a proud member of the 
world organisation, the WFTU 
right from its foundation. 
S. A. Dange, our General 
Secretary, occupies Vice-Presi
dentship of that organisation. 
The Indian worker under
stands the significance of in
ternational working class 
movement.

Such is, therefore, the 
AITUC which completes its 
forty years of existence and 
useful service to Indian work
ers. With the massive support 
of the Indian working class, 
the AITUC will remain for 
ever as their organisation in 
spite of the iinM” • ■ 

a powerful united campaign 
to this end.

It believes that, as an im
mediate step, all trade union 
organisations should request 
the United Nations Organisa
tion to declare itself unequi
vocally in favour of:

—complete and immediate 
independence for colonial and 
trust territories, by recogniz
ing and guaranteeing their 
peoples the right to decide 
their own future and to choose 
freely their own form of go
vernment;

—the eradication of all 
forms of domination and eco
nomic plunder by foreign 
powers;

—respect for the sovereignty 
and integrity of all indepen
dent states, and non-inter
ference in their internal 
affairs.

yees, warned the authori
ties that he has never 
known such widespread 
dissatisfaction.

In a message to mem
bers he said it is silly for 
the Press and others to say 
that the average weekly 
wage in general industry 
is £14.2.6, when public 
employees earn £5 less.

"It is not surprising that 
there is a shortage of 
labour in the public ser
vices and that in many 
places, the authorities are 
unable to carry out their 
functions properly,” he 
said.

Bryn Roberts added 
that letters received from 
members disclose a dis
tressing story of struggle 
to keep the families going. 
Yet, the U.K. Government 
spends £1,600 million a 
year on armaments.

WFTU CONDEMNS 
ASSASSINATION OF INAJIRO 

ASANUMA

Louis Saillant, General Se
cretary WFTU, sent the fol
lowing telegram to the 
SOHYO, the Central Council 
of Japanese Trade Unions, 
condemning the assassination 
of Inajiro Asanuma, Japanese 
Socialist leader:

“Deeply disturbed by assas
sination of Brother Inajiro 
Asanuma, eminent leader of 
Japanese people's united 
struggle for peace and demo
cracy against U.S. imperialism 
and Japanese reaction, WFTU 
extends sincere condolence to 
his family and friends, Japa
nese workers and people. His 
assassination is closely related 
to, revival of fascism and mill- - 
tarism which threatens funda
mental rights of workers. The

FTU expreanr.- — •
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JEFINfTION OF WORKER— 
SUPREME COURT

JUDGMENT

In a judgement delivered on 
October 12, the Supreme Court, 
interpreting the definition of 
"worker", as contained in the 
Indian Factories Act, held that 
it covered only persons who 
had the relationship of a ser
vant to the factory, and that 
it did not extend to the emplo
yees of a contractor working 
in the premises.

Tills judgement implies, as 
the Statesman (Oct. 14) points 
out, that if "this somewhat in
artistic definition of 'worker’ is 
not suitably amended the pro
visions of the Indian Factories 
Act may become mere paper 
recommendations. A person 
engaged in manufacture may 
employ any number of persons 
through independent contrac
tors, take work from them and 
yet escape all liabilities and 
duties of the owner of a fac
tory by keeping his direct em- 
• loyces below the level of 20 
'workers’.”

The judgement was deliver
ed by Mr. Justice Hidayatullah, 
dismissing the appeal by the 
State of Kerala against Gujarat 
Travancore Agency against the 
judgement of Kerala High 
Court.

The facts of the case are that 
the Inspector of Factories, 
during his inspection of the 
premises occupied by the res
pondent, found 23 persons em- 
ploycd in garbling pepper and 
packing it in bags.

The agency was prosecuted 
for failing to register the con
cern under the Factories Act 
and commencing work without 
prior permission. Il was alleg
ed that since the agency was 
employing more than 20 per
sons in a manufacturing pro
cess, it was bound to register 
itself under the provisions of 
ho Factories Act

It was argued on behalf of 
the agency that the premises 
were not a factory and the per
sons employed in garbling 
pepper were not 'workers’.

The magistrate trying the 
case held against the agency

and the Sessions Judge upheld
the conviction. 
Court set aside 
in revision and 
respondents.

The Supreme 

Kerala High 
the conviction 
acquitted the

Court observ-
cd that there was no doubt 
that the agency was engaged 
in a manufacturing process 
and if 20 or more "workers” 
were employed by it, it would 
be considered to be a factory.

The Supreme Court then 
examined the definition of the 
term "worker” to determine 
whether the persons working 
in the premises came within 
the definition. The court refer
red to its earlier decision in 
the case of Chintaman Rao and 
stated that "it was observed 
that to determine whether a 
person was a ’worker’, the pro
per 
not 
and 
ncr

test was to see whether or 
the 'employer* had control 
supervision over the man
in which the work was to 

he done." In this case, it was 
held that the employees of a 
contractor working on the pre- 
iniscs were not workers.

Following the decision in the 
earlier case, the court held that 
the employees involved in the 
present case were not workers 
and hence the view taken by 
the High Court was correct. 
The appeal was accordingly 
dismissed. (Statesman, Octo
ber 14)

•rr-' , ...

JUTE WORKERS 
: OBSERVE DEMANDS

WEEK
Tho observance of the 

“Demands Week” against 
sealing of looms and for in
terim relief within two 
months of the sitting of the 
Jute Wage Board, was a 
great success in West Ben
gal.

The call for the Demands 
Week was given by the Bengal 
Chatkal Mazdoor Union (AI- 
TUC) and observed through
out West Bengal jute mills 
areas. A number of mass ral
lies were held and from these 
rallies, demands w<ore voiced 
for immediate grant of interim 
relief and to work the sealed 
looms.

The dearness allowance of 
the jute workers was not rais
ed since 1955, while the con
sumer price index has steadily 
gone up. The Bengal Chatkal 
Mazdoor Union has calculated 
that according to the index of 
Increase of prices, during the 
period of 1957 to 1960, in four 
years every worker in jute 
mills has lost Rupees 
237.48 nP. The total amount 
thus saved by the jute mills 
comes to about rupees four 
crores and seventyfive lakhs.

PROCEDURE FOR VERIFICATION
(Contd. from page 8)

sample of the latter has to be 
drawn, i.e., 120 persons have 
to be Interrogated personally. 
If on personal Interrogation 
it Is found that 30 of the 120 
persons (i.e. 25%) deny mem
bership of the union, the 
strength of the union will be 
reduced by 25% of 800 per
sons whose membership was 
objected to, i.e. by 200. Tn 
other words, the final strength 
of the union will, in this case, 
be 1800:

12000— (25% of 800) — 18001
If the persons who, on in

terrogation deny their mem
bership of the union claiming 
them as their members inform 
the verification officer that 
they arc members of a rival 
union, the verification officer 
will check their membership 
with the list of members and 
records of that union and 
adjust the list accordingly, 
1 e. their names will be added 
to the list of the rival 
union and excluded in the 
manner mentioned above, 
from the list of the claimant 
union.

(9) While conducting per
sonal verification as mention
ed in para (7) above, the veri
fication officer will not allow 
the representatives of any 
union or management to be 
present.

(10) The verification officer 
will report his findings 
to the CcntrallState Imple
mentation Machinery which 
in turn will communicate its 
decision to the management 
jls well as to unions.

30 FEMALE WORKERS 
REINSTATED IN 

ROURKELA

Thirty female workers of 
Rourkela demonstrated before 
the Deputy General Manager 
on October 10 demanding rein
statement. The management 
earlier had assured in writing 
that these workers would be 
reinstated but failed to imple
ment the given promise. As a 
result of the demonstration the 
management re-employed the 
women workers on the same 
day.

Three more demonstrations 
were staged on the same day 
by the temporary workers. The 
management agreed to expe
dite the absorption of these 
workers in permanent jobs.

BOMBAY TEXTILE
WORKERS DEMONSTRATE 

BEFORE SECRETARIAT

Five thousand workers of 
Century Mills, Bombay, 
marched to the Secretarial of 
Maharashtra Government and 
demonstrated before the Chief 
Minister. The morcha was or
ganised by Mumbai Girni 
Karngar Union in protcBl 
against the offer of the man
agement to give a bonus of 32 
days only. A memorandum was 
submitted to the Chief Minis
ter on behalf of the demonstra
tors and were assured that 
he would consider the de
mands.

CLOSED MILL PARTIALLY 
OPENED IN TRICHUR,

KERALA

The Silaram Textile Mills, 
Trichur, which was gutted by 
fire on December 8, 1959, be
gan partially working on Octo
ber 6, 1960, with 100 looms in 
its weaving section functioning.

Before the fire havoc, the 
mill had 418 looms and over 
18,000 spindles employing 
about 2,000 workers.

The lessees of the mill are 
said to be interested in work
ing only 300 looms in all, 
working two shifts.

The Sitaram Textile Mill 
Workers’ Union (AITUC) has 
submitted plans to the manage
ment to absorb a larger num- 
l>er of the unemployed work
ers, by introducing three-shift 
working and with no increase 
in workload.

SAV AH? AM MILLS, AKOLA 
REOPENED

The Savatram Mills, Akola, 
employing two thousand work
ers was closed down on March 
5 this year. The workers under 
the leadership of Girni Kam- 
Rar Union (Lal Bavta) had 
struggled to restart the mills. 
The union demanded that in 
case the management was in
capable for reopening the mills 
the Government should take it 
over and run it.

’Hie mnn'iwwrrt

curing the last hundred 
j^ears, the jute mills never 
sealed 19 per cent looms at a 
time but in the last month sud
denly 19 per cent of the Joomi 
were sealed by employers. This 
has resulted in thousands of 
workers being rendered idle.-—' 
In West Bengal, the total num
ber of looms is 64 thousand.

According to the trade 
unionists, the reason of short
age of raw materials which has 
been assigned by the Indian 
Jute Mills Association (IJMA) 
for the sealing of looms, is not 
correct. Actually this crisis has 
been created by the IJMA to 
jeopardise the work of the Jute 
Wage Board.

It is felt that the increase in 
price of raw jute in the current 
months is also due to the spe
culations of the jute mill 
owners and through these me
thods, the employers are seek
ing to make the question of 
unemployment more acute and 
create conditions in which it 
will be difficult for the Wage 
Board to function properly.

RELIEF TO ASSAM
The AITUC has donated a 

sum of Rs. 1,000 for relief of 
riot-affecled persons in Assam.

AITUC affiliates, the Kamani 
Engineering Worker's’ Union 
(Bombay), Sangamner Akola 
Taluka Bidi Karngar Union 
(Lal Bawta) Sangamner, Jay 
Engineering Workers’ Union, 
Calcutta, have sent Rs. 15,10 
and 50 respectively to Assam 
State Committee of AITUC, for 
relief ivnrlr
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40th Anniversary of AITUC

GREETINGS FROM W.F.T.U.
Louis Saillant, General 

Secretary, WFTU, sent the 
following cable message to 
S. A. Dange, General Secre
tary, AITUC on October 31:

“On the occasion o[ the 
Fortieth Anniversary of the 
foundation of the AITUC', 
the WFTU sends its fraternal 
greetings to the AITUC and 
all its members.

“The foundation of (he 
AITUC forty years ago was 
a big success of the workers' 
struggle to unite the working 
class for improvement in liv
ing conditions and defence 
of TU and democratic rights.

“During these forty years, 
the AITUC has contributed 
a great deal towards conso
lidation of national indepen-

Recognition Of Unions Under 
Code Of Discipline 

PROCEDURE FOR VERIFICATION
[The following procedure has been suggested for verifica

tion of membership of unions under the Code of Discipline. 
This will be considered by the Central Implementation and 
Evaluation Committee at its next meeting. Unions should 
examine the proposals and send their comments to the AITUC 
office before November 10, 1960—AITUC Secretariat.]

(1) On receipt of a represen
tation from a union for re
cognition under the Code Gt 
Discipline, the CentraljState 
Implementation machinery 
will first ascertain:

(a) the names of unions 
functioning in the establish
ment together with their 
number and date of registra
tion—by reference to the Re
gistrar of Trade Unions con
cerned.

(b) whether any of the 
unions functioning in the 
establishment was responsible 
for an established breach of 
the Code during the past one 
year, (By an 'established 
breach of the Code’ is meant 
a breach reported to and on 
enquiry established by the 
Implementation Machinery of 
the State or the Centre);

(c) whether the existing re
cognised union, if any, has 
completed a period of two 
years of recognition.

(2) After ascertaining the 
above facts, the Implementa
tion Machinery at the Centre 
will request the Chief Labour 
Commissioner to arrange veri
fication of membership of 
unions entitled to recognition 
under the Code. In the States, 
either the Implementation 
Officer will carry out this 
verification or get it done 
through the State Labour 
Commissioner, depending on 
the practice obtaining 4n each 
State.

I"H The oCn-n" 

donee and. world, peace.
“We assure our unreserved 

solidarity with the AITUC 
and all its members and wish 
them further successes in 
their struggles."

Messages were also receiv
ed from the All-Union Cen
tral Council of Trade Unions, 
USRR, the Central Council 
of Czechoslovak Trade 
Unions, the Central Council 
of Polish Trade Unions, 
among others.

RECEPTION IN DELHI
Delhi State Committee of the 

AITUC observed the Fortieth 
Anniversary of the AITUC by 
holding a reception on the 
lawns of the Central Office 
of the AITUC on October 30. 
More than 250 trade unionists

period of six months imme
diately preceding the date of 
reckoning along with (1) 
membership - cum - subscrip
tion register, (ii) receipt 
counterfoils, (iii) cash and 
account books, (iv) Bank books 
and (v) a copy of the Consti
tution of the union. If the 
number of members of a 
union is more than 10,000 a 
longer time on the basis of 
one additional day for every 
2,000 member over 10,000, 
should be given for submis
sion of its list of members and 
records.

If any of the unions fails to 
produce the list of its members 
and records, a second and 
final notice will be given by 
registered post|A. D. asking it 
to produce them within 10 
days or a longer period as 
mentioned above, if the mem
bership of the union exceeds 
10,000 at the stipulated place 
and time. If the union falls to 
produce the list and records 
on the second occasion also, 
no further attempt will be 
made to verify its member
ship. However, in respect of 
the union which lias submitted 
its list and records, the veri
fication officer will examine 
them and report its member
ship without inviting objec
tions from the rival union, 
i.e. the defaulting union, and 
without-doing any personal 
verification as mentioned in 

in Delhi attended the recep
tion.

After the reception, a meet
ing was held under the presi
dentship of S. V. Ghate which 
was addressed by P. Rama- 
murti, B. D. Joshi, E, M. S. 
Namboodiripad and B. T. 
Ranadive.

The speakers in their 
speeches traced the growth of 
the movement under the ban
ner of the AITUC and narrat
ed the role of the AITUC in 
winning the TU rights by the 
workers in the country. They 
also explained the tasks of the 
trade unions in the country 
and the need for unity among 
all sections of the working 
class.

K. G. Sriwaslava, Secretary, 
AITUC, read the -messages 
received from WFTU and fra
ternal organisations.

The premises of the AITUC 
were decorated and illuminat
ed in a befitting manner.

(4) The date of reckoning, 
mentioned in para 3 above 
will be taken as the first of 
the month in which verifica
tion begins i.e. when the veri
fication officer asks the unions 
to submit their lists and books 
for scrutiny.

(5) The verification officer 
will then check the list of 
members with the membership 
register and receipt counter
foils and exclude those who 
have not paid 3 months subs
cription during the period of 
six months preceding the date 
of reckoning. This examina
tion will 'be 100 per cent and 
will be done in the presence 
of the office bearers of the 
union concerned but not in the 
presence of the office bearers 
or representatives of the rival 
union. If the union objects to 
the elimination of any mem
ber from its membership re
gister, It will have to give full 
and valid reasons for such an 
objection. The verification 
officer will then re-check the 
records (i.e. membership re
gister, receipt books, etc.,) to 
ascertain the correct position. 
The verification officer will 
scrutinise carefully the cash 
and accounts books as well as 
the bank book maintained by 
a union to ascertain that the 
amount of subscription shown 
to have been received has 
been properly accounted for 
and that the amounts receiv
ed as subscription are not in
compatible with the total 
number of persons shown in 
the register and the list fur
nished by the union.

(6) The verification officer 
will thereafter intimate, in 
writing, to the unions con
cerned that the verified lists 
of their respective members 
are ready for inspection by 
the union representatives at 
an appointed time and place. 
The unions will also -at the 
same time be informed that 
after inspection of the veri-

<
basis of one additional day for 
every 2,000 objections over 
and above 10,000) of the date 
of inspection. It should be 
made clear to the unions that 
general and vague objections 
like inflated membership, etc., 

-will not be considered; the 
objections should give names 
of persons whose membership 
of a union is objected to and 
the reasons therefor.

(The union representatives 
will be allowed to make notes 
from the verified lists shown 
co them in the presence of the 
verification officer; they will, 
however, not be allowed to 
take any of the lists, nor a 
copy of the lists will be given 
to them.)

(7) The objections received 
from the unions will then be 
verified by personal interro
gation, by the verification 
officer, of the members on the 
basis of the following syste
matic random sampling sys
tem:

(i) If the objection list 
furnished by a union con
sists of 500 or less names of 
members, the number of 
persons to be personally in
terrogated should be 20% 
subject to a minimum of 
100;

(il) If the Objection List 
furnished by a union con
sists of more than 500 but 
not more than 1000 names, 
the number of persons to be 

. personally interrogated 
should be 15% subject to a 
minimum of 100;

(iii) If the objection list 
furnished by a union con
sists of more than 1000 but 
not more than 2000 names, 
the number of persons to 
be personally Interrogated 
should be 10% subject to a 
minimum of 150;

(iv) If the objection list 
furnished by a union con
sists of more than 2000 but 
not more than 5000 names, 
the number of persons to be 
personally interrogated 
should be 5% subject to a 
minimum of 200; and

(v) If the Objection List 
furnished by a union con
sists of more than 5000 
names, the number of per
sons to be personally in
terrogated should be 2% 
subject to a minimum of 250. 
The persons selected for 

personal interrogation should 
among other things be asked 
whether they are members of 
a particular union and whe
ther they had paid subscrip
tions for 3 months within a 
period of six months from the 
date or reckoning and if so, 
the amount of subscription 
paid, the months for which it 
was paid, etc. The Verifica
tion Officer will maintain a 
list of members personally in
terrogated, giving their ticket 
numbers, name of section 
where working, the result of 
personal interrogation, etc.

(8) Where the random sam
ple check reveals that certain 
members interrogated deny 
membership of a union, its 
list of ninnilmr ivin



Dear Com .Mohanty,
Tours of 2.^^. November and the report 

on Barbil.

Com.Sadhan is not here now since

he had gone to Poland to attend a JFTU 

Seminar. He is not expected to return 

till after another two weeKs or so.
;/ith greetin s,

Yours fraternally, 

(K•G.Sriwascava}





UTKAL STATE COMMITTEE OF AITUC
Bangali Sahi,

CUTTACK. 1 
10. 2. 61

An Appeal

Help the defence of Trade union leaders Imprisoned on charge of murder in Barbil

Dear Friends,

Barbil area is the most important iron and manganese ore area in the state of Orissa. 
'*5 thousand workers work in these mines. The living and working condition of these workers 
are very bad. The workers have been fighting for the last 15 to 20 years for living quarters, 
drinking water, minimum wage, human treatment and for the implementation of Labour Laws. 
The mine-owners and the Governmental machinery have joined together in suppressing the 
trade union movement. Innumerable false cases have been instituted; firing, lathi charge, 
imprisonment, illegal detention and all types of repression have been resorted to in the past- 
Even women workers have been raped and molested. The workers and their trade union have 
stood against all these attempts by the mine-owners and the Government.

Recently, in the month of September, 1960 fifty eight trade union leaders and militants 
were arrested in Gurda ( 25 miles from Barbil ) in connection with a murder case. After two 
months out of these thirty were released as the police could not make out any charge against 
them At present twenty eight T. U. leaders including Sri Nirmal Bose and Sri Haribandhu 
Behera face the trial under the charge of murder.

It has become urgently necessary to defend these valiant sons of the working class and 
thereby save the thousands of mine workers, the prestige of the women folk and their trade 
union movement from attacks of the mine-owners and the Government. The defence has 
become a costly one. The committal proceedings will start from 20th February.

I would, therefore, request all patriotic countrymen, all workers and their trade unions 
irrespective of opinion and organisation to donate to the defence funds of the case. Donations 
may kindly be sent to my following address.

D. C. Mohanty-
Ge neral Secretary, 

Utkal state committee of the AITUC 
Chandini chauk, Cuttack-2.

Nabajuga Press, Cuttack-2.
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or ths Deputy Magi at rate, Keonjhargarh*

Present:-Shri P*C*3*Patra,B«L*t 
Magi strategist Class*

SMs tha 28th Day of Pabruary, 1961*

2) Harltaidlu Behera( 30 Xrs)
3) Batnakar Sahani (35 Xrs)
4) Mangala Gowala (30 Xrs)
5) Pandy Oana©at Ahlr(45 Xrs)
6) Honda Gagyni (35 Xrs)
7) Boreagl Chatter (20 yrs)
8) Sylius Logan (25 years)
9) Srirem Parti 

Madm (22 yrs)
10) Blra Uahaato (30 years)
11) ^idarsan Mo han to ( 20 years)
12) Nlrenjcn Mahanto (35 years)
13) 311® TontM (35 years)
14) Manlndra Kishore

Mitra (35 years)
15) Albert Jojo (so years)
16) 'ZJ, Bemohandra Hair 

v (30 years)
17) Harlschandra Patel (35 yrs)
18)Btkraa Honda (35 years)
19) Paraaananda Mahanto(25 yrs)
20) Golan Mustafa (35 years)
21) Balls? Charan Bout (30 yrs)

22) Sachlndra Kumar Cen (35 yrs)
23) Debram Chat tar (30 yrs)

Offences :* Eighteen focused Viz* A 1 to 
A5, 49 to A12, AU to A17,



A19 to A23 nre charged for having agreed to do or caused 
to be done on 22.9*60, 23*9*60 and 26*9*60 the ocmmisslan 

of offence of murder by Illegal medae and that such act 
of murder was dune on 26.9.60 at Bemeibari ^oaldy market 

in pursuance of the said agreements or agreement punishable 

U/Ss 120 B read with Section 302 of the Indian Penal Code* 

Alternative charges on all the twenty three 

accused persons far their having committed murder by 

intentionally or knowingly causing the death in 
furtherance of their common intention, or in prosecution 
of their common object of that unlawful assomhly or for 

having abetted the commission of the offence and present 
at the time and place of commission of the said offence 

thereby punishable either U/3s 301/34 I*P.C* or U/8s 
30^149 I.l%a. or u/3a 30^114 I.P.C* Ml the twenty 

three accused persons are charged for the offence of 
rioting punishable V/s 147 I.P.O.

Accused ho* 4 and Accused ho* 5 are charged for 

having committed nuixler Uy intentionally or knowingly 
causing the death of one Mohamad Idris punishable U/S 
302 l*P*c*

Accused No* 8 is charged for having attempted 

to commit murder of one Narahari Patnaik end another 

Samsharkhan punishable V/3 307 I*P*0*

Accused Nos* 5,11,13,1$ 17 and 19 are separately 
charged flor having voluntarily caused devious hurt on 
different individuals punishable U/s 325 I.P.O*

Accused No*6 is charged for the alleged offence 
of wrongful confinement end voluntarily causing hurt 
punishable U/Ss 34^323 I*P.O*

Accused Nos. 2,3,5,7 to 16,18,19,21 and 22 are 
separately charged for their having voluntarily caused 
hurts punishable U/3 323 I*P*0.



•
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Finding i- Prlanafacis case made out#
Order I* The accused are ocmixted to Court of Sessions

to stand their trial for the offenoes with which 
they have Do^a separately or individually charged*

£UULX£.
On the first infomatlcn r^ort of one Mohd* 

Yasin residing at Curuda Mines that the accused N*K* 
Bobg, and May others on 26*9*60 at B^eibarl Weekly 
market in pursuance of their previous agreanents or 
agreement, formed an unlawful assembly with deadly 
weapons attempted to murder, and caused devious hurt, 
rioting etc* punishaHo U/3s 147/14^/i49/307/325 ^d 
120 B I.P.C*, ths Chaaakpur Police during investigation 
of this case apprehended in all 68 persona*

Aft sr consulufcicn of ths Investigation, the 
said police submitted a charge shaet against 29 persons 
and the remaining 30 aocuocd persons were accordingly 
discharged and released by this Court by its order dated 
21*11.60.

Thsrsafter this case was t^sn for enquiry and 
Twenty seven materiel witnesses as to the actual 
commission of offences, as produced by Prosecution, 
were examined and the Advocate appearing for some of ths 
Accused had also cross examined to aunu of these witnesses. 
All these Twenty eight accused persons, have also been 
examined by tils Court* After conclusion of the evidence 
of material witnesses as to the actual oaamibsioh of 

the offence and on perusal of the relevant doounmts 
available on record, there did not appear evidence 
sufficient to frame a clwree against five accused peraons, 
viz* Larsngi GowaXa, Cbbardh^i Mahcnto, Sidhu Munda, Cliandi 
Charan Ghowluri and H*h*Chakravarti*The special Prosecutor 
was also hoard in the matter*He alao is not able to show



these afoi*osald five accused persons to commit them to Court 
of Seasiaio to stand their trial.In ths eArarr. stances* and 
for the reasona recorded in the order sheet dated 25.2.61 
thase rive accused persons ^cre cccordin^Ly disohorged^The 
present order of aa^iitment therefore relates only to the 
Twenty throe accused persons as indicated herein.

The facts material to the case as evidenced on 
record and an GX’jUnaUcn of tto witnesses as to the actual 
ooinmissica of the offences may to briefly stated tins I*

Two llrmfi naaoly Mineral Metropolis Private Ltd* 
and Messrs* Gsrajuddln & Co* have boon operating thsir lease 
hold Mining areast locally knovn ch Gurudn Hinos* appertaining 
to Oi^akpur Police Station within Chmrua Sub-Plvision of 
this LLstilct. The iXilk of the cmployeec of these firms are 
eitler noatyrs cf t *o Labour Unions Icnom as Orissa Mining 
Workers Unia* or KA F*V.Unlon.Tho flag of ths former is a 
Trisoiixxr one which Union will hereinafter will be referred 
to us Tricolour Union. T^ Pic$ 0* the latter K.M. y*w Union 
la of rod colour which union ^111 accordingly be referred to 
hurelnafser as ?<ad Xlag Uhicn< Th?re rare *nd have been 
bcuto dliiaaujions fM rivalMcs tstwem these two Unions 
Vlia. Tricolour Union and Hod Blag Uhlcn. xhe deceased Mohd. 
Xdiisy acne time prior to Soptawhci\ i960 o^no from Calcutta 
to recogplsa and ^vitalise tMs Tri colour Union* Under Ils 
leiidex’wMp and ^th the active cooperation and assistance 
of P*’7d 6,13, i»d 20 Viz Sanshsr Kh^, Moheu Abdul Hadi and 
driver XLsraharl Patnaik* the Labour stren^h of ths Ped 

Plag Union wao ainult^ieiously on ths decline*Thd General 
Sf?oratary of this ?zjd Plag Union is ths accused Nirmal Ktfiti 
Bo3u.lt is said that the Accused Panda Qenapat 4hlrtMonulu 
Gcmala nnd one B*N. Chakr&vnrti( sinae discharged) were the 
former diuobargad employees of Messrs Scrajuddln & Co. and 
Accused B.C. Patel was a former discharged employee of M/8 
Mineral Metropolis Co. Prlvnto Ltd. On ro

Bo3u.lt


said area, the rival Unions end their isorkers acrossed 
on the i*ond and the accused U.K* Bose tilth hocused Haribandhu 
Bahera and i^tnakar flahani wore leading .their gathering in 
the Bed iriag Jeep Mth their followers* Thu members of this 
Tricolour Union under ths leadership of Kohl*Idris challenged 
anouaed l>*K.Bcsi ;nd other accused present there to show as 
to what benefits they oould sacure for the labourers*!hare 
after ths nonbarn of the T ri colour Union caressed that they 
would hr detaining the Jc^ than, in ponoesaicn of the 
accused UjK.Boso nmi ‘is cn tho ground that the accused 
N.K.Bose ?nd Ila nan on the ground that the accused H*K* 

%
Bose purchased that Jec$ oat of the uiLscriptlone contributed 
by them as such their Mght to detain it at Guruda for their 
use* This dem rod created angor from the Led KLag Union 
Leadnrn VI accused H*K*Bo3e> Behora, 1*11 .Mair* Sahani 
rind c*c* CN^idh-ri^Thay raised out the slogan that they would 
play Bolt Mth th’ir Hood and they vculd murder these Balas 
of tJM Tricolour Union rjid take aw ths Jcdp*This under threat 
of Tlnicnoe and mui der md by sho^ of foroe, they took thair 
Je<m from that plaos«It is said (vido P#Uo*n) that prior 
to thia .tnoldmt on 2;L9.60, tbs iwfbors of this Bed Blag 
Union H* CM-rravarti end Do stiuck a noto of caution 
to P.”*t fl* Kohama and strongly discharged him

(p^ng out attar ^ins^t frex hlu residence for fear of 
poain^ Ma yxfo alcag ■ ith other worker of their Tricolour 
Union* Cn 23*9*60 ths accnncd Ksnindra Matoe Mitra and 
aco’is^d n*B.Ghattar -^oro heard (vids P*v* 7 K*c* c&ng h) 
telling rnd Indtha lataxrsrs at their huttings to kill 
the Balos of Tricolour Union uhonever tbay %culd find it 
convenient *0n ^*9*60f P* ”* 7 K^C, Singh affirms, to have 
lodged information in reapeTt of ths incident relating to 
22*9.60 befbre the police 0*1* then at Ms Guruda Gtfnp*It 
is seen from the rdev^it version of 9 u*i^Muaumdarf a 
member of the Bad Ulag Union, that tbslr General Secretary



iccuuad Atoui-.s! ScJrfii, B<’hera,ltota'Ca,

I JR.**. ^Xr, BqIIuvo Oharcn Bout, Pandu, Non^ila

Cqwq.u> nuu c&ctfU cJwa; cir^n. g^tberod in the House of 

ocaiaud .n/^PateX erf ihuir Vaicn<Tt is raid that th? accused 

UX^al IhiqM Suite diiW‘Sd r<^ 19 P^dn Koi to CD M infoztt 
the l^juror^ to yj vXtli Iura slid AX^ws^t this labourer^* $• 

19) 2^ Jl-1 Miid to Uusiodly xutum x-dth Xnfomatlcn to 
aoouaed oihari/ there that deputy Supcrlntasteut of
Police and ^icpuctox' cf ' olio a Ila! l)am ths rpot tbora^It 
fUruitur ur^tsplros (Vice r»Vt 10* version) tint on Sun-day* a 

day priox1 to this occurrence (S6t9*6C ) i*tu 25*9*60 tha 

aoouoeu i&tra .Aon^ :.ath Mm t^razeA Chatter ana Nair tock 
out xarnuLa lu~xwxrs frm th?lr hittings doolarod of their 

intGitla; to crskt*; #teal in the nccrt day that( i.e* 26«9«60) 

and ths ioualc X^hLUrors e’wrld th^^rore ho careful md the 

nuu^ x-ixelu Cjni.) <th lathis to the v?t^kly Market to

he /icilu day ut ^.’oibcrf^Tt is sam from the i^elevnut

vai‘31^ o.cr<Y# ;*? luyunldM tirut many people ^re 

found Oering swsd :dth lathis free! Guruda side

on £krd9tGp t-o Hat and gatl^rdns near tho Mala
alouG aCiK’.uod X.K.Boss^ ^EobSTT. rrZ others ^bo cams there 

in a Jo^)»

it is sale thht on ?o.-7<C0 th^ra $as his iseekly 
xa.i’Kct a„i it was tlu last Ei^rl^cr pitlor to the Puja FostivaU 
TMo fj.irk.jt uuy falls on *^DGy end it was a ho?dlday for ell the 

mpluywv.^ of 1112X^1x^1^^^ Mnlng Areas*

♦’hG Jggp 0" th; accused NtK»3o^ ioe standing cn tbi 

road fudno tevarda the BmoXh^rtL Police Ctatpo^Tharo was a 

Mala clntw to this lurket^r-wiss'l N«K*Boset *dth hi3 othsr 

coa^Jtaod m.^xy others mro found a^daHed near that Naia* 
All of than Gsccpting ac^nrad Bha)Aav Cb^rpn Boat wre ynaa 

r.imeu ndtii Lnthls« Xocusod Baliav Churen Rout ,®a8 srXd to be 
mTWd vdth Iwo T^diJ T#P. K, Mn^** h^UF r
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a whistle in Ma moutU^he accused N*K*Bose,HaMb£ndhu Sahara 
Batna^ar Sahaai and Harischandra Patel were hoard exhorting 
tha gathering and declaring that they should do away Mth 
the four Dalsle of the Tricolour Union Via. Mod* Idris, Mohd* 
Uadi Narahaxi Patnaik and Samaher Khan immediately in that Hat 
and dear their way* Ths other monbers gathered there filly 
aimed cried out their approval to thia declaration* Thereafter 
the accused T*p* B* ^oir gave out his wMstie*On Ms giving the 
wMstle, the persona gathered there ren towards the grocery shop 
of Chandi Bengali's shop^here the accused Mongol Gowala was 
seen striding on the bonnet of i Ton Truck parked there and 
seen waving both Ms hands and crying out in Ms ”Kol Language* 
Illa IJJi Po* meaning thereby to cane round near him immediately 
Immediately tlierGaiter there was heavy pelting of stones and 
assaults with sticks by these accused persons and several 
others* The accused H*K* Boss and Haribendhi Sahara were see 
inciting the assailants crying out "Kathan Kardeo " The decease! 
Mohd* Idris, one of the persons in the Hat and being a leader 
of the Tricolour Union was seen coming within tMs confused 
stone pelting and sticks assaulting areaa*Many stones were 
lurled at Mm*The deceased was unarmed then*Accused Bikram Mund^ 
Mongol Gowala and Pandu Qanapat AMr were found chasing Mm and 
assaulting Mm Mth their latMs*He was xvnnlng Mther and k 
t Mt her pz^sumably to escape himself from those onslaughts* 
Pursued by accused Mangum and Panda ha ran towards rice market* 
He fell do^i there with Ms face up-wards* Accused Mongulu and 
Pandu were seen maintaining their pressure on Mm* Be lying

on the ground with folded pairs was looking on all sides 
presumably for lielp or appealling Ms assailants not to assault 
Mm farther* Accused Mon&ilu took a stone Boulder from the spot 
and crushed it on Ms face* Immediately thereafter accused PanCh 
took up a bigger boulder and crushed it on Ma face*Ms face 
beome fl attorned and Mood profusely Mceding from Ms nose 
and mouth* Bn nnon



exist of life from Ms mortal aoil#Ttus it la said that the 
deceased Mohd# Idris , the leader of the Tricolour Union met 
with the tragic and of Ms life in the hands of these accused 
params in pursuance of their previous agreements ar agreement 
at the spot of that way for causing his immediate death In 
ths hope of removing o'bat ados standing in progress of their 
Had Slag Union* The eye witnesses to this occurrence of tragic 
and of Mohd* Idris are P#w#> Mohd Xa&n, 2«W# X Kaouid Hoda, 
P#’?#^! ,Mohd Mabee, 2#% 14 ,M*Ce Bas, P#W# 24 1UC* Lohor, 
P#w# 25 Panndd,2»r^ 26 A, Hanna end 2#^ 27 Dayanidhl Satu 
Besides this the relevant versions of 2*Wa# 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,11, 
12,13,14^15 ,and others are corroborative and oenduaive asto 
ths gathering of U.^Boso, H#Behera ,md other accused parsons 
nowsrraigned in the dock near the Unia on that date prior to 
these occurrences end. accused Bose, Behera Saheni end ^air wars 
seen exulting their following them armed with LatMes to do away 
with their declared four dales of the Tricolour Union of whom 
ths deceased Idris was the prominent according to thanuThs 
evidence as to the in discriminate assaults caused by other 
accused finds material occorboratlcn from the Injured P»Ws# 
as well aa other witnesses besides their o«n respective 
individual assertllijus of their being assaulted by the several 
individual accused persons#

It is also seen from the relevant version of the sane 
evidence that 2#’7, 20 Narahari Patnaik whom tte Bed Plug Union 
bolds as one of tha four Dalas of the Tricolour Union was also 
sought to be murdered and to that end in view, accused Srircm 

Hurt! alias Madam was found attempting to commit murder of this 
injured wltnesse by crushing a Boulder on his bead which he 
warded off with his both bends# This accused was also seen 
assaulting heavily on the chest of injured witness 2#W# 6 
Shficisher Khan#

Thus it is established that the eighteen accused persons 
A* to A5, A9 to U2 « A14 tn A 17*Aia
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actively indulging on 26*9*60 ^th the other accused and their 
other gathering to do away with the life of Mohd*Idrls in the 
market on that day during broad day light tut these accused 
persons were also found chasing to Kill Mohd* Idris and three 
others from time to time and were found attempting and 
preparing on previous occasions too declaring their avowed 
object that they would play Holi with their blood and thus . 
would remove these obstacles standing in their way^herefore 
thsre appeared a prlma fadie case against these accused persons 
U/Ss 120 B, read with section 302 I*P*C*

It is also clear from the relevant versions of the 
witnesses examined in this case and ths, documents as evidenced 
on record that all these twenty three accused persons on 
26.9*60 at that Bmeibarl Weekly market either in flirt her tsaoe 
of their commcn intuition and armed with 1 at lies forming an 
unlawful assanhly and in prosecution of that common object 
of that assembly, two of their members nsnely, landu Ganqpat 
Asir and Man^Jl Gawala committed murder by causing the 
death of said Mohd. Idris or as active parti epat ors and 
a hot tors thereof then were found presort and instigating the 
oorrii salon of t he aforesaid murder of Mohd* Idris thereby 
punishable either U/Ss 30^3$ l*r*u* or 30^149 I*P*c. or 
30^114 I«P*C* respectively*

Besides ,tbe fact that the deceased Mohd .Idris net with 
his tragic death inatantnonously at ths spot admits of no doubt 
or ccntroverely.lt is also clear from the relvant version 

of prosecution evidence that Pand u Ganapat Ahir and Maigul 
Qowal were seen crushing with stones on his face to bring 
ths end of his life*!!herelbre these two accused persons are 
accordingly charged U/s 302 I*P*C* for having committed 
murder by intorticnally or knowingly causing the death of the 
said Mohd*Idris at Bameibgri Weekly Market on 26*9*60*

ccntroverely.lt


prosecution 18 that on thee© twenty three accused
persons tiOTSa with XatiMcB forned into an unlsvj&il aos'sably 
and in procoGutiun of tixir ccmcn object of cocaaltting mrder 
grievous WU uto. Old oomlt mrdaiv sttaapted to ocrMlt 
nurdcr ^ud several cunhars mfs this found oomittin^ ths 
offence of rioting^hoy 'oars accordingly ohargod n/3 147 I»P*C» 

W1& all thoeocaaed psrsouB or Tull: of then either 
in itertinrsnoa tholx ccmm intsntlcn or ccrsnon ottfect or 
as active abettors present nrnod with lathJes ond several 
ethers as pxaviuwly agreed to themselves or and agreed at 
thj spot and caused to bo done illegal ants by force and 
'^olcauc <oh trsy have >x?eu collootivwly cad separately 
charged U/Je ISO 2 332 I*P»C> V/3s 301/34 or V/Sa 30^149
or I*F.CO U /3 302 X.P.C. and V/s 147 I^P.Ct the
procacutim oaso an evidenced on record anther reveals that 

■ hs uca^d viibo tsas seen voluntarily causing grvious 
hurt Ue ?< <• 3 Abu Mcar, accused 3udersBn c a sing such grivoue 
hut to 16 Xlaniacdmcirn Dao, accused £♦>» Hair and land® 
ifcn^pot AMr, metfiing tp^vons hurt to rq Saroharl 1 atnaik 
snd accused <i*cental ma Patian^d Hahonto causing such 
grJ.S'nxis Jnxt ho 6: Samslw ^hon. Ths afbrassid 
accused perBWa are this accordingly charged separately V/3 
323 xor tlieir having voluntarily caused grievi us hurts 
to the cJVrssaia ln,)vrQd P»t4s< 

j?he rp^dn Oen^pat AMr was .found mngfUlly
ccnflndMig 13 Kohl, by holding }to from behind Ma two 
hands and causing ’nrt to ma F.t is Lmbodar Mishra. 
Hs *$8 ther&Cbre to Ta9 charged U/Ss ^42 /323 X.P.C. 

^ba pcosuouticn case as evidenced on 1’eard and from th 
relevant dw<u<ants end fren neltoal opjhd.cn reveals that 
several of tj^au accused Inve volunt.^rliy cauned bort either 
by lattd^s or by pelting of stones and caused in^uxles.It io 
noticeable that ths accus-ad HirenjEP Mohanto was omslng hurt

opjhd.cn
uxles.It
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tart to P«Ws* 15 ^id 16 Lanbodar Mishra and B»0.2aa , 
Accused Mongul GawaL caising tart to K*Bekar,Mota* 
Hadi ,MoM* Easin Smasher Khan, Sndatullah and Narahari 
Patnaik, accused S*K* Sen. casing hurt to P^sJJardatallah 
and K*c* Singh, Accused M. K.Mitra cussing tart to P*^ 
Mota. Kbrban and K.G. Singh, accused TeP.^air causing Jnrt 
to Sardstulla accused Batnakar Sahani causing tart to 
P*^* 20 Nsrahari Patnai^, aoousod B^Bohera causing tart 
to P.w. 2 ahajatan • Aoousod Paznananda causing tart to 
P.7. 20 N*Patnaik, accused Syllus lagan causing tart P.W. : 

• 15 Kmral Moda, accused Albert £ojo causing tart to P>^»
21 GardeMllah accused Mro Mahanto causing tart to P*’^2 
Shajahan and P*W. 4 Kallcharan Mohmto, Accused ^lav 
Charsn Bout causing tart to P*Wa» MohCLXasin, Mota*Korbcn 
M.G. Das did M*Patnalk,accusod Mkraa Munda causing tart 
to deceased MoM*Idris and P»Ms» K. Ata Bakar #.Patnalk 
and ATWl Ratacm, accused Bibo Tant 14 causing tart to

20 Narahari Patnaik accused Baira^L Chattar causing 
tart to P<^ Abdul %di and Sadastullah and accused 
Sriram Anti ® Madan Voluntarily causing tart to P«W« 
K.C. Binght Mota Badi> Sansher Khan, Maratari Patnaik 
and Mohd* Banyan* Since there appeared prima facie case 
against ttase individual accused persons fbr ttair having 
voluntarily caused tart to the persons as specified 
therein, they are separately charged fbr their such 
coiunissian of offences punishable U/S 323 X»P*C*

Although the offences with which they are 

charged U/Ss 326 ^C., 34^Mtt 323, K7 and 323 I.P*C. 
can as well be tried by thia court, as thsre are sone 
occorrenoes along comisalon of the major offences during 
the sme transaction warrenting capital punista&its for 
vMch they have been charged during thia enquiry these a 
accused persons charged for these miner attics offences



are also proponed to ba axsmltted to court of sessions* 
The accused were axtfsinsd in thia Court ^L’hey desire to 
make a proper statement belters the Ccwrt of Session ^id 
they also expressed that they xotild tender e Hat of 
rdtneaaGa to ho examined by Sessions Court*

Star the facta and reasons as evideneed on record 
and as stated above, ths so twenty three accused persons 
are oonsltted to court of Sessions to stand them trial 
iter their alleged ccEsslsalan of offences punishable 
U/Ss 120 ^302 XAC. ,Up3s 302 /34 Of 302/149 or 302/114 
X*P*C* ,U/S 147 1*1.G*, V/3s 326 C ,345/323 and or 
u/s 323 I*1.C* vlth «Mch these accused persons are 
jointly severally or individually charged*

Out of those accused parsons, accused persons, 
1,2,3,4,7,10,13,13,14,16,17 and 21 to 23 are defended in 
this court and Accused hos* 16,13,13,19,20
are found to bo too poor to defend thaocsolvos* Since they 
are charged for offices also U/sf 30^120 B and U/s 202 
/M or 302 /149 or 30^114 1*1*0*, the benefit of a 
counsel at state expanse nay ba node available to defend 
them during t>Mr ax such trial before the court of aessior 
Prounced in tM open Court this the S8th day of Pehmary,!! 
1961*

KaglstratotXst class
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Liat o£ yiwessea axsminsfl in tha comaittjji oourt>s

P.X» 1) MoM Kasin*

) Sarlff MoM Sahajabm.

f.% 3 ) Kaitn Bakar*

P.is* 4 ) KalioharaB Uohanto.

P.7. 5) Kaarul Moda.

P.7. 6) Shssashara Khan.

P.w. 7) Krishan Chandra Singh.

P.w. a) Mohd Kcrften.

P.u. 9) 3JK. Masnodar.

P.W. 10) Pfculaani Lahare.

P.7.U) Mohd Uahree.

P.w. 12) stahalnddni.

P.7. 13) Mohd Atdul Hadi*

P»'«* 16) Raima Chandra Xaa.

P.7. 17) Join Longan.

P.7.18) Ham Chanfln 1’hatair.

P.7. 19P Pauda Kd.

P.^» 20) Harahari Patnaik.

P.7» 21) Sarda ^ullaok.

P.7. 22)Aateaf AU.

P.7. 23) Abdul Sattar.

P.7. MaMchandra

P.7.25) Pama Lal. 

p.7» 26) Abdul Shona.

P.7. 27) Layaoidhl 3ahru

Sd/- P.O. s^Patro.

Magistrate 1st ClassfSadar, 
Kscnjhar.



A NOTE ON BARBIL MURDER CASE

Gurda is a mining area, specially of iron ore, owned 
31 i-S t 5* 'IwAl-S '’H t"'m~ L—^6 .

by Messrs. Serajuddin & Co.^Actually this company is owned 

by Md, Serajuddin, who has formed several limited companies 

with his family members as share holders. This mine-owner 

formerly was a cotton yarn trader and through the ex-ruler 

of Keonjhar state managed to get leases of mining tracts, 

subsequently came to limelight by dint of his "own methods 

of getting over all the hurdles" and among his patrons were 

the District Magistrate, some relatives of the ex-ruler of 

Keonjhar State, former Chief Minister of Orissa and so on.

In his mining zone, he used to have his own admini

stration which included punitive steps for the persons who 

dared to violate his rules and regulations. No person used 

to be al lowed to enter his premises without permission. The 

punishment for violation included flogging, forcibly lifting 

the offender in a vehicle and dropping him in far away places 

in the jungle.

N.K.Bose was employed with Serajuddin & Co., as the 

Chief Accountant and later promoted to the position of Chief 

Secretary to Serajuddin (known as Malik Saheb). Bose some

how put the so-called Malik Saheb in a tight corner when he 

led the si ri he of the entire office staff of the company. 

Serajuddin flew in a mad temper and threaten to shoot Bose 

and another comrade Chatterjee. He also dismissed the staff. 

These comrades some-how fled away from Gurda and 

came to Barbdl and managed to put up the cases of dismissals 

to the Regional Labour Commissioner. These cases were finally 

settled by payment of heavy compensation and Serajuddin 
could never digest this insult. This was the first industrial 

dispute in his firm and he lost it.

Later on when I was at Barbil, we had a number of 

strikes in the loading plot - at that time Barbil was the



money and wag compelled to grant a number of concessions to 

the labourers.

Later on, he transferred all his staff and office 

at the loading point from Barbil to Gurda.

With our contacts established at Barbil among his 

labourers and algo Bose’s former contacts, we tried to slowly 

penetrate into Serajuddin’s mining area and break his security 

measures.

We were able in March 1960 to establish a branch office 

of Keonjhar Mines & Forest Workers Union in a small village 

about 6 miles off Gurda,

During this period, Serajuddin managed to employ the 

services of INTUC elements to break the unity of the workers 

and also to disrupt our organisa ti ons. There were a number 

of small troubles and about 23 employees of Serajuddin & Co 

were involved in various criminal cases.

THK INCIDENT:

The Mineral Metropolis Ltd, another company owned by 

Serajuddin retrenched about 500 workers in September,1960. 

Aineeting was organised by Bose and Behera near Gurda in this 

connection. When they were going to the place of the meeting 

in the union jeep, a heavy truck belonging to the Serajuddin 

Company tried to dash against it but some-how the jeep escaped 

coll is a on.

When the meeting was actually convened (September 22) 

a gang of goondas headed by Md. Idrish,(an INTUC man brought 

from Calcutta by Serajuddin and appointed in the Gurda mines 

in March-April, I960) organising disturbance and the ire eting 

had to be abandoned. ,
lk With j

After the abandonment/ when the workers dispersed and 

Bose & Behera were going, these goondas tried to way lay them



and confis^te the Jeep. To avoid clash, Boge & Behera sat 

there throughout the night cordoned off from the goondas by 

the workers and it was only after the Mqg istrate and the 

Superintendent of Police arrived there, they could be 

extricated, Ko arrests were made.

On September 26, a batch of goondas headed by Nd.ldrish 

went to Bamebari bazar, few miles from Gurda, in a truck that 

was fitted with loudspeakers and also equipped with lathies

and other weapons. These 

away the receipt book of

goondas, it is reported, snatched 
V eve. •k

our uniori/and also beat him up.

This resulted in a clash and in the melee Md.Idrish

was killed and many others were injured. Bose and Behera 

at that time were at Barbil,

THE ARRESTS AUD REPRESSION:

Following the incident, the goondas in connivance with 

the police started attacking the workers. Terror was let loose 

and from two workers’ ejo3>3rtes - Talapani and Thakurani, workers 

fled away to seek protection elsewhere.

From next day onwards, police started arresting our 

people and there were complaints of manhandling, assaults 

ns well as outrage of modesty.

Bose was arrested at Barbil and Behera absconded, though

after a few days was ebught A total of 56 arrests were made.

No bail was gxn granted and even the High Court refused to

le t t<rkc vUthem out on ba il./’

Police submitted the charge-sheet sometime in November

and the charges included - murder, rioting, illegal assembly,

forcible detention, use of weapons etc.

Police did not submit charge sheet against 30 persons

and they were released. But they lost their employment.

The commitment trial began in December and orders

were pronounced in February,1961. Out of the 28 accused, 
5 were released and rest 23 committed to Sessions trial.

i



DEFENCE;

The employers have engaged all the good lawyers 

available in three towns nearby - which means♦ from Chaibas 

from Keonjhar and from NayurbhanJ. Besides them, a senior 

lawyer from Cuttack has been appointed.

Our defence arrangement is that a local lawyer at 

Keonjhar, a senior lawyer from Cuttack ( @ Rs.200 per day 

I am to'ld) and an assistant. The Cuttack lawyer will be 

coming when the sessions trial begins. 

FINANCIAL POSITION;

Previously, the average collection of subscription 

amount^vto about Rr.400 per week. This has fallen down very 

drastically. Now it is Rs. 100 to Rs.150 per week. Sometines, 

even less. .The entire amount is spent on defence.

Besides, tkssnsxsasrBS'x this case, there are other 

cases at Barbil, Champua and Keonjhar courts. The total 

number of pending cases will about 12. Total number of 

accused will be about 100.



®S>Q QIG9«Q GG®
Utkal Provincial Committee

ALL INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS
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Com.D.C.Mohanty, 
Genoral Secretary, 
Utkal Committee of the 
All-India Trade Union Congress, 
Bengali Sahi, 
CUTTACK, Orissa

July 7, 1961

Dear Com•Mohanty,
Your letter regarding tho money for defence of the 

Barbil case. The estimate you put forward is that you 
will require Rs.500 per day for a big lawyer and another 
Rs.500 for two Juniors, etc. This for one and a half month. 
All this amounts to about Rs.40,000. Obviously, we have 
no capacity to give you that much money. We did not 
spend even for Jam she pur that much, though the case 
lasted over six months in the sessions alone. It looks 
your Orissa lawyers are more costly than those of Jamshedpur 
and Patna.

Can you not try and got the case moved to Cuttack, on 
the plea of inconvenience and the offence being 302 and so 
on? Under 302, some accuse<" can ask tho State to give 
them assistance in Defence. That also should be used.

Tho AITUC, at the most, can raise 8000 to 10,000 
for tho whole case. That also by instalments. Wo have 
at our disposal only 5000/- at present.

So you can do whatever is best on this basis.
I do not think that sessions should be allowed to 

drag on for a long time, liesides, you can try to engage 
a lawyer on a lump sum basis. Instead of daily basis. 
There should be propaganda aoout the case also among 
people and workers without going into merits and sub Judice 
matters. Defence propaganda is not a part of the case and 
can bo done, so that delay is not caused and Government 
also is moved. Someone from you should make the case 
real task and not leave it to chance and God. The 
Party also should be informed and made to treat it 
seriously. I wonder how much mobilisation of the workers 
is talcing place in the area itself.

With greetings,
Yours fraternally,

(S.A.DANGE)
General Secretary



July 7, 1961

Dear Com.Mohanty,

Further to Com.Dange’s letter 

to you of date, we enclose cheque for 

hg.1000A, as tho first instalment of 

aid towards defence of Barbil case#

Please acknowledge receipt and 

keep us informed of tho progress of the 

case.

With greetings, 

Yours^f^atjrnally, 

(K. G. Srivastava)

Encl: cheque c-
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My dear D.C .Mohanty,

I received your letter of 1st September 
and the next one of 14th September. I do not 
at all like the practice of issuing cheques and 
then ashing us to send money immediately under 
the threat of the cheque being dishonoured. Because 
at this end too, we have to think of many other 
things. However, I an remitting to you a sum 
of Hs.4000/- by tomorrow’s mail.

As regards what you do with the cheque, 
it is for you to decide.

The balance of payment which we have promised, 
i.e., about one or two thousand more, will be sent 
next month. After that, we will not be able to 
give you any tiling more. So you should maize your 
commitments with these facts in mind.

Yours fraternally,

(S.A.Dange)



BY REGD POST

Dear Cam.Mohanty,

Further to Com.Dange’s letter, 

our cheque for Rs.4000/- is sent herewith.

Please send us your official 

receipt.

With greetings,

Yours fraternally, 
l/K

(K. G.Sriwas tava)

Encl:
Cheque No.674085 dated 21.9.61
on National and Grindlays Bank Ltd., New Delhi 
for Rs.4000/-.
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IN THE COIRT OF THE SESSIONS JUDGE OF MaYURBHANJ-KEORJHAR 
at keonjhargarh*

Present: shri P.C.De, b,L., Sessions Judge, 

The 7th Day of October, 1961 

sessions Trial Noo6-K of 1961

S ta te

Vrs,

1. Nirmal Kanti Bose
2. Huribandhu Behera
3. Ratnakar Sahani
4. Mangulu Gowala
5. Pandu Ganpat Ahir
6, Hendu Gagrai
7. Bairagi Chhattar
8. Syli Lugan
9, Sriram Pupti (a ) Madam

10 o Bira Mahanta
11. Sudaram Mahanta
12, Niranjan Mahanta
II, Siba Tanti
14, Manindra Kishore Mitra
15, Albert Jojo
16. T.P.RamaChandra Nair
17. Harisehandra Patel
18, Bikram Munda
19. Paramananda Mahanta
20o uolam Mustafa
21* Ballav Charan Rout
22. iiachindra Kumai' Sen
23, Debram Chattar

o.o o.o accused Persons .

For Prosecution : Shri S, Misra, Advocate, Cuttack, 
Special Public Prosecutor

&
Shri S.K*Mahapatra, Advocate, Keonjhar.

For accused : Shri R.C. Misra, Advocate Cuttack, 
Shri R. Ram, Advocate, Cuttack & 
Shri A,P. uas, Advocate, Econjhar.

JUDGEMENT,

In this sensational murder case from the Gurcla 

mining area, 23 accused persons stood trial in my 

Court under different sections. The occurrence teok 

place at about mid-day in the weekly hat at Bameibari

P.C.De
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on U6.9.1960. This hat sits on Mondays. In the 

occurrence several people were injured and one 

person, Md. Idris, was killed. Accused Mangulu Gowala 

and Pandu Ganpat Ahir stood charged under section 

202 l.P.C. as according to the prosecution, they 

committed the murder of Md. Idris. All the other 

accused persons stood charged under section 202/34, 

302/149 and 302/114 l.P.C. for the offence of having 

been members of an unlawful assembly in furtherance 

of the common intention of all committed murder of 

Md.Idris or abetted the said murder. All the 23 

accused persons also stood charged under section 

147 l.P.C. for having used violence in prosecution of 

the common object being members of an unlawful assembly. 

18 accused persons stood charged under section 120b 

l.P.C. read with section 302 l.P.C. for being party 

to a criminal conspiracy to commit the murdex>6f 

Md.Idris, HadL, Camser Khan and Narahari Patnaik, in 

pursuance of which conspiracy the above murder of 

Md. Idris was committed in the weekly hat. The accused 

persons were differently charged under sections 323 

and 3ib l.P.C. for the offences of committing simple 

hurt and grievous hurt at the time of occurrence to 

other persons.

The accused persons are all members of Keonjhar 

Mining and Forest Workers* Union, locally known as 

Lal Jhanda Union as the flag of the Union is of red 

colour. This Union operates in all the mining areas 

in Keonjhar District. Its head office is at Barbil 

and it has got its branch office at Guruda. Accused 

Nirmalkanti Bose and Harbandhu Behera are the 

idsa leaders and main office bears of this Union. They 

stay at Barbil, the head office of the Union. The 

other accused persons belong to Guruda and are
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members of the said Union. The branch office of the 

Union at Guruda is located in the house of accused 

H.C. Patel and accused T.P.R.Nayar is. the Secretary of 

that branch office at Guruda. Gome of the other accused 

persons are the leading members of the Union at Guruda.

At Juruda is located the office of the two 

important and connected minin^ concerns of Keonjhar 

district. They are Gerajuddh & Go. and Md. Gerajuddin. 

uerajuddin & Co. has for its partners Md. Gerajuddin and 

his relations including his brothers and nephews. Md. 

GeraJud cun mining concern belong exclusively to Md. 

Gerajuddin. Thus, Md. Serajuddin is, for all purposes, 

the proprietor of the two mining concerns. Under these 

two mining concerns, some contractors work whose business 

is to remove the ores from the mining sites and take them 

to rail head at Banaspani for loading purpaes. Mineral 

Metropolis Ltd. and Singhbhum Mining Development Company 

are two such firms ha vim© gt heir offices at Guruda. The 

proprietor of Mineral Metropolis Ltd. is Habibur Rahman, 

a nephew of Md. Gerajuddin and the proprietor of the 

other one is also a relation of the said mine-owner. 

In the district of Keo^har, specially in Champua 

sub-division, there are many mines owned and worked by 

different Companies. As already stated, the Lal Jhanda 

Union, of which the accused persons are members, is 

operating in all these mining areas and except at Guruda 

and Barbil which is the head office cf Bird & Co., one 

of the mine-owners, this union has no rival in the other 

mining areas. We are not concerned with the Barbil mining 

areas in this case. We are concerned only with the Guruda 

mining area. At guruda there is another labour Union 

known as Orissa Mining Workers’ Union. This Union uses 

a Tricoloured flag and it is locally known as Tiranga
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Jhanda Union, in short Tirangi Union. Both the 

Unions, the Lal Jhanda Union and the. Tirangi Union, 

are registered Unions. It is the admitted prosecution 

case that the Tirangi Union has got the backing of 

the Uerajuddin & Co. According to the prosecution, 

this Company has recognised the Tiranga Union and 

had not recognised the Lal Jhanda Union. The 

prosecution has failed to prove satisfactorily as 

to which of the two Unions came to operate at Guruda 

first. It hasled some oral evidence that the Tricolour 

Union was first in the field at Guruda while.there 

is also evidence before me that the Lal Jhanda 

Union was there much before the starting of the 

Tricolour Union at uuruda. There is no dispute that 

the Lal Jhanda Union has been formed much earlier 

to the Tricolour Union though the prosecution would 

say that its field of operation at Guruda was later 

Uian the formation of the Tricolour Union there. It 

is unfortunate, the prosecution did not produce before 

the court the relevant documents of the two Unions to 

show which of the Unions was in the field at Guruda 

earlier. Be that as it may, there is no dispute to 

the prosecution case that there was strong rivalry 

between the two Unions at Guruda and the members of the 

the Lal Jhanda Union were feeling aggrieved because 

of the sympathetic attitude of the concerned mine

owners towards their rival Union. They also believed 

that Tiranga Union was formed by the mine-owners to 

suppress them and their activities. There is further 

no dispute that in the beginning of I960 at the 

instance of the concerned mine-owners one S.I. of 

police with an Ammed Force was posted at Guruda and 

Berajuddin & Co. was bearing the costs of this Police 

Force which was kept there by the State to prevent
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labour troubles at the request of the Company. 

The prosecution story consistsof two parts.

The first part is with regard to a conspiracy to take 

away the lives of four persons, Md. Idris, Hadi, 

Samser and Nai’ahari Patnaik, as the accused persons 

believed that these four were the Dalals of the 

Company and were trying to suppress, the activities 

of the Lal Jhanda Union, according to the prosecution, 

all the accused parsons and other members of their 

Union resolved in the night of 23.9.60 at Guruda in 

the house of accused Patel to take away the lives of 

those four persons at the Bamelbari hat on 26.9.60. 

They also conspired to the same effect in the hat on 

the 26th and immediately they indulged in murderous 

assaults causing the death of Md. Idris and injuring 

the other three persons along with some of their 

companions.

The second part of the case relates to the 

actual commission of the offences of murder and 

assaults.

In my judgement I will first deal with the 

conspiracy case and then come to the actual occurrence.

This case was conducted by Shri S. Misra, 

Advocate, Cuttack, who was appointed Special Public 

prosecutor for this particular case. He was assisted 

by Snri S.K.Mahapatra, Advocate of the local Bar, a 

retained lawyer of Sera^uddin & Co. Shri Mahapatra 

filed power on behalf of Md. Yasin P.W*13, one of 

the injured and an eye-witness to the occurrence. At 

the earlier stage of this case when bail was moved 

before me on behalf of the accused persons at Baripada 

Shri H.Kanango, a senior Advocate of Cuttack Bar, 

opposed the bail petition before me and he appeared 

on behalf of the Company though he had filed power
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on behalf of Md. Yasin P.h.13. During the long trial 

and fiom the inception of the case till the conclusion, 

it was apparent that oerajuddin & Co. was taking a 

very keen interest in the prosecution. The attitude 

of the Company is understandable as the deceased was 

serving under it and he was a leading member of the 

Union which was getting full support of the Company.

Accused U.K. Bose and H. Behera were defended by 

bhri R.Ram, advocate, Cuttack and accused Mangulu 

Gowala and Pandu Ganpat Ahir by Bhri A.P. Bas of 

Leonjhar Bar who was appointed as defence advocate 

in this case to defend those two accused persons 

directly charged under section 302 I.P.C. The other 

accused persons were defended by Shri R.C. Misra, a 

senior advocate of Cuttack Bar. It was Shri R.C. Misra 

who conducted the defence being assisted by the other 

two Advocates.

All the accused pleaded not guilty to the charges 

framed against them. They denied the case cf conspiracy, 

accused Nirmalkanti Bose and H. Behera, the two main 

leaders cf the Lal Jhanda Union who appeared to be the 

main targets of the prosecution, took the plea that 

they had not come to the hat on the day of occurrence 

and they knew nothing about the occurrence. They 

denied any conspiracy to murder.

The two accused Mangulu and Pandu Ganpat who 

liave been charged under section 302 I.P.C. also took 

the plea that they had not come to the heat on the day 

of occurrence.

As regards the other accused persons, some 

stated to have come to the hat on the day of occurrence 

and some denied to have come. Of those who stated to 

have come to the h^a t , some stated that they had left 

the hat before the occurrence took place and so they
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had no knowledge about the occurrence. Others who 

stated to have been present at the time of occurrence 

gave out the cause of the trouble as follows : On 

25.9.60, the day prior to the occurrence, Md. Hadi 

and the other members of the Tiranga Union had forcibly 

kidnapped Madan Tiria, a male labourer and a member 

of Lal Jhanda Union and in the hat, Jambi alias Dasma, 

the maternal aunt of the alleged kidnapped man challen

ged Hadi and his companions and asked them to release 

the said kidnapped man. At this Hadi and his companions 

bot engaged and forcibly lifted the woman into their 

truck. There was great resentment at this in the hat 

and the people who were present there challenged Hadi 

and his companions as a result of which there was a 

rioting. There were assaults on both sides. Those 

accused who speak about this also state that they did 

take no part in the assault and they simply witnessed 

the occurrence from a distance. Of course, of the 

accused, Sudarsan Mahanta had stated tin t he was one 

of the public in the hat who protested to the 

molestation of the maternal aunt of Madan Tiria and 

being assaulted by Hadi and his companions he fled 

away from the place

Prosecution examined 49 witnesses and exhibited 

a large number of documents. Ex.76 is the last number 

of Exhibit. On the side of defence no witness was 

examined and a few documents were exhibited. Ex.F 

is the last Exhibit. Most of the documents exhibited 

in this case are unnecessary and practically have no 

bearing in this case.

Let me first take up the prosecution case 

with regard to conspiracy. The prosecution has put 

in Exs.36, 38, 39, 41, 42, 43, 46, 49 and 71. These 

contain some of the reports made to the police on
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which S.D. entries were made. In these repeats 

complaints were made about the highhanded action 

of the Lal Jhanda Union. It is unnecessary for me 

to refer to these reports in detail as those do not 

prove anything about the prosecution case of 

conspiracy to kill Md. Idris, Jamser, Hadi and 

Patnaik, whom the Lal Jhanda people termed as Dalals 

of the Company. These reports simply prove that 

there was keen rivalry between the two Unions and 

the Company was complaining against some of the 

members of the Lal Jhanda Union for their unseemly 

conduct and highhanded action. Some of the reports 

have been made by Shri H.C. Ghosh, the Mines Manager 

of Lerajuddin & Co. Qf course he is now .dead. No 

office bearer of the Tiranga Union has been examined 

in this case. As already stated no records of that 

Union or of the Lal Jhanda Union have been produced 

before me. as such though the prosecution could have 

satisfactorily proved with the help gl’ those reliable 

documents as to which of the two Unions operated at 

Guruda earlier and what was their respective strength 

near about the time of occurrence, it has failed to 

do so.

While dealing with the case of conspiracy, I 

would like to deal with an incident which took place 

between the two Unions in the evening of 22nd 

September 1960 and continued till the next day noon. 

Evidence in detail has been led by the prosecution 

on this point, though in my view, this incident goes 

in favour of th& Lal Jhanda Union and against the 

Tirangi Union. The witnesses who have deposed about 

this incident are P.Wso6, 11, 13 and 16. From their 

evidence we get it that a meeting of the Lal Jhanda
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Union took place in the Volley ground at duruda near 

Pit No.3 in the afternoon of 22nd September 1960. In 

that meeting stones were pelted and a female labourer 

who attended the meeting was hit. After the meeting 

was over, the Lal Jhanda people were coming back to 

go to their huttings. Their number would be 400 to 

500 and all of them were armed either with -bows and 

arrows or lathis. They had a jeep with them. While 

they were proceeding on the road, the members of the 

Tirangi Union, about 20 to 30 in number, came on the 

road from behind in a truck. They had gone to Siljoda 

to address a meeting. While they were returning they 

met the Lal Jhanda people on the road. These Tiranga 

people, 20 or 30 in number, were all unanned. On 

either side of the road was jungle. Stones were lying 

here and there on the road. Though the Tirangi people 

were 20 to 30 in number and were unarmed while their 

opponents were 400 to 500 in number and all armed, 

yet they created disturbance and they stopped the 

Lal Jlianda people and claimed their jeep. At that 

place was a Police S.I. with 2 or 3 constables. It 

was a pitch dark night. There was great hullah and 

commotion, yot the Lal Jhanda people did not resort 

to any unlawful means. They were silently and peace

fully standing at the spot being obstructed by the 

handful of Tirangi people. They stood at the spot 

the entire night and the next morning till noon. If 

the Lal Jhanda people had been aggresive they could 

have easily finished the handful of Tirangi people 

who were all unarmed and would have escaped under 

the cover of darkness in that lonely spot. This 

incident, to my mind, goes to the credit of the Lal 

Jhanda people and definitely showsthat at least till 

noon of 23rd deptember therehad been no conspiracy
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to assault, far less to kill any member of the Tiranga 

Union. In this connection I would like to refer to the 

evidence of P.ws.9 and ll0 P.W.9 is a barber who has 

got an electrified rent-free room from Serajuddin & 

Co. He gets monthly Rs.lO/- from the Company and also 

is entitled to the annual bonus that the Company gives 

to its employees. He says that in the morning of 2.?rd 

September when he was engaged in shavin^ the baby of 

accused Patel in his house, he found accused Bose, 

Behera, Patel, Pandu danpat and two female labourers 

talking among themselves. At that place Dose aded 

Pandu Koi to go with bow and arrows to the place where 

their jeep had been detained the previous night. Pandu 

Koi went and came back. He told the gathering that the 

D.d.P. had already come to the spot. Accused Bose 

then gave out "We will see to that in the hat". This 

Pandu Koi is P.W.ll. He says that when P.W.9 was 

shaving the baby of accused Patel, accused Bose asked 

this witness to go to the place where the jeep had 

been detained and ask the Lal Jhanda people to come to 

the place with bows and arrows so that seeing the 

weapons the Tirangi people would relase the jeep.

He went but came back within a few minutes as lie 

found the u.D.P. at the spot. When accused Bose Was 

informed of the pesence of the D.SoPo at the spot, 

he stated "it would be seen on the hat day’*. This 

Pandu Koi was working under Hossain Jaheb, a contractor 

of Serajuddin & Co. This Hussain bahib is a relation
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Potos. have stated that the Lal Jhanda people in the 

evening of 22nd were present on the road with bows, 

arrows and Lathis, there was no necessity for accused 

Bose to send Pandu Koi in the morning of 23rd to the 

Lal Jhanda people at the spot to advise them to come 

with bows and arrows. Had it been the case that the 

Lal Jhanda people who were detailed on the’road were 

unarmed, there could have been some sense in such 

advice, hut when all the Lal Jhanda people were armed 

and they had put up no resistance in the dark night 

at the lonely spot even when they were superior in 

number and strength, it does not stand to reason that 

accused Bose who is an educated young man would send 

P.W.ll to his people who were detained on the road 

with the advice that they should go back and bring 

bows, arrows and lathis. Further even if the two 

witnesses P.Ws.9 and 11 are believed to the effect 

accused Bose gave out at the time that ”it would be 

seen on the hat day”? that does not prove any 

conspiracy. The incident in the night of 22nd which 

continued till noon of 23rd, definitely, in my view, 

goes to show that the Tirangi people were highly 

aggressive and were not in a mood to maintain peace 

and cordiality with their rival Union, Though — 

numerically they were weak, they hadthe influential 

backing of the Company and as I would also show later 

on, of the Police, too. The Police, as already stated, 

had been stationed at Barbil at the instance of the 

Company which was bearing the extra costs. In this 

connection 1 may refer to an observation made by the 

learned lower court in paragraph 2 at page 5 of his 

commitment order :

” There were and have been acute dissensions 

and rivalries between these two Unions viz»,
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Tricolour Union and Red Flag Union. The 

deceased Mohd. Idris, some time prior to 

September, 1960 came from Calcutta to 

reorganise and revitalise this Tricolour 

Union.”

I may mention here that the special Public Prosecutor 

who conducted the prosecution in my court also appeared 

in the lower court. This Md. Idris, as ii the admitted 

prosecution evidence, was serving at Calcutta office 

of Gerajuddin & Co. and he came to Guruda only a month 

or two before the occurrence. The exact time when he 

came to Guruda and in what post he was working at 

Guruda have not been shown to the court by the — 

prosecution, though this could have been done with 

reference to the records of the Company. However, 

bringing of Md. Idris to Guruda is definitely a 

sympathetic act of the Company towards the Tirangi 

Union. The witnesses that the prosecution has examined, 

one and all, are some way or other related to Serajuddin 

& Co. By oerajuddin & Co., I include the proprietors 

of the different Companies and firms working at Guruda» 

It is clear tiiat the interest of the company was that 

there should be such a Union at Guruda which would 

best serve their interest. The company did not relish 

the presence of the Lal Jhanda Union which definitely 

was not to their liking. It was represented to me that 

the Special Force hid been stationed only at Guruda and 

barbil and the costs were borne by Gerajuddin & Co. and 

Bird & Co. In these two Companies, as already stated, 

there liave been two rival Unions, the Lal Jhanda Union 

and the other Union sponsored and actively supported 

by the Company. In the other mining areas under 

different Companiesthere has been no rival Union
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and there has been no necessity of posting Special 

Police Force,

Now I come to the evidence led by the — 

prosecution about the actual conspiracy. The first 

conspiracy took place in the night of 23rd September 

in the house of accused Patel. The two witnesses about 

this conspiracy are P.Ws.3 and 6. P.W.3 is a Mining

Supervisor under Berajuddin & Co. About the conspiracy 

he states in chief as follows

“There was a meeting of our Uniop in the night 

of 23.9.60 in the house of accused Patel. That 

meeting was attended to by almost all the leaders 

and workers including myself. (The witness also 

mentions the names of most of the accused persons 

as being present in that meeting). In the meeting 

there was a discussion about the earllei 

happenings. In the meeting there was unanimous 

opinion that our Union was losing ground since 

Md. Idris (the deceased) came to Curuda and 

joined the first Union. To maintain the strength 

of our Union accused Bose and accused Behera 

resolved that Md. Idris and other leaders of the 

Union including Patnaik should be done away with 

in the bemeibari hat. After those two accused 

gave out this, accused Mitra and accused Pandu 

stood up and took the vow that they would do away 

with the lives of those persons. Thereafter all 

others present there excepting myself and Dama 

Somaya took the same vow. After this vow was 

taken, accused Bose and Behera gave out that 

all the workers of the Union should be informed 

to attend Bameibari hat with lathis and daggers.”

In cross examination he seated as thus

“I attended the meeting in the evening of the
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23rd at the invitation of accused Patel* 

In the meeting that evening I could know 

that in the previous night the members of 

the first Union had surrounded our jeep. I 

was in that meeting for about one and half 

hours. I did not hear anything more about the 

happenings in the previous evening.

xx x Bose and

Behera addressed the meeting one after the 

other in the eveing of 23rd. Oath to kill 

Idris and other members was taken after this, 

xxx x

The oath taken in the meeting was that Md.Idris, 

Patnaik and other Dalals should be finished in 

the Bameibari hat. This oath was first taken 

by accused Bose, then by accused Behera, 

thereafter by Mitra and Pandu. After those 

foui had taken the oath, all the rest in a 

body took that oath. The oath was taken in 

the name of Lal Jhanda. Nobody took exception 

to my not taking the oath. I did not like the 

oath. I did not raise my voice of objection 

there. ”

He further said as follows

” I did not tell anybody else about the oath 

or anything else that happened in the meeting. 

It was to the Police that I disclosed for the 

first time what had happened in the meeting. ” 

The witness admits that he is liked by his masters. He 

is liked by Mr* jerajuddin, the Proprietor, Mr. Ansari, 

the Manager, Mr. Gupta, Officer in charge of the Guruda 

Mines and Sri Dam Patnaik, Surveyor and his immediate 

superior. He states that he did not take the oath
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because he felt that to kill a man was a wrong thing 

and further he had the fear of being persecuted and 

prosecuted. He had also the four of being put to 

trouble if any offence was committed. He states that 

8 members depend on him and he knows that if he loses 

his service he will be put to much difficulty. Out of 

feai’ he did not inform his masters about the oath. 

His fear was that if the Lal Jhanda membeis could know 

that he had divulged their secret, they would do him 

harm. He states that he was never a member of Viranga 

Union though that Union was formed at Ouruda long 

before Lal Jhanda Union came to the field. As regards 

why it was resolved that the killing would take place 

in the hat, the witness states as follows

" It was stated in the meeting that the 

leaders of the first Union were often going 

to the hat and so they should be finished 

there. Nobody suggested that the killing 

should not take place in an open hat. ,r

The other witness is Dama Loniaya P.W.6. About 

the conspiracy in the night of 23rd September he states 

as follows:-

in the night of the following Ffiday at 

about 10 P.Mo there was a meeting of our 

p^rty in the house of accused Patel. Accused 

Lose, Behera, Chhatar, Ballav, Mitra, Nayar, 

Pandu, Mangulu and others whose names I do 

not know were there. I and witness Majumdar 

(P.h.3) were also there. In the meeting the 

incident of the pevious evening was discussed. 

Accused Bose gave out that Idris was trying 

to break jour Union since the time he came 

from Calcutta. He sought for our advice as to 

hew to meet this situation. Thereafter he 

suggested that all of us should take a vow in
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the name of Lal Jhanda that we should clear 

the Dalals of the other Union from the path. 

The members took the vow. First accused Nirmal, 

behera, Mitra and Pandu took the vow. Then 

others stood up and took the vow. While taking 

the vow they raised their hands with closed 

fists and stated ” We are taking the vow in 

the name of Lal Jhanda that we shall remove 

from the path the Dalals of Tirana Jhanda 

Union.’* I didnot take the vow. After this vow, 

accused Bose gave out that the labourers in the 

hattings should be asked to go to the hat on 

the following Monday with lathis and other 

weapons. On the following Monday the morning 

accused Pandu and Mangulu come to our huttings 

at Quruda. They called the labouiers and told 

them ' all of you come to the hat with sticks 

ana other weapons. What decision will be taken 

in the hat that will be given effect to there’”.

In cross-examination he stated that excepting P.W.3 

none knew Uiat this witness liad not taken the vow. He 

did not approve of the proposal and so he did not take 

the vow. He did not raise his voice of protect in the 

meeting. He had no intention to proceed against 

the members of the Tiranga Union. Till he was examined b 

the Police he had not disclosed to anybody about this 

meeting and the vow. He did not raise any objection 

when accused Mangulu and Pandu came to the huttings 

the next day and asked the labourers to go to the hat 

being weel prepared. He did not also tell the labourers 

not to go to the hat as Golmal was expected. In cross- 

examination though he tried to deny, yet he was forced 

to admit that he was serving under Herajuddin & 80. 

He further admitted that he was working in the Company



17under a false name. He gave out his name to be Raghunath Munda though his real name was Dasa Somaya• He, of coui se, denied the defence suggestion that he is still working as the office Peon of the Tiranga Union.definitely these two witnesses P.Ws.3 and 6 are not witnesses of any status and credibility. They are men of the Compiny and there can be no difficulty to get witnesses like them. If there was such a conspiracy and such a vow, there was no reason why none of these witnesses would have given warning to concerned persons. There was no reason why they would have been silent all these days and would have given their statement to the Police after the occurrence had taken place. If there was a meeting in the house of accused pu.tel in the nioht of 23rd in which a large numberof persons was present, and if all of them excepting these two witnesses took the vow, definitely those people would have taken s trong exception to these two witnesses not taking the vow. If the evidence of these two witnesses that they were active members of the Lal Jhanda Union is to be believed, they are to be treated as accomplices and their evidence should be viewed with great caution. p'urther these two witnesses do not give out exactly what the vow was. They simply state that vow was taken to the effect that Ma. Idris and other Dalals of the Tiranga Union should be finished in the hat. Who are the other Dalals whose lives were being contemplated to be taken are not specifically mentioned. On which hat day tho killing is to take place is not specifically given. It is also not explained why it was resolved that the murderous assaults should, take place in an open hat in broad day light.
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Next I may refer to the evidence of P.W,5, a 

young girl aged about 16. She stated that a day 

pi’ evious to the occurrence accused Mitra took some 

female labourers to the house of accused Chhatar 

where there were some male labourers and accused 

Nayar. There accused Mitra gave out that there would 

be goLnal on the following day at the hat and warned 

tne male labourers to go prepared for it. He also 

cautioned the female labourers. This witness admits 

that she was the youngest of the labourers present 

at the alleged meeting. She cannot name any of the 

male labourers. Ghe admits that at the time of 

occurrence her father was working in the mines of 

Gerajuddin Company. Neither she nor anybody else 

asked accused Mitra what golmal was expected in the 

hat. She could not form any idea from the warning of 

accused Mitra as to what kind of trouble was expected 

in the hat. The evidence of this witness does not 

prove any conspiracy. Rather it goes to show that 

there had been no such conspiracy to take the lives 

of Idris, Gamser, Patnaik and Hadi. If the conspiracy 

had already taken place in the night of 23rd — 

definitely accused Mitra would have disclosed the 

conspiracy to this gathering on the 25th. Go the evidence 

of this witness even if believed rather goes against the 

conspiracy case of the prosecution.

P.W.42 K.C.Sing is another witness with 

regard to the conspiracy. He states that in the 

ni^ht of 23.9.60 at about 8 P.M. accused Mitra and 

Chhatar wore instigating the labourers at B.M.Pit 

hutting to murder him and other Dalals of the Company. 

He submitted a report, Ex.45-A, to Guruda Police on 

24.9.60. In that report written in English and 

signed by this witness and two others, M.C. Das and
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Mobarak All, it has boon mentioned that the two 

accused Mitra and Chhatar in the night of 23.9.60 

wont from doer to door in the hutting area instigating 

the labourers to kill the Dalals staying in the hutting 

either while they were sleeping or at any convenient 

place with bows and arrows or spears. This witness 

had been also injured in the occurrence. He had gone 

to the hat in the same vehicle with Md. Idris deceased, 

Hadi, Madhab Das, Mobarak Ali and others. In cross- 

examination this witness says that the Lal Jhanda 

people were called Madhab Das, Mobarak, Krupasindhu, 

Jagabaudhu and himself as Dalals as they weie not 

joining their Union. If this witness and his report 

Ex.dbCa ) are to be believed, then the conspiracy case 

of the prosecution to kill Idris, bamser, Hadi and 

Patnaik gets much weakened. According to the — 

prosecution the Lal Jhanda people wanted to murier 

those four persons as according to them they were the 

Dalals of the Company and they ^re standing in the 

way of their progress. P.W.42 mentions other persons 

being termed as Dalals. He does not mention 

the names of Idris, Samser, Patnaik and Hadi being 

the target of Lal Jhanda Union. Further if accused 

Mitra and Chhitar were instigating the labourers in 

the hutting in the night of 23.9.60 going fnoi door 

to door to kill this witness and others, the presence 

of these two accused persons in the alleged meeting 

that very night in the house of accused Patel is 

difficult to be believed. This witness p.w.42 is 

also a servant of the Cerajuddin & Co.

Considering the circumstances and the nature of 

oral evidence adduced by the prosecution, I have 

no hesitation to find that the case of conspiracy in 

the nibht of 23rd as alleged by the prosecution is
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false. In my view, this case of conspiracy has been 

connected only to give more emphasis to the occurrence.

Next I have to come to the second part of the 

conspiracy which took place in the hat on the 26th 

just before tae occurrence. Immediately after 

the conspiracy the occurrence took place. The witnesses 

whb speak about this conspiracy also speak about the 

occurrence, ns such this conspiracy and the occurrence 

are inter-related and so I will discuss them together. 

Here I may mention that the investigation and 

supervision of this case have not been clean and there 

has been much scope for criticism of the conduct of 

the Police in this case. Even the Medical Officer of 

Barbil who examined the injured persons at Guruda 

hospital in the evening of the 27th has not been free 

from blame. Not only the witnesses in this case are 

mon of the Companies either serving under the Company 

or having some connection of other with the Company 

or its proprietors, the Police and the Medical Officer 

also seem to have been much influenced by the Company. 

At least their conduct shows that, I will refer to 

the defects in the investigation and supervision and 

also in the reports of the Medical Officer P.W»8 who 

examined the injured persons hereafter at proper places. 

I liave made the above observation in the beginning to 

show that there was sufficient time and scope for connect

ing a false case to rope in the leaders of Lal Jhanda 

Union and as many of their members as possible, only 

because an incident had taken place.

That an occurrence took place in the hat is 

not denied. That Md. Idris lost his life on account of 

violence is also not denied. In the same manner, it 

is also not denied that the injured P.Ws. got their
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injuries in that occurrence. The defence strongly 

suggested that the occurrence took place not as a 

result of any conspiracy but on account of the 

aggressive and Jiighhanded action of the injured 

persons including the deceased who belonged to 

Tirangi Uniono They man-handled a female labourer 

and wanted to take her away in a truck from the hat. 

Their action was challenged by the^eople present 

at the place. The injured persons including the 

deceased began the assaults on the challenging persons 

with Lathis. The deceased Idris was using a Bahungi 

in the assault. The large number of persons gathered 

retaliated by throwing stones and some using lathis, 

borne of the accused persons denied their presence in 

the hat on the day and some stated that they had 

seen the occurrence bitt they did not take any part 

in it.

On the other hand, the prosecution story in 

short on this point is this : as previously arranged 

the members of the Lal Jhanda Union from Guruda came 

in batches to the hat all armed with lathis. Accused 

Bose and Lehera, the two leaders, came in a jeep from 

Barbil. They kept their jeep near the hat. They met 

their people in the hat and all of them went and 
near 

gathered/mi the nullah to the east of the hat. Ine 

strength of the gathering was more than 150. There 

accused Bose, Behera, Mitra and Gahani instigated the 

labourers to take away the lives of Hadi, Samser, 

Patnaik and Idris who had come to the hat that day. 

The gathering took the vow in the name of lai Jhanda 

at the place that they would kill those four persons 

in tne hat that day. Thereafter accused Nayar blew 

a whistle. All the persons present there began to run 

towards the rice market to the west. Immediately
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in between the shops of Chandi and Taher. In that 

open space were parked a station wagon and a half-ton 

truck. Hadi was then standing at that place. All the 

people who ran from the nullah side including the 

accused persons reached the rice market quite close 

to the open space where the two vehicles were jerked. 

Accused Mangulu wen t over the bonnet of the half-ton 

truck and shouted'in his dialect “Ila Hiju Pe" meaning 

“Come this side". Thereafter those present in the 

rice market began to throw stones towaids the open 

space and they also began to use lathis. Then one 

after another the assaults took place. First Hadi 

was assaulted and thereafter other injured persons 

came to tlie place one after another. They were 

assaulted as and when they were coming. They were 

also being chased to some distance and after a good 

thrashing they were being left out. All the while 

stones were being pelted and lathis were being used. 

There was great hullah in the hat. The hat was getting 

empty because of the disturbance. That day the hat 

was over-crowded as it was the last hat day before 

the Puja festival. About 4000 to 5000 people had come 

to tne liat that day. People became panicky and ran 

here and there. Last of all came Idris. He was waving 

his two hands requesting the people not to indulge 

in marpit. when he came stones were thrown at him and 

he was assaulted by Pandi, Mangulu and Bikram with 

la this. He Came from the rice market side. Being 

assaulted he turned his back and ran towards the 

rice market. He was chased by Pandu and Mangulu. The 

rice market is north-south long and cbnsists of two 

rows. In the two rows heaps of big stones are kept
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had just crossed the two rows when he fell down with 

his face upwards, hhen he fell down he folded his 

hands and moving his hands this way and that way 

imploried the people not to kill him. Mangulu and 

Pandu came there. Mangulu raised a big stone from 

the place and threw it on the face of Idris. Pandu 

then raised a bigger stone and threw it on his face. 

Both Mangulu and Pandu gave out that Idris was dead. 

All tiie persons present there including the accused 

persons fled away from the place. Many of the injured 

had in the mean time ran away from the place and gone 

back to Juruda. Some who were present came to Idris, 

nt tliat time P.W.47 ori b.K.Raut, Officer-in-charge 

of Chamakpur P.S. came to the spot. At the spot he 

drew up tne F.I.R. Ex.47 on the report of P.W.13 

Md. Yasin. He then came to Guruda with Md. Idris and 

other injured who were still present at the spot. 

Md. Idris expired on the way. Thereafter the — 

investigation proceeded and I will come to the 

investigation part afterwards.

I have given above the gist of the prosecution 

story about the conspiracy and occurrence as appearing 

from the evidence of the witnesses. So, I have to 

see if the prosecution story is believable or the 

defence version that the occurrence took place not as 

a result of conspiracy but on account of the high

handed aggressive action of the injured and the 

deceased in the hat. However, I would like to mention 

here that the prosecution through its material 

witnesses during trial had strenuously attempted to 

show that Md. Idris was killed by Mangulu and Pandu 

Ganpat who threw two big stones marked M.Os.Ill and IV
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on his face when he had fallen on the ground with 

his face upwards and was imporing them with folded 

hands to save his life. The two st,ones M.Os.Ill and 

IV had been weighed by the 1.0. P.W«48 who held the 

major portion of the investigation and he found the 

smaller stone thrown by Mangulu on the face of Idris 

to be 8 seers and the bigger stone thrown by accused 

Pandu on the face of Idris to be 20^ ^eers. In fact 

M.Os.Ill and IV are two fairly big and heavy stones. 

In this case there has been a separate charge only 

against accused Mangulu and Pandu under section 202 

I.P.O. The witnesses have one after another — 

dramatically deposed about the manner how laris was 

finally disposed of. In a pariot-like manner they 

deposed how Idris came to the scene last of all 

waving his two Iiands, then how he was chased and how 

ho fell down with face upwards in the rice market 

and how lastly the two big stones were hurled on his 

face, one after another, by Mangulu and Pandu when 

he with folded hands was imploring these two to 

save his life.

P.W.20 is the Medical Officer of Champua who 

held the post-mortem examination on 27.9.60. Ex.5?

is his post-mortem repot. He found the following 

external injuries :-

1. A lacerated wound 3£” x i-” X on the 

right side of the head 1” above and behind the right 

ear.

2b A lacerated wound It" X XI" above 

injury No.I-

2. a bruise on the bridge of the nose 

laceration above it.



4. A lacerated wound 1^” X on the right 

side of the lower jaw,

b. A lacerated wound X i" on the right 

cheek.

6. A lacerated wound li” X on the right 

side of the upper lip.

7. A lacerated wound i” X i” on the left 

side of the upper lip.

8. A lacerated wound 1” X i” on the middle 

aid® of the upper lip.

9. A lacerated wound 1” X on the left 

side of the chin.

10. A lacerated wound 2i” X X on the 

right side of the forehead.

11. A lacerated wound i” X i” on the base of 

right finger.

12. Abrasions 2” below the right knee.

13. abrasions on the right side of th© chest.

14. Patches cf ecchymosis on both the cheeks 

below the eyes and the nose.

He has stated that Md. Idris, the deceased, 

a healthy young man aged about 27 met his aeath as 

a result of the injuries. What ia very important in 

this connection is that the Medical Officer did not 

find any serious injury in the face of the deceased, 

definitely the evidence of the material P.Ws, shows 

that the two big stones M-Os.Ill and IV were thrown 

on the face of the deceased with force. According to 

the same repeated evidence of the witnesses, when 

Idris had fallen down with his face upwards, Mangulp 

and Pandu went to him, they raised the two big stones 

M.Os.Ill and IV and standing over him, one after
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another, threw the stones on his face. The piBJ8»B± prose

cution case is that there was a conspiracy to murder him. 

The prosecution had led evidence to show that with 

that end in view the occurrence started. In sucha 

circumstance definitely the two stones would have 

been hurled on the face with force. The stones were 

hurled not from a distance but by the two accused 

standing close to Idris who had fallen on the ground 

with his face upwards. There is absolutely nothing 

in the evidence of the witnesses to show that the 

stones missed the aim. In fact, if the evidence is 

believed there can be no question of missing the aim. 

These two accused, Mangulu and Ganpat, were represented 

by the btate Defence Lawyer. It was not necessary to 

get the opinion of an expert on the point if there 

would be serious injuries to the face if the two 

stones M.Os.Ill and IV are hurled on the face by the 

assailants who would be standing over the injured 

lying on the ground with his face upwards, any man 

with common sense would find that there would have 

been severe fractures and the bones of the face 

would have been smashed to pieces. The Medical Officer 
* 

P.'w.COalso stated in court that if the stones were 

thrown on the face he would have expected much graver 

injuries and many more serious fractures in the face. 

The 1.0. had sent Ex.54 containing some queries^© 

this Medical Officer on 7.11.60. The two stones 

M.Os.Ill and IV had been sent to the Medical Officer 

at that lime. In his reply Ex.54(a) he had, of course, 

stated that the injuries to the face could be caused 

by the two stones. The opinion of the Medical Officer 

at that time was not taken asto whether there would 

have be eng raver injuries on the face if the two
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stones had been hurled by tne assailents standing 

over the injured person lying on the ground with 

his face upwards.

Another important thing to be seen iii this 

connection is this, according to the evidence of the 

P.Ws., while running away Idris had crossed the 

first row of the rice market and he fell with his 

face upwards in the rice market. His head was on 

the ground and his body was in the rice market 

between the two rows. The admitted case is th<*t in 

the two rows heaps of stones had been stored. If 

Idris had fallen as has been stated by.the material 

P.'ws., definitely the back portion of the body of 

Idris would have got injuries on account of the fall 

on the stones. P.W. 30 did not find any injury on 

the back portion of the dead body. That is definitely 

a strong circumstances to show that the death of 

Idris did not take place as hasbeen the evidence of 

the P.Ws.

Hiving come so far I would like to refer to 

the investigation made by the two Police Officers 

P.W.47, the 8.1. of Police and P.W.48, the Inspector 

of Police to dispose of this point here. P.W.47, the 

boIo of Police, reached the hat within a few minutes 

of the corrurrence. P.W.13 met him there and showed 

him his injuries. P.W.13 further showed him the two 

stones M.Os. Ill and IV with which, according to 

P.W.13, Idris who was then lying in a truck had been 

assaulted. P.W.47 states in court that the two 

stones were lying at a place where a big patch of 

blood had fallen on the ground. He drew up the 

F.I.R. Ex.47 at the spot at that time on the report

of P.W.13. Then he went to Guruda with P.W.13, the
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deceased and other persons. He reached Guruda 

hospital at 2 P.M. At 4.10 P.M. he again came to 

the hat. At the spot he then seized the stones M.Os.Ill 

and IV, lathis, blood-stained earth and a pair of 

shoes lying there. He prepared the seizure list, 

Ex.51 at the time. In crossexamination he has stated 

as follows:

"I effected the seizures in the hat at

6.30 P.M. between 4.10 P.M. when I 

reached the hat and 6.30 P.M. when I 

effected the seizures, I was in the hat. 

Ulid not go to the Out Pcs t. (It may be 

mentioned here that Bameibari Out Post 

is less than a furlong from the hat). I 

did not examine any witness. I was moving 

about the hat and visiting the spots 

during those two hours. I have stated in 

the case diary that I visited the spots 

in presence of Md. Taher (P.W.29), Md. Garif 

and others. I have not mentioned in my 

diary the names of persons present as 

witnesses though I have mentioned in my 

diary the names of persons present as 

witnesses though I have mentioned the 

names of Md. Taher and Md. Sarif whom I took 

to be witnesses. 1 knew that Md. Sarif and 

Md. Tether were witnesses to the occurrence. 

I did not examine them asthe situation 

was very tense, I was alone, I had also 

got information that the hospital and 

Guruda Camp would be raided and so, I could 

not examine the witnesses and directed them 

to come to Guruda.”

Thus, this 8.1. who came to the place of 

occurrence immediately after the occurrence had taken
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place did nothing but draw up the F.I.R. and went away 

to duruda hospital with Md. Idris who was then almost 

dying. He came back to the place of occurrence that 

very day at 4.10 P.M. and he has there in the hat 

till 6.30 P.M. During these two hours admittedly he 

mixed with those persons whom he knew to be eye

witnesses and went round the hat which is a very small 

area. Yet during those two hours he simply effected 

the seizures and prepared the seizure list Ex.51. He 

did nothing more. He did not examine the witnesses 

in the hat though he knew them to be eye-witnesses. 

He did not even go to the Out Post whichxas only a 

furlong from the hat during those two long houryto 

know if the Out Post people had known anything about 

the occurrence and if any entry had been made in the 

station Diary at the Out Post. It may be mentioned 

here that this witness is the offleer-in-charge of 

Chamakpur P.3, and the Out Post at Bameibari is under 

him. Any way, when during the period of more th^n two 

hours he did only one thing, viz., the sizures and 

drew up the seizure list Ex.51, it is definitely 

expected that he would not have committed any mistake 

in that act. He effected the seizures in the company 

of many material eye-witnesses. He seized the two 

stones, M.Os. Ill and IV, which he had earlier seen 

when he came to the spot immediately after the 

occurrence. Those two stones were lying by the side 

of the blood-stained earth. Now let me turn to his 

seizure list Ex.51. The place of seizure in his 

seizure list Ex. 51 has been clearly shown as follows:- 

"In Bameibari market place in between the

shop of Md.Taher and Chandi Charan Dutta 

on the'place of occurrence.”
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bo, all the articles that he seized including 

the blood-stained earth and the two stones M.Os.Ill 

and IV were found in the open space in between the 

shops of Md. Taher and Chandni Charan Dutta. The other 

articles seized contained some lathis, and what is, 

important, a Bahungi. The Bahungi is an important 

thing as indirectly it supports the defence version 

that in the occurrence Md. Idris, the deceased, was 

using the Bahungi. None of the P.Ws. had mentioned 

about the use of any Bahungi by the assailants, while 

the defence suggestion.was that Md. Idris came to the 

scene and used a Bahungi in assaulting and dispersing 

the crowd. Leaving the Case of Bahungi at present, 

we find that the joL, P.W. 47, found blood-stained 

earth and the two stones M.Os.Ill and IV in the space 

between Chandi’s shop and Md. Taher’s shop. That is 

definitely not the place where the prosecution 

witnesses would make the court believe that Idris 

was assaulted with the two stones M.Os. Ill and IV 

by Mangulu and Ganpat. According to the P.Ws. the 

place would be beyond the rice market and that place 

is not in between the shops of Taher and Chandi. The 

place between the shops of Taher and Chandi is the 

place where the assault began according to the P.Ws. 

and where the entire assault took place according to 

the defence version.

Now let me refer to the spot map drawn by the 

Inspector of Police, P.W.48. The spot map is Ex.70. 

From the evidence of the Inspector we get it that he 

came to the hat on the 27th at 9.20 A.M0 He was engaged 

till 1.30 P.M. in the examination of witnesses. There

after he prepared the spot map between 2 P.M. to 3.30 

P.M© When he prepared th© spot map at the spot he had
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with him two witnesses P.Ws» 23 and 43. The places 

he had shown in the map ans the index were so done 

after verifying from these two witnesses and P.W.41. 

They pointed out the different spots. In the notes 

to the map he had shown som« measuements and those 

measurements are made with reference to the place of 

occurrence. In evidence he states as follows :

’’In tne map I have mentioned place of 

occurrence in connection with my measurements. 

What I have done is I have taken the centre 

of the place between ClJandi’s shop and 

Taher’s shop and that centre I have treated 

as place of occurrence while showing the 

distances in the map. That place of — 

occurrence is only for the purpose of the 

map and not for anything else. ”

So, what the Inspector has done in his map is that 

he has shown the place of occurrence as the place 

between Chandi’s shop and Taher’s shop. That is also 

the defence version. The assault on Idris must have 

taken place in that place and not beyond that. What 

has been shown in the map supports the seizure list 

Ex.51, prepared by the Sub-Inspector of Police a day 

earlier. He has also shown the place of occurrence 

as between Cliandi’s shop and Taher’s shop. I have 

already stated that the dub-Inspector of Police 

P.W.47 seized blood-stained earth only from one spot 

and that between Chandi’s shop and Taher’s shop. The 

fact that he did not seize blood-stained earth from 

any other spot would go to show that he did not find 

blood stains at any other place. I have already stated 

thut the only thing he did during those two hours of 

his stay in the hat was to effect the seizures. He
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could not have committed any mistake. Definitely 

he would have seized blood-stained earth from 

other places if he would have so found. The 

Inspector of Police P.W. 48 states that he found 

blood stained earth at 5 different places and he 

also found blood-stained earth beyond the rice 

market where Idris was alleged to have fallen on 

the ground and was alleged to have been assaulted 

with the two stones M.Os. Ill and IV. Curiously 

enough the Inspector of Police, an experienced 

Police Officer, did not seize blood-stained earth 

from that place or any other place. He had with 

him by that time the seizure list Ex.51. He must 

have known by the time that his Sub-Inspector has 

seized blood-stained earth only from one place and 

that between Chandi’s shop and Taher’s shop. If 

the Inspector found blood-stained earth at other 

places it was his duty to have seized blood-stained 

earth from those places. At least he could not have 

failed to seize blood-stained earth from the spot 

where Idris was alleged to have been murderously 

assaulted with stones M.0so III and IV. Non-seizure 

of blood stained earth from other spots, the seizure 

list, Ext.51 and the map Ex.70 would show that the 

place of occurrence was only between Chandi’s shop 

and Taher’s shop and no where else. The evidence 

of the Medical Officer goes to show that the two 

stones M.Os.Ill and IV could not have been hurled 

with force on the face cf Idris as is the — 

prosecution story and evidence. Considering all 

these circumstances one Can have absolutely no 

doubt about the fact tiiat the prosecution witnesses 

have made out a false case and have given a coloured
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and tainted version of the manner in which Idris was 

assaulted. The way in which they have deposed about 

Idris coming to the scene last of all, the dramatic 

manner in which he came and the brutal' assault made 

on him when he hadfallen on the ground with his 

face upwards while with folded hands imploring for 

his life, is nothing but pure fabrication only to 

assume an air of innocence so far gs they are 

concerned and to paint the accused persons as the 

worst sinnerso

Here I will revert to the case of the 

prosecution as regards conspiracy in the hat 

immediately before the assault took place, about 

this conspiracy 8 witnesses have been examined. 

They are P.Ws.13, 16, 19, 23, 32, 35 and 45. All 

these witnesses are also witnesses to the occurrence. 

Prosecution examined 24 witnesses to prove the 

occurrence and these 8 are among those 24. Some of 

these witnesses were also injured in the occurrence. 

The evidence that these witnesses have given about 

the conspiracy in the hat is unworthy of any credence. 

The prosecution case is that near the nullah at the 

custom end of the hat there was a gathering of about 

150 parsons including all these accused. They were 

all armed with lathis. There accused Bose, Behera, 

Bahani, Mitra and Patel induced the gathering to 

finish Idris, bamser, Hadi and Patnaik, the 4 Dalals 

of the Company in the hat and the gathering in a 

body a greed to do that by saying ”Thik He”. Thereafter 

accused Nayar blow a whistle and the gathering began 

to run towards the rice market. When they reached the 

rice market Mangulu crossed it and went over the 

bonnet of the half-ton truck that was standing to 

the immediate west of the rice market in the open
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space in between Taker’s shop and Chandi’s shop. 

He shouted ’Ila Hiju Pe’. Thereafter the gathering 

began to use lathis and stones and the marpit began. 

About the marpit I will come after I dispose of this 

conspiracy part of the prosecution case.

I have already shown that the prosecution 

case of conspiracy in the night of 2erd is false. 

If really there had been such a conspiracy there 

was no necessity for a further conspiracy in the 

hat. Further if the object of the Lal Jhanda people 

including the accused persons was to kill Idris, 

bamser, Hadi and Patnaik and that, too, in broad 

day light in a hat, the mob which had been instigated 

beforehand would have come to the hat with bows and 

arrows and not simply with lathis. The evidence of 

the P.Ws. shows that none in the gathering had bows 

and arrows. Further the evidence of the P.Ws. shows 

that before 11 A.M. Behera and Bose had come in a 

jeep to the hat and their jeep was standing on the 

road ioxihaxl^±xandxih«ixx3«apxjaxxaiandingxBK.xihKA 
near a Muslim hotel quite close to the Bameibari 

Out Post. The itit is to the east of the main road. 

At one end of the hat is Chandi’ s shop and at the 

other end is the Muslim Hotel. The Out Post is 

nearer to the Muslim hotel than Chandi’s shop. All 

the abcve 8 witnesses and also the other witnesses 

to the occurrence liave deposed that they had seen 

the jeep of accused Bose and Behera pn the road 

when they came to the hat. They all came between 

11 to 11.30 A.M. The occurrence took place at about 

1213 12.30 PoM. The 8.1*, P.W.47, reached the hat at 

12.55 P.M. and a little before his arrival the 

occurrence had taken place. He had drawn up the 

F.I.R. Bx.47 and he has given the time of occurrence
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as between 12.30 P.M. to 1 P.M. From the evidence 

of the above 8 P.Ws. it is clear that the gathering 

of 150 including the accused persons had reached 

the hat by 11 A.M. and they had all collected near 

the nullah. In fact, trie evidence of P.W.19 would 

show as if these people had collected near the nullah 

a little after 9 A.M. It is strange that these 

people would be all standing near trie nullah and 

conspiring the same thing over, again and their 

conspiracy would be heard at different times by 

these 8 witnesses.

The P.Ws. have stated about the arrival of 

accused Bose and Behera in a jeep. They have also 

stated that the jeep was kept on the wrong side of 

the road, yiz., right side and it was facint the 

Bameibari Out Post. The witnesses have also stated 

that they had seen Bose and Behera in the gathering 

and also at the place of occurrence. According to 

the O.Ws., Idris was assaulted last and the last 

act in the tragic drama was throwing of the two big 

stones on the face cf Idris who was lying in the rice 

market with his face upwards and hands folded. After 

this the mob including the accused persons fled away 

from the hat. It is most suspicious tliat the prosecu

tion has not examined a single witness to show when 

the jeep of Bose and Behera left the place. The jeep 

could not have vanished in the air. Bose and Behera 

who came in the jeep must have returned in that 

vehicle. The jeep must have gone on the road in 

front of BameiUri Out Post. The jeep while returning 

was expected to have been noticed by P.W. 47, the 

oub-Inspectory who came on that road from the 

opposite direction to the hat. Not only none of the 

witnesses deposes about the return of the jeep from
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seen the jeep. The Inspector P.to.48 was asked about 

this jeep, he stated as follows:-

”1 had tried to ascertain in course of my 

investigation when the jeep of Nirmal Bose left 

the hat after th© occurreiice and by which 

route. I have not given in the charge sheet 

any witness who can speak as to when after 

the occurrence the jeep of Nirmal Bose left 

the hat and by which route.”

The learned Public Prosecutor in this connection 

frankly conceded before me that the Inspector could 

not find as to how, where and when the jeep alleged 
in 

to be stand in/the hat had gone back. He also 

frankly told me that the Inspector in course of 

investigation found that a jeep from the hat had 

Oonc tov/ards -Toda. Definitely the Inspector wrho 

investigated the case did not find sufficiently 

strong evidence to com® to a conclusion that the 

jeep which accused Nirmal Bos® and Lal Uganda people 
f 

used (and which is the same jeep which was detained 

at duruda by Tiranga mob in the night of 22nd and 

the following morning) had come to the hat on the 

day cl’ occurrence, as already stated the jeep is 

kept by accused Bose and Be he ra who stay at Barbil. 

The head quarters of the Inspector P.W.48 and the 

+D .S.P. who supervised the case is at Barbil. They 

got a message about this occurrance from the Sub- 

Inspector P.b.47 at about 4 P.M. and immediately 

they left Barbil and came to Guruda* They passed via 

Bameibaii hat. There is nothing to show that the 

Inspector before leaving Barbil made any attempt to 

find if th® jeep of accused Nirmal Bose or accused 

Bose and Behera were at Barbil. There is nothing also
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that as it may? if th© jeep of hose and Behera would 

liave come to the hat before 11 A.M. and that on the 

road in front of bameibari Out Post, the A.8.1, and 

the constable in the Out Post would have noticed it. 

They would have also noticed it when it went away.. 

In this connection I would refer to the evidence of 

P.w.12, J.P. Jotisi. He wasthe A.8.I. in charge of 

bameibari Out Post on the day of occurrence. The 

learned Public Prosecutor did not put a single question 

to this important witness in chief as to whether he 

was at the Out Post on the day and at the time of 

occurrence. However, in cross examination'many 

unpleasant things have been revealed. This A,8.1, 

has been under suspension for his having left the 

Out Post on 26.9.60 without permission. He states 

that he opened the 8.D. at the Out Post on 26.9.60 

at 8 a.M. He had been permitted to proceed on G.L. 

from tue 26th Geptember 1960. There was no written 

order as to who would relieve him but it was settled 

tliat the Chamakpur A.8.1, was to remain in charge. 

There was no order that P.W.12 would proceed on leave 

before the arrival of his reliever. He left the 

station before any reliever came to the Out Post aS 

there was a fub-Inspector of Police at Guruda only 

about four miles from Bameibari.

This witness further states tnat he left the 

Out Post at 11.10 a*M. and he made over charge of 

the Station Diary to the constable on duty. At th® 

request of the learned Defence Advocate I referred 

to the Gtation Diary of Bameibari Out Post and I 

found an entry therein dated 26.9.60 showing that 
the

this A.8.1. left^Out Post at 11.10 A.M. and made 

over charge of the StationDiary to tile constable on
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duty. rj he time ’11.10’ A»M. has been over-writtsn. 

It appears some other time was given and it has been 

changed to 11.10 A.M. The Inspector also admitted 

that there was such a over-writting as regards the 

time and for that the constable who took charge of 

the Station Diary has been placed under suspension. 

It really the A.3.I. left the Out Post at 11.10 A.M.

and he had put the time correctly as 11.10 A.M., there 

is absolutely no reason why that time should be over-, 

written either by this A.8.I. or the constable to whom 

he made over charge.

I have very closely scrutinised the entry and 

it appears to me that the time given was 1.10 and it 

has been changed to 11.10. That appears to be also 

reasonable as the A.5.Io could not have left the Out 
*

Pot without permission or without there being an 

officer to relieve him. The A.3.I. would have left the 

station after the 8.1. P.W.47 came there. I will show 

later on tiiat the conduct of the Police at the locality 

has not been free from grave suspicion, oo far as 

conspiracy aspect is concerned, the evidence of this 

+A.u.I. is veiy significant. The A. 8.1. states as 

follows :

"At 11.10 A.M. I left Bameibaii in a jeep 

and came to Joda. From Joda I came to Champua, 

therefrom to Chaibasa and thence to my village. 

On the way I did not meet the Chamakpur q.I, 

(P.W.47). I had known as the previous day that 

□ri B.K.Bout o.I. Champur (P.h047) was to 

come to B^meibari on the 26th. • Yes, it is true 

it was settled that bri B.K-Rout would remain 

in charge of Bameibari Out Post during the 

period of my absence on C.L. x x

x x x x x x x
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So long as I was at the station oh the 26th 

1 did not see the jeep of accused Bose near 

about the station. ” 

Towards the last potion of his evidence he has 

stated that he left the Out Post in the jeep of 

Mangilal Kungta. Thus, even if it is believed that 

P.h.12 left the Out Post at 11,10 A»M. and not 

later, though the suspicious interpolation of the 

relevant station Biary entry No.940 would make me 

believe that he left the Out Post later on, his 

evidence gives a smashing blow to the prosecution 

case. His evidence clearly shows that by 11.10A.M. 

the jeep of sccused Bose had not come to the hat 

though from theevidence of the P.Ws. it would 

appear as if the jeep had come to the hat long 

before 11 A.M. and was placed on the main road on the 

right side facing the Out Post by the side of 

the Muslim hotel which would be about 100 yds from 

th© Out Post. The space between the Out Pos t and 

the Muslim hotel is an open one and there is no 

obstruction to visibility. The jeep which would have 

passed in front of the Out Post and which was parked 

near the Out Post would not habe gone unnoticed by 

the A.f.I. or any constable of the Out Post. Further 

the A.6.I. says that he left the Out Post in a jeep 

of Mangilal Rungta. This is very important, go 

definitely a jeep had come to the hat and by that 

jeep the a.J.I. left the Out Post. That is not the 

jeep of accused Bose but of Mangilal Rungta. 

Considering the above circumstances, I have no 

hesitation to hold that the jeep of accused Bose 

and Eehera had not come to the hat and as such the 

evidence that Bose and Behera came from Barbil to
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the hat in their jeep is false.

Hqw let me touch the evidence of the material 

witnesses about the conspiracy in short. P.W.l? Yasin 

has stated about this conspiracy as follows :

” When we reached the hat we separated and 

entered the hat from diffex’ent directions for 

making purchases. Along with me was only Kamrul 

Huda. I made my purchases going round the hat. 

after finishing my other purchases I went to 

purchase fowl. Fowls are sold at the eastern- 

onu of tiie hat. When I was purchasing fowl, I 

saw therefrom that near the nullah many people 

had assembled. This nullah is at the extreme 

end of the hat. I could notice there Nirmal 

hose, Hadibandhu Behera, Ratnakar bahani, 

Harischandra Patel, Pandu Ganpat, Mangulu, 

Mustafa, Nayar, budarsan Mohanta, lira Mohanta, 

Niranjan, Goberd^n Mohanta, Ingan, Albert Jojo, 

N.K.Mitivi, Chhatar, biram Prusti alias Madan, 

ballav Rout, Wali Ahmad, Bikram Munda, biba 

Tanti, Randu Gagrai and many others. Those 

persons were talking among themselves. Two or 

three minutes after that I heard Nirmal and 

bohera telling the people ”Md. Idris, Hadi, 

bamser and Patnaik, thse four Balals of Tirangi 

party, have come to the hat today. W* have to 

clear those persons from our path”. Nayar, Patel 

and Mustafa then repeated those words of Bose 

and Bohera to other persons at thatplace. Then 

all the persons present stated ’"That’s O.K.” 

(Thik Hai). Hearing that I left the place to 

inform, this to my people^) I had barely gone one 

or two steps when I heard from behind the sound 

of a whistle , 1 looked tack and saw the whistle
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in the mouth of Nayar. Almost all present in 

the nullah had lathis, accused Ballav had an 

iron rod. ”

"simultaneously with the blowing of the 

whistle all the persons present there began to 

run towards Chandi’s shop. There was a half 

ton carrier near Charidi’s shop. I saw Manglu 

riding over the bonnet of that carrier. He 

shouted ’ Ila Hiju Per . It is a Koi dialect and 

it meant ’All of you do come quickly’. Mangulp 

was waving his two hands. There was another 

station '^agon near the half ton carrier. All 

the persons ran to that place and began to 

(Pathai Chalana and lathi Chalana buru Kia) 

throw stones and use lathis. From a distance 

I could see Pandu assaulting Hadi. '*

This P.W.18 is the informant and on his report the 

F.l.R. Ex.47 has been drawn. In the F.I.R. he has 

given the strength of the gathering as 400 to 500. 

If this witness is believed he could hear the conspiracy 

when he was purchasing fowl in the market.

The next witness is P.W.16. He had come to 

the hat along with P.W.13. The relevant portion from 

his evidence relating to the conspiracy is as follows: 

” I made my purchases in the hat. I went to 

purchase a. pot to keep the fish that 1 had 

to purchase. When I went to th© Potters’ stand, 

I saw 50 or 60 persons had assembled near the 

nullah. AS the jeep was there I taough there 

would be some meeting, do I proceeded ahead 

and saw from a distance of 15 or 16 cubits 

the people who had assembled there. I saw Eos©, 

ba Hora, Eahani, Patel, Mustafa, Mitra, Ghhatar, 

Balla.v, Pandu, Mangulu, Silaj, Albert Jojo,
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bairagi Chhatar, Handu Gagrai, Paramananda 

Mahanta, Niranjan Mahanta, Bira Mahanta, 

Bikram Munda, Giba Tanti, Eirsing Munda, 

Lomba Munda, Clement Khadia, Jairam Chhatar, 

Mangel Ghha.tar, Naranga Goala, Benzamin 

Khachua, Nayar and many others. I did not 

find anything like a meeting, I saw they 

were talking among themselves. To hear them 

wliat they were talking I proceeded 5 or 6 

cubits more ahead. The distance between 

them and me became 5 or 6 cubits. 1 heard 

Lose, Behera, Sahani, Nayar, Patel, Ballav, 

Mitra, Chhatar, diraj and Pandu telling 

the people present there ’’You know, Md. Idris, 

Patnaik, Hadi and Gamser are the four 

Goon das of the Tiranga party. They are our 

enemies. If they be in the field we 

cannot proceed even a step. We have to 

clear them from our path”. When the people 

were so exhorted, they all exclaimed 

”Thik Hai”* Thereafter Nayar blew a 

whistle. Hearing that I began to run to 

the hat. Mangulu crossed me and went 

ahead of me. He was followed by ether 

persons. They also went ahead of me, while 

running when I reached the rice market, I 

saw Mangulu standing on the bonnet of a 

half-ton carrier and shouting ’Ila Hiju Pe’ 

waving his both hands. All the people 

leached near him.”

In Cross exam in,*, tion he stated as follows 

"’The potters’ stand would be about 35 

cubits from the vegetable market. The 

nullah where the accused persons were
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would be within 30 cubits from the 

potters’ stand. Till I reached the 

potters’ stand I had not seen the accused 

persons. When I was at the potters’ stand 

I found Kamrul Huda (P.W.45) and Yasin 

(P.W.13) in the fowl market. They were 

12 or 13 cubits away from me in my back 

side opposite to the nullah. I was in 

between them and the nullah, x x 

x x When I proceeded ahead I

could not understand what the accused 

persons were talking and so I went closer 

and reached the place where the accused 

persons had gathered. When I reached the 

spot I found simultaneous group talks going 

on, one was saying and a group of 4 or 5 

hearing. When I heard the names of 4 of 

our persons.in those group talks, I became 

alarmed. I made attempt to inform them and 

I turned my face and began to run.”'

Thus, from the evidence of this witness it is clear 
that the distance between the place where P.W.13 
and P.W.45 were standing and the place where the 
accused persons conspired near the nullah would be 
about 45 cubits. This witness could see the gathering 
near., the nullah from a distance of 35 cubits while 

he was in the potters’ stand. He could not hear what 
talk was going on there and so he moved on and came to a 
distance of 5 or 6 cubits from the gathering. Then only 
he could hear what conspiracy was going on near the 
nullah. What this witness deposes rather carries some 
sense. Definitely in that crowded hat nothing 

could be audible from a distance of 45 to 50
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cubits. This witness rightly stated that as he could 

not hear anything though he was nearer to the gathering 

than P.U.13 and 45 as he was at a distance of only 

30 cubits, so he proceeded towards the gathering and 

from a distance of 5 or 6 cubits he could hear the 

group talks where four persons ware named as targets. 

The evidence of this witness definitely makes the 

evidence of the other witnesses who heard about the 

conspiracy from a long distance improbable. Now the 

point is if this witness can at all be believed that 

he went to a distance of only 5 or 6 cubits from the 

gathering to hear what was being talked there. It is 

not his evidence that he mixed with th# gathering. It 

is an open space and he was standing alone at a distance 

of 5 or 6 cubits ahead of the gathering. He must not 

have gone unnoticed and definitely the Lal Jhanda 

people who gathered there would have molested him 

and would have treated him as a spy. This witness is 

also a highly interested witness. He is not only an 

employee of the Company but appears to be a prominent 

member of the Tirangi Union. His evidence in this 

cases goes to show his interestedness.

P.W.19 is a blacksmith who admittedly worked 

unuer Hossain Saheb, a relation of Sirajuddin for 

8 or 9 years at Uuruda. He states that he had sone 

to the hat to sell four cocks. He went there at 9 A.M. 

He saw the gathering while he was standing on the 

poultry stand. The accused persons and about 59 or 60 

other persons had gathered near th® nullah. Of course 

he does not state anything about th© conspiracy.

P.W.28 Dayanidhi 3ahu who owns a shop in the
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hat states that at 11 A.M. he saw the jeep of 

Nirmal Bose coming to the hat. In that jeep he found 

Bose and Behera. Five minutes after the arrival of 

the jeep he saw many people coming from Guruda side, 

one after another and they had lathis in their hands. 

He saw among them accused Pandu, Patel, t>iba Tanti, 

Mangulu, Ballav, Mitra, Chhatar and many others. 

They went inside the hat. He also went after them 

to the hat. He went to the nullah side to purchase 

rice direct from the dealers who would be coming 

that way. He found many people had assembled there 

including Bose and Behera and others whom he had 

seen earlier coming on the way. Their number would 

be about 50 to 100. There he heard Bose, Behera and 

two others explaining to the groups of people 

assembled there in Oriya saying that Idris, Samser, 

Patnaik and Hadi were the Dalals of Tirangi party. 

They had come to the hat and they had to be cleared 

from the path. As he could not find any rice dealer 

he left the spot and came away. This witness further 

states that he was near the nullah only for about 

2 or 4 minutes. He stood at a distance of 20 to 25 

cubits from the place where the gathering had taken 

place. He could not say in which direction he was 

standing. Neither auld he say in which side of his 

shop he was standing at the spot. This witness was 

not noticed by other witnesses. Further this witness 

states th<\ t Bose, Behera and others ware addressing 

the gathering in Oriya while the other witnesses 

state that accused Bose addressed the gathering in 

Hindi. APart from the fact that this witness could 

not have heard from a distance what talk was going on 

as would be apparent from the evidence cfP.W.16, it
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is indeed curious that this witness had gone to that 

side as if to be a witness to th© conspiracy. He states 

that he went to find out rice dealers and he waited for 
he

2 or 4 minutes and during that short time/heard about 

the conspiracy. Further from the evidence of this 

witness it is evident that the other accused persons 

including Manguly, Nayar and Mitra came to the hat 

very soon after the arrival of accused Bose and Lehera 

in a jeep and they entered the hat by the side of the 

shop of this witness and went towards the nullah. Immodiat 

-ly after they had gone to the nullah, this witness also 

followed them and came that side. P.W.24 Md. Hadi who came 

to the hat at about 11.30 or 11.35 A.M., as is his 

evidence, alonb with Idris and others in a Station wagon, 

saw all these accused persons including Mangulu coming 

ontthe ecad with lathis and they passed by his side 

and went to the nullah by the side of Chandi’s shop. 

He saw these persons after he had remained in the 

hat for some time and while he was talking with some 

female labourers. P.W.42 K.C.Sing also came with 

this witness P.W.24 Md.Hadi. P.W.42 states that he 

reached the riat along with P.W.24, Idris and others 

at 11.30 a.M. Reaching the hat he went to Mali’s 

hotel for tea. On the way near a Muslim hotel ha met 

accused Sen, Mustafa, Nayar, Pandu, Mangulu and 

behera. They were standing there. Accused oen asked 

him as to who came in the 8tation Wagon. He gave out 

the names. Accused behera then exclaimed "It is 

alright. Let us go.” If the evidence of P.W.24 and 

P.w.42 is believed and if it is considered along with 

the evidence of P.W.23 Dayanidhi Sahu, then it would 

appear as if trie accused persons and other people
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in th"* gathering had already come to the hat at

11 A.M. They had gone to the nullah. Thereafter they 

were moving round the hat in batches with lathis. It 

was only from K.C. ring P.W.42 Accused Behera, Mitra, 

Pandu and others could know1 that the' four Dalals had 

come in the Station Wagon. By that time they had not 

the knowledge that those four persons would be coming 

to the hat. The evidence of other P.Ws. including 

that of P.W.23 would show that accused Behera and 

Bose Came in a jeep, they went to the nullah side, 

thereafter other accused persons and a large number 

of their party men came to the hat with lathis in 

their hands, they went by the side of the shop of 

P.W.23 and came to the nullah where the gathering took 

place and then began the conspiracy. P.W.23 had gone 

to the nullah immediately after the gathering had 

started .and he was there only for 2 or 3 minutes 

and he could hear the conspiracy. So, what P.W. 23 

speaks is not consistent with what P.Ws.24 and 42 

speak; P.Ws. 24 and 42 came long after P.W.23 had 

gone to the nullah side. If there had already been 

a conspiracy and immedi a tejy af ter the conspiracy the 

occurrence took place, what P.Ws.24 and 42 speak 

cannot ba true. Moreover, if the accused persons 

passed by the side of Hadi P.W.24 when he was alone 

and when there had been the earlier conspiracy in the 

night of 23rd and when the accused persons had come 

prepared to kill Hadi and three others, there is no 

reason why they did not avail themselves of the 

opportunity of finishing Hadi when he was alone, and 

unprotected and they would pass by his side calmly, 

go upto Chandi’s shop, and therefrom by the side of that 

shop to the nullah. P.W. 42 was examined at a vary
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late stage towards the close of the trial and he is 

the only witness who speaks that from his an enquiry 

was made as to who had come to the hat in the Station 

Wagon. Possibly it was felt that there would be some 

criticism of the prosecution case as to how could 

there be a conspiracy to kill the four persons 

when nothing was known whether those four persons had 

actually come to the hat or not. To supply a connecting 

link through P.W. 42 at the last stage of the trial, 

evidence was adduced to the effect that from him 

enquiry was made and from him it was ascertained that 

the four Dalals had come to the hat. As I have just 

shown, his evidence aS also the evidenceof P.W.24 

Hadi is not in keeping with the circumstances nor does 

it fit in with the evidence of P.W.23 and other 

witnesses regarding the conspiracy in the hat.

P.W.32 stated that he and Sameer P.W.35 went 

together to the hat. P.W.35 was in the vegetable 

market while he was in the poultry stand. Therefrom 

he hoard ^bout the conspiracy. Definitely, as 1 have 

shown earlier, this witness, even if he is believed 

tta t he was in the poultry stand there was the 

gathering near the nullah, could not have overheard 

their talk. P.W.35 is bajnser. While he was in the 

vegetable stand at a lonb distance from the gathering 

he could hear the conspiracy. He stated that after 

coming to know about the conspiracy he began to run 
from the vegetable market. He was at a long Distance 
from the gathering. Immediately after the conspiracy, 
according to the prosecution, a whistle was blown and 

the gathering began to run towards the rice market. 

It is curious that this witness who was one of the 

four persons named to be killed in the gathering, could 

not run away to safety and that he was assaulted only.
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at a distance of a few feet from the place where 

he could hear the conspiracy.,

P.W. 39 is the Chaukidar of Sirajuddin & Co. 

He states that he had o°ne to the barbel's* stand 

for his h^r cropping. While his hair was being 

cropped he could hear the conspiracy. In my court 

he states that in the conspiracy it was mentioned 

by accused Behcra and Bose that the four Dalals had 

come to the hat and they should be finished while 

in the lower court the witness had stateu ciiat in the 

conspiracy it was mentioned that the four Dalals 

would come to the hat tiiat day and when they would 

come they should be done with. This is definitely 

a material discrepancy. Further th© witness cannot 

name the barbers at the stand though according to 

him there were some barbers at that time.

P.W. 48 states that he Was with P.W.13 in the 

fowl market when he heard about the conspiracy. 

Definitely as I have already shown, he could not have 

heard anything about the conspiracy if he was at tile 

fowl market.

That the conspiracy case is false would be 

apparent from the following consideration. The mob 

was strong, it was violent and had come armed. They 

had also taken the vow to take the lives of the four 

persons. They ladtaken resolve in the night of 23rd 

and also immediately before the occurrence. After 

taking the vow they ran towards the open space 

between Chandi’s shop and Tahar’s shop. There they 

found Hadi P.W.24 first. After Hadi they had also 

got there Patnaik and P.W.35 Damser, one after another 

In fact, the evidence regarding assault shows that
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all the three above persons were completely at the 

mercy of the mob. There was absolutely no difficulty 

to kill those three prsons. If the prosecution story 

is believed those three were unarmed. Pandu lusheen 

painted as the worst villain in the piece. He assaulted 

all the above three and also Md. Idris, the deceased. 

He was very violent. He chased P.W.24 Hadi and followed 

him inside. Chandi’s shop room. There Pandu did not 

assault him «nd spared him. Pandu assaulted and 

chased Patnaik beyond Chandi’s shop upto the road 

ne»r a truck. When Patnaik fell down he felt him 

and came back. He did not take his life. He found Camser 

falling down on the ground *fter the assault. His 

life was not taken. The mob, if the evidence of the 

P.Ws. is believed, was more than 150 in strength. 

They were all armed with lathis and stones. Stones 

were being hurled indiscriminately. Lathis were also 

used vigourously. Yet, the lives of Hadi, Hamser and 

Patnaik were spared, though if the mob so wanted, 

their lives could have been taken without any 

difficulty as would be evident from the evidence of 

the P.ks. The very fact that their lives were not 

taken goes to show tnat there was no much conspiracy.

I iiave not the slightest hestitation to find 

that the prosecution las come up with a false case 

of conspiracy only to distort truth. The P.Ws., 

interested as they are, never wanted to place before 

the court a true version of the occurrence as in 

that Case they might be in danger and not the accused 

persons. It can never be believed that there.would 

have bean some sort of conspiracy at one end of 

the hat. The tut was a crowded one. Immediately after 

the conspiracy a whistle would be blown, as if a
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run with lathis to one direction, viz., to the open 

space between Chandi’s shop *nd Tiber’s shop adjoining 

the rice market to the west. While running in that 

direction they would be passing through the large 

crowd and even thoy would cross some of the injured 

persons, P.Ws. 13, 16 and others. They would not assault 

them while passing by their side. They would not assault 

also Camer P.W.35, one of their targets, though they 

passed by his side. According to the prosecution 

ths first assault was on Hadi. They went to the 

place and found Hadi alone there. Thereafter all 

of them began throwing stones and using 

lathis thou6h only one person was there and it was 

Hadi P.Wo34. Hadi’s life is not taken. He escaped 

with minor injuries. One after another, the injured 

persons came to the scene. All 'the while the mob 

about IbO in number would be brandishing their 

lathis and pelting stones, aiming at whom the P.V.s. 

liave not been able to state. One after another the 

injured persons came and last came Idris. As soon 

as one after another would be emerging in the scene, 

they would be given heavy heating and the tragic 

drama ended with the throwing of two big stones 

on the face cf fallen Idris thereby killing him 

there. This is indeed a story which no court can 

find it safe to believe. Rather the defence version 

about the occurrence appears to be very cogent and 

probable and definitely there are materials to 

support such a version. I will hereafter deal with 

the evidence relating to the actual assault in 

short and place the circumstances to show that 

the prosecution story is concocted. It is not only 

a case of exaggeration but also a case of complete
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distortion of truth and suppression of material and 

essential particulars.

Lastly I will refer to the conduct of the 

Medical Officer P.w.8 who examined the injured persons 

and gave his report that the injuries of all the 

injured were grievous in nature and also in short to 

the conduct of the Police posted at the locality 

and the officers who investigated and supervised this 

case.

1 now take up the case of actual assault. The 

prosecution has examined 34 witnesses. They are P.Ws.13,

14, lb, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 26, 28, 29, 31, 32,

35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 41, 42, 43and 45. Of these 24

witnesses, P.hs.19, 21, 23, 26, 28, 29, 36, 38, 41

and 43 aid not receive any injury. They simply 

witnessed the occurrence.

Let me begin with the evidence cf P.W.13. He 

is the informant, about the occurrence he begins by 

Saying that as soon as the whistle was blown by 

Nayar in the gathering near the nullah, the entire 

mob began to run towards the open space between 

Chandi’s shop and Taher’s shop. Accused Mangulu who 
went 

was ahead/ovei’ the bonnet of the half-ton truck 

*nd shouted ’ll* Hiju Pe’. Thereafter all the persons 

ga tile red at that place began to thrown stones and us e 

lathis. He used the actual words ’’PaTHAH UIIxL-hNa 0 

LaTHI cHaLaMi uURU KIah. He saw from a distance of 

20 to 30 feet Panuu assaulting Hadi. He went to 

separate them but Pandu hit him with a lathi. Ballav 

and M^ngulu threw stones at him. He was injured at 

many places and was bleeding profusely. All the 

persons present there were throwing stones f rad11 the 

rice market to the place in between the Station Wagon
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ana the hali’ton truck lying between the shops of 

Chanai and Tahar. being seriously injured he concealed 

himself at the back of Chandi’s shop. The back room 

had Jhati Walls and a tin roof. From the place of 

hiding he could see through th® Jhati portion of the 

wall that was happening at the open space in between 

the station Wagon and the halfton truck, nt the place 

wiie re he was hiding, there were some females with 

their articles. From that place of hiding he could 

see that assault wax going on with great force. He 

used tne words "HAD GHuL RAHaTHh BAHUT JOR GE". He 

saw K.C. u.ing being assaulted with Lathis by biran 

Purti ^nd Nara ha ri Patnaik by Pandu and Elba Tanti. 

People who were in the hat were running away with 

their articles. Then he saw Idris coming to the spot 

from between the cloth market and rice market. He 

was waving his two hands.. Stones were thrown at him. 

Thereafter Pandu, Mangulu, and Bikram assaulted him 

with lathis. Being assaulted Idris began to run hither 

and thither. Those people began to chase him and 

beat him. When Idris crossed the rice market he 

fell down with his face upwards. While lying on the 

ground he folded his hands and moved his hands this 

way and that way. Those people had no mercy. Mangulu 

raised a big stone and thrashed his head with it. 

Immediately thereafter Pandu raised another bigger stone 

anu he also thrashed his head. On being struck with 

the stories his hands and feet began to flutter. 

Panuu and Mangulu ran away from the place saying 

" BaLh KHaTaM HO GlA ”. All the other persons also 

ran <w.,y from the place. When all of them left, this 

witness Came out from his hiding place and went to 

Idris. Idris was then gasping. He found 2 or 4 more 

persons near Idris. With their help he removed Idris
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to the tiuck nearby. At that time th® s.I.,Police 

P.w.47, cam® to the place. He lodged the F.I.R. 

Ext.47 «ind then with the 8.I. brought Idris to Uuruda 

hospital. Idris was dead by the time the truck reached 

the hospital.

Thus, from the evidence of this witness it 

appears that he had seen the assault on Hadi. There

after he Was assaulted. Then he ran away from the 

place and concealed himself behind the back room 

of Chandi’s shop. From that place of concealment 

through the Jhati walls he could see the assaults 

on K.G.Sing, Narahari Patnaik and Idris. He did not 

see the assault on anybody else. At the place of 

concealment besides him there were many females. 

None of these females has been examined in this Case. 

If the evidence of this witness is taken on its face 

value, the improbability of it is manifest. He 

clearly states that the gathering ran in a body to 

the rice market. The strength of the gathering, 

according to his evidence, would be IbO. The moment 

they reached the place of occurrence they began to 

throw stones and use lathis, according to this 

witness at that time only one person was there and 

that Was Hadi. Ho it is improbable that for the 

assault of one man, the entire gathering of 150 

would be using lathis and also throwing stones. It 

is on© thing to say that there was another gathering 

in the open space and the mob that came from the 

nullah side began to throw stones at them and also 

use lathis against them but definitely it is a 

different thing and also an improbable thing that 

there w»s only one person who was the target of the 

large mob and lathis were used against him and

stones were thrown at him. .Curiously enough this
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Uadi did not lose his life and he escaped with minor 

injuries, according to P.W.13 he wanted to save Uadi 

and so, he c^me from behind the mob, passed through 

tile mob and went near Hadi when he was first assaulted 

by Pandu. It is indeed difficult to believe that this 

witness should have passed through the violent mob 

and he would not h*ve been assaulted then. He passed 

the mob and reached Hadi and till then he did not 

receive any injury, though stones were being thrown 

and lathic were being used. When he reached Hadi he 

was assaulted by Pandu. Then he tegan to run for 

safety and he was hit with stones. He could see 

whose stones hit him and he names Mangulu and Ballav. 

Then he concealed himself behind the back room of ✓ 
Chandi’s shop .nd through the Jhati walls he could 

see what was going on in the open space which was the 

place of occurrence. There he saw the assault 

on K.C.Jing, and Narahari Patnaik. Then he saw the 

assault on Idris and he gives a graphic description 

of the assault on Idris. I have already shown that 

trie manner of assaults on Idris aS given by the 

P.Ws. cannot but be false. Though from the evidence 

of other P.ws. it would be seen that many other 

persons who received injuries at the place of 

occurrence, yet this witness who saw the occurrence 

from the start to the finish did not see assaults on 

anybody else except Hadi, himself, K.C.Bing, Patnaik 

and Idris. Curiously enough in his F.I.R. Ex.47 this 

witness states that he could see from his hiding 

place the assaults on Baraser, Bakar, Chankidar Kali 

Charan, H«.m Chandra Das, Md. Karajan, Lambodar, 

Md. Kurban, fbdul Hanan *nd many other persons. 

He does not mention the name of K.C.Bing in the

F.I.R. If really the witness h?.d seen the assaults
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on the persons as mentioned in the F.I.R., there is 

no reason why he did not mention the Same thing in 

the louer court und also in my court. That rather

to show that this F.I.R. Ext*47 was not drawn

*t the spot but the report was made at uurudo. hospital 

after the informant had seen the injured persons, 

further a reading of the F.I.R. goes to show that the 

mob coming from nullah side being 400 to 500 strong 

gathered ut the open space between Taker’s shop and 

Chandi’s shop and those people began to throw stones 

und use lathis on the Tirangi people who had gathered 

there. Let me ^uote the exact words used in the F.I.R. 

in this connection :

To my mind, the above statements are more in 

keeping with the tiu th than the evidence given in my 

court consistently by all the P.Ws, From the above 

relevant portion of the F.I.R. it is clear that there 

was a gathering of the people of the party to which 

P.W.lb belonged at the open place between Chandi’s 

shop and Tahar’s ohop. The mob 400 to 500 strong 

reached that place and began to throw stones at and use
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lathis on that gathering of the people belonging to 

the party of P.w.13. 5«eing that POW.13 went there. 

In evidence however, P.W.13 would begin &ying that 

tiiere was no gathering of his people and only Hadi 

Was there and the mob began to throw stones and use 

lathis with force on him. This cannot be believed. 

It is also difficult to believe that in a small space 

where two parties had gathered and were fighting 

with each other and that space was in a croweded hat, 

<ny person could be accurate as to who the assailants 

were and .me injured whom. Further it would have been 

impossible for this witness to have noticed the 

occurrence from his hiding place peeping through the 

Jhati walls of th® back room of Chandi*s shop. He 

could have never witnessed minutely the assaults on 

Idris. The very fact that he was giving a minute 

and graphic description of the assaults on Idris goes to 

show that this witness was just giving expression 

in court to the concocted false story about the 

brutal assaults on Idris. Otherwise, how is it that 

he could not notice the assaults on other injured 

persons and he could notice the minutest details of 

the assaults on Idris from a distance remaining 

behind room when there was large gathering 

consisting of the mob and outsiders.

P.b.14 is a truck Khalasi at Guruda. He 

states th«t the was at the hat at the time of 

occurrence and he was taking tiffin when he heard 

the hullah near Chandi’s shop. Ht went there and 

saw the assaults on dimser by Paramananda Moh*nta. 

He protested and was assaulted by 3udarsan Mohanta 

and Niranjan Mohanta. Out of fear he ran towards 

tne jungle on the other side of the road. 10 or 15 

minutes thereafter he came from the jungle and saw 
... •.
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Idris lyingbn the ground. He helped P.W. 13 to 

remove injured Idris to the truck standing nearby. 

He states that at the place about 100 people were 

using lathis and stones. Excepting Oamser he did 

not see anybody else being assaulted. People who 

had come to the hat were running away and there was 

none in the rice market at that time, though that is 

not the evidence of the other P.Ws. If really this 

witness was in the hat at the time of occurrence 

and was taking tiffin in the hat it is difficult to 

believe that ha came to the place of occurrence which 

was ~t a very small distance from him at a time when 

the occurrence was almost over and also he would not 

see anybody else excepting oamser then st the place 

being assaulted. Definitely this witness is not 

giving a correct picture of the occurrence. He is 

trying to conceal the part he has played in th® 

occurrence. The hat, it may be stated here, sits in 

a very small and compact area*

P.W.15 was a labourer under a mines contractor 

in Jiljoda camp. He states that after the gathering 

reached the open space they began to use lathis with 

force and they also throw stones with force. He came 

from behind and he saw that Hadi was being assaulted 

with lathis. When he went to the rescue of Hadi he 

was assaulted by Hudars^n Mohanta. Out of fear he 

fled from flat place and he was hit with stones 

thrown by Kandu Dagrai. He went running towards the 

road. While running he could see Nayar and albert 

Jojo throwing stones at Jahadutullah. He also saw 

Bamser being assaulted by Pandu, Hiram and Paramananda 

Mohanta. Then he saw Bikram Munda and P*ndu chasing 

Patnaik driver and assaulting him. Then when he aaw 

that the marpit was going to take a serious turn, out
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of fear he ran towards the B.B. Plot. There he met 

a truck which was going to Guruda. In that truck 

Patnaik driver and some other injured were there. 

He went in that truck. This is what the witness has 

stated in his chief. I need not refer to his evidence 

in cross examination. The evidence that he has given 

in chis', rather, in my view, gives a smashing blow 

to the prosecution story. Like P.h.14 he would say 

that the mob was using lathis and throwing stones 

wirh force though only one person was there and 

that was Hadi. This witness like p.W.13 came from 

behind, passed the mob and went to Hadi. There he 

was assaulted and out of fear he ran towards the road, 

when running towards the road, his back must have been 

towards the mob. Curiously enough while he was running 

he could see who were throwing stones at whom and who 

were being injured. He could see the assault on B^mser 

and the assault on PAtnaiko Out of fear he ran towards 

B.B. Plot which is beyond Chandi’s shop to the south. 

He found a truck in which Patnaik driver and many other 

injured persons were there. He also boarded the truck 

and went to Guruda hospital.- A closer scrutiny of 

the evidence of this witness would show that there 

was fight between two groups and this witness was 

in one of the groups.

P.W«16 states that he immediately followed 

the mob that r~n towards the open space between the 

shops of Chandi and Taher. It is better I reproduce 

hare his statement beforem :

” I alsh reached that place. Hadi was 

standing there and Randu Gagrai c^me from 

behind and caught hold of his two hands ficxi 

back side. He was holding the hands and 

Bairagi Chhatar was hitting his head with
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Ie*, thio I then went between bairagi Chhatar 

and Hadi ^nd shouted at Chhatar saying "what 

were you doing”. When 1 wanted to separate the 

two, Naranga Gopala came from the side and 

gave me a blow at my back with a lathi, when 

I looked at Naranga I saw at a distance of 

b or 6 cubits Ulla Mistri was being assaulted 

by Albert Jojo* Ulla Mistri had a bleeding 

injury on his head. When he was goinb to sit 

down, Nayar who w*s in the rice market at a 

distance of 7 to 8 cubits from me and also from 

Ulla Mistri’s back. Nayar then raised another 

stone. I then ran to Nayar and asked him what 

he was doing. When I had gone to Nayar, lira 

Mohanta gave a blow on my head with a lathi. I 

began to run away from the place, when 1 was 

running away accused Behera threw a ston® at 

me from the rice market and it hit my left 

thigh. rome how I escaped and concealed myself 

by the side of a Station wagon which was there. 

Two or three stones hit tile Station Wagon, at 

that time Md. Idris came to the spot by the 

side of the halfton truck. He had just entered 

the spot and was shouting ”what are you 

doing” and waving his two hands, when stones 

began to be thrown at that direction. People 

also rased at him with lathis. At that moment 

I ran from my place of hiding and went over 

the truck in which I had come to the market. 

In that truck I came to Guruda hospital. Many 

injured persons were there in the truck." 

The same comment can be made on the evidence of 

this witness as has been made on the evidence of the
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earlier two witnesses who immediately followed the 

mob and wanted to intervene to save Hadi. Curiously 

those two witnesses have not mentioned the presence 

of this witness at the spot. This witness states 

th* t he saw the occurrence hiding behind a vehicle 

which was in the midst of the place of occurrence. 

It is strange that he did not see the injuries on 

all other persons though he was at such close quarters. 

What is very strange is that he escaped with very 

minor injuries though the mob was violent and was 

400 to 000 strong and were indis crimin*tely throwing 

stones and using la this,

P.w.18, a Khalasi of a truck owner of Jhumpura 

to which place uerajuddin belongs, states that he had 

bone to the hat with other eye-witnesses in a truck* 

Ho was in the shop of a tailor near the place of 

occurrence. When he heard the nullah he went near 

the place and saw stones and lathis being used. It 

was not possible for him to see who was assaulting 

whom. It is quite reasonable that even from close 

quarters it is not possible for a man to notice 

accurately as to who was assaulting whom. He saw 

bamser falling down. He went to give him water. 

At that time Bikram Munda assaulted him with a lathi. 

He ran away from the place and went tgck to Nabi’s 

shop. From that place he saw the assault on Idris. 

He then describes in minute details the assaults 

on Idris. That appears to be the main purpose of 

the prosecution story, to reproduce through mouths 

of the P.V;s. the graphic description of how brutally 

the death of Idris was caused. when - this, witness 

could not see from close quarters the actual assaults 

*nd when he could not notice also how Bamser got his 

injuries, it would be difficult for one to believe
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that this witness would be bold enough to go to 

uainser through the violent mob with a pot of Water 

in his hand. Like other P.ws. this witness is also 

concealing the real truth that he was a member of 

one of the two fighting parties.

P.W. ly whom I have earlier shown to be an 

interested witness speaks about the occurrence in a 

manner, though in keeping with the prosecution case, 

that makes nim completely unbelievable. He states 

that he saw the occurrence from close quarters. One 

after another the assaults on injured persons took 

place. One person would be assaulted. There would 

then be a big interMal. The mob woula be there, all the 

while using lathis and stones. Another injured would 

be coming. He would be assaulted. Then there would 

be again a big g^p. a third man would be coming. 

He would be assaulted. Again there would be a gap. 

Then another assault on a aifferent person, so on 

and ao forth till the last assault on .Idris put 

the final curtain.

P.W. 20 had gone to the hat along with some 

of the other eye-witnesses. He was in the vegetable 

market when the mob ran to the open space, the 

place of occurrence. He went after them and went 

to the road where his truck was standing. When the 

mob reached the open space, Haai was standing there. 

The witness thereafter states as follows:-

’’Randu Gagrai caught hold of his both hands 

from back side. Four or five persons used 
were 

lathis on him. There/Pandu, Bairagi, 

CHhatar and b or 6 more persons. Blows fell 

on Haddi but I could not see whose blows

fell on him. His head was bleeding. Then
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Came Yasin (P.W.13) to that place and he 

was also assaulted. I did not see who 

assaulted Yasin. Then I saw Kurban falling 

down there, Ulla Mistri was also there and 

his head was also bleeding. I could not see 

who assaulted all these persons. Thereafter 

Haddi, B*kar and K.C.oingh came running 

from th.tt place, to Chandi’s shop <nd 

concealed themselves there. P^ndu came 

running after them. Pandu had a lathi with 

him. Pandu also ran into the shop. While 

he was entering into the shop.I wanted to 

stop him but he entered into the shop «.nd 

used his lathi there but on whom 1 cannnot 

say. Then Pandu came out from the shop and 

went towards Taher’s shop. Then I cam to 

the truck where I had kept my articles. Then 

1 S*w Patnaik driver coming from the tuck 

side of Chandi’s shop and Pandu chasing him. 

Patnaik was then shouting ’Bachao Bachaor. 
Patnaik fell down by the road side and Pandu 
left him *nd went away. Great hullah was 

going on at that time. Stones were falling 

on and near the truck where I was and so I 

ran away from th«t place and concealed myself 

between the bushes. Two or 3 minutes after 

that the tiuck started, I ran to it and got 

into it, I found injured Patnaik driver there 

in that truck. The truck which I have spoken 

of w*s on the road a little ahead of Chandi’s 

shop. *'

This witness, if he is to be believed, came running 

ahead of the mob from the vegetable market and he
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c^me to the road in front of Chandi’s shop where 

his truck w*s standing. From that road he Saw the 

occurrence. There was no obstruction to his visibility 

as the assailants were in the open space near the 

rice market and the injured persons would be between 

him and the rnob. iiven then this witness could not see 

who assaulted whom. This witness states that Hadi, 

Bakar, K.C.oing came running from the place of 

occurrence and entered into Chandi’s ahop. The other 

witnesses who hid seen the assaults on Hadi did not 

depose about this fact. According to this witness 

Pandu followed the three persons and he also entered 

ohanai’s shop after them. He used lathi but on whom 

his blows fell the witness cannot say. Hire 1 may 

state that tnose three persons and another witness 

John Lugan examined as P.k.P6 have deposed that when 

they all entered Chandi’s shop, Pandu chasing 

them also entered the shop and used his lathi, but 

curiously enou&h they could not say on whom the lathi 

blows fell* Pandu after giving the blows c»me out of 

Chandi’s shop room. Then he began to chase Patnaik who 

was hiding in the back side of Chandi’s shop. He 

chased Patnaik beyond Chandi’s shop upto the road. 

Patnaik while so chased screamed for his life. He 

fell down on the road. Mien Patnaik fell down Pandu 

went near him but did not assault him ana Came a Way 

again to the place of occurrence. The other earlier 

witnesses have not deposed all these facts. If Pandu 

haa chased Patnaik and Patnaik was one of the four targets, 

Pandu could i'vve easily finished him on the road 

after he had fallen on the ground. All throughout 

the trial Panuu has been shown to be the worst sinner 

and the instigators being accused Behera and Bose.
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Pandu was here, there1! and every where at the time 

of assault. He was assaulting every P.w. He was 

chasing the P.Ws. from one place to another ana one 

after another. There cannot be any uoubt that truth 

lias been completely distorted in this case. I am 

only referring to the examination in chief of the 

witnesses. I am not referring to the able and 

damaging cross-examination of the witnesses because 

tiieir very chief is not consistent with truth or 

broad probabilities.

P.W.21, a motor driver of the company, states 

about th® occurrence as follows:-

’’All those people (who had gathered near the 

nullah and who ran towards the open space) 

boing from the rice market gathered at 

that place. Immediately l&this and stones 

were used. At that time I did not see 

any body assaulting any body. I simply s^w 

lathis and stones being used. Thereafter 

I saw blood on the head of Haddi baheb 

but could not know who injured him. There

of ter 1 Saw Mangulu and P*ndu chasing 

Idris and assaulting him while he was running.” 

Then the witness gives * graphic description of 

the assaults on Idris, jo, if this witness saw the 

occurrence from close quarters, it is not known how 

he could not see who assaulted whom. He simply saw 

the assault on Hadi and thereafter the assault on 

Idris. Though he could not see the other assaults, 

ha could see minutely the assaults on Idris.

P.Wo 2? is Uayanidhi oahu, a shop-keeper. He 

says thut he followed the mob to the rice market 

and therefrom he Saw somebody assaulting Hadi. He
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also saw the assault on bamser but he could not 

recognise the assailants. Then, according to him, 

came Idris and the witness describes in detail the 

assaults on Idris. He states in cross-examination 

that tie was movinu in the rice market when the 

assault* were Ooing on. While moving in the rice 

market he was inspecting the rice with the dealers 

and also at the same time watching the assault that 

was Ooxng on. Thus, his evidence would show as if 

when the assaults were going on quite close to the 

rice market the rice dealers were peacefully sitting 

in thoir rows and selling their articles. He further 

admits that he could not properly see the assaults 

and the assailants as between him and those who were 

being assaulted, there was the violent mob,

P.W.24 is Hadi, the first injured according 

to the prosecution and also one of the four targets 

of the Lal Jhanda people. He states that after coming 

to the hat he wao in the open space near his vehicle, 

at that time he saw some of the accused persons 

coming from the Muslim hotel side on th® road with 

lathis and they passed by his side. They went by the 

side of Chandi’s shop towards the nullah, prom that 

open space he could see the gathering near the 

nullah. lie then be6an to talk with some female 

labourer. Five or ten minutes thereafter he heard 

a whistle sound. Then the gathering Came to the open 

space with lathis in their hands. Randu Gagr^i caught 

hold of his hands and Bairagi Chhatar, Pandu and 

uira.m assaulted him with lathis. To save himself 

he sat down at the place. The assailants left him 

und began to run here and there and indulged in

assaulting. khom they were assaulting he could not
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say. Ue slipped away from the place ana went into 

Chandi’s shop. There he saw Bakar and K.C. Bing also 

following him to that place. Pandu came there with 

a lathi, he gave blows but he cannot say on whom he 

oave blows. Chandi Bahu, the owner of the shop, was 

also inside th® room. Gome time after Chandi Babu 

gave out that none was there outside and so hp and 

Bakar and K.c.oing came out of the shop room and 

went in a truck to Curuda» This is his evidence in 

Chief. He admits jn cross-examination ttiat inside 

the shop room of Chandi Babu there was also one 

female labourer hiding. Ofcourse he gives her name 

as Basma-. 1 luve already stated that admittedly 

immediately before th® occurrence he was talking 

with some female labourers at the open space.

If this witness was the target and if there 

was the conspiracy to kill this witness, there could 

not have been any difficulty to finish this witness 

in th® occurrence. He states that on being assaulted 

h® sat down and his assailants took mercy on him 

«md left him. He was sistting when the mob began 

to indulge in marpit, yet he could not notice who 

were the targets of the marpit. He went into the shop 

room of Chandi Babu followed by Bakar and K.C.Bing.v 

Pandu followed -them there. H* gave blows but on whom 

he cannot say. There was a female labourer concealing 

herself in tbit room. She was one of those female 

labourers with whom he was talking before the assault 

took place. If Pandu took mercy on this witness and 

did not finish him when he sat down at th® open space 

there is no reason why he should have followed him 

inside Chandi’s room and though in that room there 

were only 4 or 5 persons and though Pandu gave blows
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to somebody, he could now know on whom the blows 

fell. In this connection I may agyin repeat the 

defence version of the occurrence. A m-xle labourer 

belonging to Lal Jhanda party named Madan Tiria 

had been kidnapped by the Tiranga people on the 

pevious day, viz., 25th. In the hat when the Tiranga 

people including this witness and ether injured 

gathered at the open space, the place of occurrence, 

a female worker named Jambi alias Basma, the maternal 

aunt of the kidnapped labourer Madan Tiria 

confronted those people and asked them to release 

her nephew. There was a golmal when the Tiranga 

people man-handled the female labourer and wanted 

to take her away. There was piotest by the people 

present there. Tiranga people became the aggressors. 

They used lathis and Idris a Bahungi against the 

people who were protesting. People present there 

retaliated by throwinb stones and using lathis.

The above defence version gets ample support 

from the evidence of this witness. Admittedly 

immediately before the occurrence he was talking 

with a female labourer. Immediately a mob came there 

and he was the person to be assaulted. He was 

found with a woman before the assault. I will 

come to tliis ciefence version a little later on. The 

same comment I would like to make about this witness 

that he is suppressing the truth.

P.w. 26 is a cloth dealer. He belongs to 

Jhumpura, the village of Sirajuddin. He s^ys that his 

shop was near the place of occurrence. He heard the 

hullah. Many people arrived at the open space and 

they began to throw stones and indulge in the nurpit.
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He Saw ths assault on Patnaik first. After Patnaik’s 

assault, the assault on Gamser took place. Then 

RamJan driver was assaulted ana lastly he saw the 

assault on Idris. He had not seen the assault on Hadi 

and Yasin. The manner* in which he has given his 

evidence is suspicious. He lias deposed faultingly.

I need not ref^r to his evidence in detail.

I next come to the evidence of P.W.28. He is 

a driver under birajuddin & Co. He states that he 

saw the occurrence from very close quarters. He 

first saw the assault on H*mser. -after the assault 

on oamser was over, the assault on Patnaik took 

place. The evidence of the earlier witness P.W. 26 

has been that Patnaik’s assault took place just 

before the assault on Samser. That discrepancy apart, 

he stages in chiaC that Idris came to the place of 

assault when assault on Sarasor was going on. He came 

near Camser and thereafter assault on him began. He 

further states tiiat Patnaik fell down after his 

assault and after a little while he ^ot up and he 

was chased by accused Pandu upto to the road. If the 

evidence of this witness is believed, then the assault 

on Idris had already taken place before Pandu chased 

Patnaik between Chandi’s shop upto the road towards 

the south of Chandi’s shop. This witness further 

states that when assault on Idris was taking place, 

the assault on C^mser was also taking place. I his is 

not tne evidence of any other witness,

P.W. 29 Md. Taiier states that near his shop at 

the back side the occurrence took place. Hearing the 

hullah he came out. He saw Mangulu on the.bonnet 

of the half-ton truck. Then he saw the mob reaching 

that side. The mob came through the rice market. He
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Jaw the assault on Patnaik. Immediately after his 

assault, the assault on Hamser took place. Thereafter 

Raja driver and Hanan were assaulted. Lastly Idris 

came and he was assaulted. Ofcourse the witness gives 

vivid description of the assault on Idris. If this 

witness had bone to the spot and was very close to 

the spot from the very beginning it is strange that 

he did not see the earlier assaults on Hadi, Yasin 

anu others. He saw the first assault on Patnaik driver. 

According to him the assaults were taking place one 

after another, Patnaik, thereafter Lamer, thereafter 

Raja driver, then Hanan and lastly Idris. This witness, 

however, lias stated to the 1.0. P.W.48 as follows:- 

“The assaults were so quickly made and 

the injured were so mercilessly beaten 

that the villagers and traders were 

terrified and that 1 had to remain at 

my stall to look after my goods.”

Thus, according to his statement before the Police 

this witness did not move from his stall and aS such 

he could never have seen the occurrence. The place 

of occurrence was at the back side of his shop which 

was closed with a screen, prom the stall the 

occurrence was not visible. That is why the witness 

now comes out with a different story that he came out 

of the stall and from close quarters saw the occurrence. 

P.Vj. fl is Abu bakar. He is one of the injured.

He came with Md. Idris, deceased and Hadi to the hat 

in a rtation ha^on. His evidence about the occurrence 

gives a smashing blow to the prosecution story as 

developed by the P.tos. 1 need not refer to his cross- 

examination. I am simply reproducing his evidence in

chief:-
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”1 was present in the hat on the day of 

occurrence. Md. Idris and Hadi also went. 

There were G or 3 more persons with us.”

"we reached the hat at 11.30 a.M. We came 

in a station Wa^on. toe kept the station 

Wagon by the side of Ghandi’s shop. I then 

went to the Muslim hotel to t«.kc tiffin, 

after tiffin when I was washing my hands, I 

saw Paramanda Mahanta, Ben, Bira Mahanta, 

Hangulu and somu other persons whose names 

1 do not remembei were going with great force 

on the road with lathis in their hands. They 

were t,oing on the ro^d towards Ghandi’s shop. 

I sat for rest in th* hotel. Then I heard a 

hullah. As th® noise became great I came out 

of the hotel and started i'or the place where 

our station wagon had been kept. I saw people 

running that side. Then I saw Haddi was 

assaulted by Pandu near the station wagon. I 

then went to interfere. I was assaulted with 

lathis by Pandu, Bikram Munda and Hiba Tanti. 

at that time 1 saw Bakar throwing stones at 

Haddi. I raised my hands to avoid further 

assaults on my head. I then got lathi blow on 

my right side but from whom I cannot say. A 

stone thrown by somebody hit me. Then I heard 

Nirmal Bose and Hadibandhu Behera shouting 

"ualeko Mia tarn Karo”. At that time Idris came 

there from which side I cannot say. All those 

who were assaulting me moved away. I began 

to run away. Pandu chased me. I entered into 

Chandi’s shop. He also entered tnera and
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assaulted me with a lathi. Then Pandu went out 

of the room. Somebody then closed the room. I 

cannot say who closed the room. After some time 

I came out of the room. I saw a truck standing 

near trie road. I went inside the trucktnd 

remained there. I do not remember what happened 

thereafter. I got back my sense nextday in 

duruda hosp itai.”

"In the room of Chandi’s shop, I found 

Hadi and K.C. Sing.”

In cross-examination he has stated as follows:- 

’’Idris did not corn® near m®. He was at a 

distance of 5 to 10 feet from m®. x x 

x xx x as soon as Idris

camo those who were assaulting me ran to 

him. I then ran and was chased by Panda, 

xx x I entered th® shop room 

of Chandi’s shop. I cannot say if Hadi and 

K.C.oing had gon® to that room before m® or 

after mo. I saw them only after Pandu left 

the room assaulting m®. I do not remembar 

if I stated in the lower court that Hadi and 

K.Casing entered the shop room after I had 

entered it.”

Thus, according to the evidence of this witness, he 

saw the assault on Hadi. He ran to the rescue of Hadi 

ana he was assaulted by somebody and at that very 

time before th® assault on any other person had taken 

place Idris came th®r®. When Idris cam® there the 

attention of the assailants was diverted from him 

towards Idris. This witness then ran to Chandi’s shop 

and concealed himself in a room in that shop. Pandu 

followed him. He also entered into that room and
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beat him. He found in that room Hadi and K.C. Jing. If 

this witness is believed then Pandu coula not have 

taken part in the assault on Idris because when Idris 

came this witness ran to Chandi’s shop and Pandu chased 

him to that side. Further there has been evidence to 

show that Pandu after coming from Chandi’s shop-room 

chased Patnaik driver upto the road going behind 

Chandi’s shop. Co Pandu could not have been the 

assailant of Idris. Further the evidence of this witness 

shows that laris was at tn® spot the moment the marpit 

began. He gives a lie to the evidence of the other 

P.W3. that assaults on persons were taking place one 

after another after some pause and Idris came to the 

scena last of all..

P.w.32 is Patnaik driver. This witness was, 

according to the prosecution, a target of the Lal 

Jhand-a people. The evidence that he has given would 

also clearly show his attempt to distort truth. He was 

a witness to the alleged conspiracy near the nullah. 

He say that ha and Jamser were coming on hearing the 

conspiracy when the mob came running from the nullah 

side and passed by them. If he was really the target 

there is no reason why he was spared at that time by 

the mob. He further states that Jamser went first to 

the rice market and he was assaulted. There is no 

reason why bamser would go to the place of assault 

when marpit iiad already taken place. Jamser was ahead 

of him. He had crossed the rice market and had gone 

to the open space where the marpit was going on. He was 

in the rice market when Jamser’s assault took place. 

Jeeing his assault this witness turned his back and 

was trying to come away when assaults on him took place.
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as his evidence shows, his assault did not take 

place in the open space but in th© rice market. Th© 

violent mob had gathered at that very place. They 

could, luve easily finished this witness at that place. 

The manner in which this witness deposes to have gone 

away in kneeling condition upto the road after his 

assault in unbelievable specially when there is the 

evidence of other witnesses that he was chased upto 

the road by P^ndu while he was running away. Further 

there is no explanation why the witness should ^ry 

to escape through the open space where the marpit 

was going on and not in a different route. This 

witness who is a driver of th® company was a discharged 

contable. There had been allegations by the Lal Jhanda 

people against the rash action of this witness. One 

of the allegations was that this witness was trying to 

damage the jeep of Lal Jhanda people by dashing his 

truck against it. The defence suggestion was *lso that 

this witness took a leading part in the kidnapping of 

the male labourer Madan Tiria and also Jn the 

manhandling of the female labourer in the hat.

P.W» 35 is oamser. He had heard the conspiracy 

«md so he and Patnaik P*W. 34 were coming running. It 

is not explained why they were coming running towards 

ths open space wile re the occurrence took pl^ce. It is 

also not explained how the mob which was long behind 

him and P.W.34 could overtake them within a few feet. 

Th'.? witness states that th© moment he crossed the ric® 

market the assault on his took place and he fell down 

senseless. He regained his sense in the hospital. This 

witness was also a target of the conspiracy along with

P.^o34 Pu-tnaik. as they were both long ahead of the mob,
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they could have safely escaped. The very fact that 

having heard the conspiracy both of them were going 

to the place of occurrence goes to show not only 

that the conspiracy story w<s f^lsa but also that 

the occurrence was due to some other reason. This 

witness is also a driver of a relation of Cirajuddin.

P.to.fG is the servant of Chandi working in 

his shop. His evidence does not help the prosecution 

anu so ho was allowed to be cross examined by the 

Public Prosecutor. It lias not been explained why 

the prosecution did not cite Chandi, the shop-owner 

who was admittedly present in his shop at the time 

of occurrence as a witness and instead, his servant 

was cited. The veiy fact that the master was not 

examined but his servant, would show that there was 

som ;thing suspicious in the prosecution story. It 

was easy to get the support of the servant than of 

tna master for a false story. That has been tha 

defence eriticism in the matter.

P.h. P7 oadatulla hud gone to the hat along 

with some of the P.Ws. including Yasin P.W.1P. This 

witness says that hearing the hullah he came to the 

place of occurrence, while going he saw Hadi 

running away. He further saw Samser being assaulted. 

Then he saw Patnaik running away and Pandu chasing 

him. Thereafter he reached the spot. He saw Kurban 

lying on the ground. He went to raise him. Albert 

Jojo assaulted him on his head with a lathi. Nayar and 

den threw him stones. Iio then began to run. Thereafter 

Idris came. Thus, in confirmity with other P.bs. 

this witness states that the assaults took place, 

one aft^r another and Idris came to the pls.ee of 

occurrence last of all. The last assault before
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Idris came to the scene was, according to this witness, 

on him. He had seen Panda chasing Patnaik, both of 

them passed by his side on the road but he did not see 

Panuu coming back. I need not repeat the comment 

about the inconsistent manner of the description of 

tnc occurrence given by the P.Ws. including this 

witness.

P.W. c8 in tile same manner describes the assault 

taking place one after another. He saw the assault from 

th) road, lie did not see the assault on Idris as lie 

fled away out of fear. He is an office clerk of 

u i ra j ud d in C om pa n y.

P.V..PH, the Chowkidar of Sirajuddin Company, 

did not sec all the assaults though he was close by. 

He w?s assaulted when ha came to the rescue of Samser, 

He was hit with a stone in his knee and out of fear 

he ran away from the place. However, he has admitted 

in hj s cross e^aniina tion that he came back from the 

hat in a truck driven by a Punjabi driver. $his evidence 

would show that other trucks had also come.

P.W.41 is Hopi Cethi. He was also a witness 

to the conspiracy, When the mob ran to the place of 

occurrence lie went near it. He saw only the assault 

on Idris and nothing morm

P.k.42 is K.C.bing. He had gone to tile hat 

along with Idris, Hadi , Bakar and others. Hearing the 

hullah when he was in the hat he came to the spot. He 

saw stones being pelted and lathis being used. He went 

closei’ and saw Hadi’s assault. Hadi sat down on 

r ecount of liis injuries at the place. Then the assault 

on Kurban began. This witness wanted to intervene but 

he got a blow from accused Cen. He wanted to run away 

but ha was caught hold of and blows were given to him
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by Mitra and Chhatar, At that time Bikram and 

Pandu were assaulting Bakar by his side. He ran 

to Chmdi’s shop and concealed himself. It is 

indeed curious t’nat this witness would have noticed 

the assaults on other persons when he was being 

assaulted.

P.w.df is a rice dealer. He says that he was 

selling rice when the mob gathered there. He was 

in the rice market. He saw the marpit therefrom. 

The marpit was going on vigourously. Then he saw 

Handa uagrai holding the hands of Hadi from back 

side and some one assaulting him. Then he saw Kurban 

was assaulted by Mitra Babu. Then he saw Patnaik’s 

injury and after that, the injury of <ara«r. There

after came Idris to the place. The witness then 

describes in detail the assaults on Idris. If this 

witness is believed then Hadi’s assault took place 

after the marpit had vigorously begun. This witness 

also admits that many outsiders bud seen tie marpit 

like him.

The last witness is P.b.45 Kamrul Huda. He 

had come to the hat in the same truck with P.W.13 

and others. He heard the conspiracy in company 

with P.W.13 near the nullah and both of them came 

hurriedly. He, however, separated from P.w.13 and 

took a different route and went over to the road. 

From th© road he saw the assaults taking place 

one after another. Though he was standing on the 

road, a stone was thrown at him. Being hit h$ Tan 

away from the place and went to the back room 

or Chandi and therefrom he saw in detail the 

assaults on Idris. Though he was in the backroom
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he did not notice P.W.13 there. He saw the assaults 

on Idris through the Jhati walls of the room. He 

admits th^t many people were moving in the open 

space between him and the place of assault on Idriso

1 have discussed the evidence of the eye

witnesses. Their evidence is not only inconsistent 

but also unbelievable. There lias been a definite 

attempt to twist, distort and suppress truth, /in 

occurrence took pl^ce no doubt, but a wrong cause 

has been shown. The real cause for the occurrence 

in trouble as in that case tiey would be ibund to be 

aggressors. To make them innocent a case of 

conspiracy has been fabricated in great detail. 

Interested witnesses have been brought to prove the 

case of conspiracy. I have earlier shown that this 

is a case in which the Company is vitally interested. 

The eye-witnesses are either servants ofth* Company 

or are interested in the Company.

In this connection I would refer to the 

pertinent observations of Their Lordships of the 

a.P. High Court in a ruling reported in h.I.r. 1961 

A.P. 23.

"To insist on independent evidence in faction 

cases, is to ask for the impossible. It is 

a matter of common knowledge that in Cases 

arising out of acute factions, as a rule, 

persons unconnected with either faction, 

do not care or dare to come forward as 

witnesses lest they should incur the wrath 

of the other party. Ai the same time, in 

such cases, (especially in cases coming from 

the Districts of Rayalaseema ) there is an
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incurable tendency in witnesses to rope in 

the innocent along with the guilty, not so 

much out of personal animosity but in the 

hope of furthering th® interests of the 

faction. Io buard abainst the danger of 

condemning innocent persons on perjured 

testimony, it is imperative that evidence 

should be scrutinised with more than ordinary 

care and, in particular, sweeping statements 

and wholesale implications should be received 

with the utmost caution.”

I will simply insert ’the mining areas of 

Barbil’ in place of ’district of Rayalaseema’ 

appearing in the bracketted portion of the ruling. 

Definitely in this case the Tirangi people and the 

Company found a bold®n opportunity to rope in the 

leaders and important members of the Lal Jhanda 

party without caring for the truth. The Police also 

unfortunately played into their hands. Definitely 

on the evidence 1 have no hesitation to hold that 

many of the accused prsons including the leaders 

baft and Behera are innocent persons asnd they had 

not been to the place of occurrence. In this case 

the prosecution, to repeat again, could have brought 

independent witnesses who would have given 

convincing and impressive evidence, It was a hat 

flay. Many outsiders were there. Many vehicles had 

come and as I have shown, there were some Punjabi 

drivers also. The prosecution examined only th® 

Pi rtisan witnesses, witnesses who by their evidence 

have not only shown the improbabilities of their
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evidence but also their interestedness. There is 

an entry in the station Diary of Bameibari Out Pibst 

on th© day of occurrence that the Chaukidar of the 

locality reported about the marpit in the hat. 

Ofcouse tlie time given in the station Diary is 

2 P.M. That Chaukidar has not been examined as a 

witness. The Inspector P.W.48 states that he 

examined the Chaukidar more than a week after he 

took up the investigation and he gives the feeble 

explanation that the Chaukiuar was not available as 

he was a drunkard.

I m^y also refer to another important ruling 

of the a.P. High Cour11 reported in A.I.R. 1960 A.P. 70. 

In the ruling the observation of the Federal Court 

appearing in a.I.R. 1944 F.C. 1 lias been quoted. The 

observation is as follows

"The gist of the learned High Court Judge’s 

finding on the whole case is contained in 

the observation that there was really no 

explanation why anybody would have invented 

a false case against the appellants. This 

is not in our opinion a justifiable point of 

view to adopt in a case like the present 

where the prosecution evidence was found 

to be largely false and riddled with defects 

and contradictions. The prosecution having 

failed completely to stablish the guilt of 

the appellants by good and reliable evidence, 

it was not for the appellants to explain why 

their names had been mentioned by the 

prosecution witnesses as persons who had 

participated in the riot.”
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His Lordship of the a.P, High Court discussed 

the evidence in the c^se and observed as follows

"I am accordingly of the view that ths 

prosecution case be beset with doubts and 

difficulties, the benefit of which must 

necessarily go the accused.”

I would also refer in this connection to 

a recent ruling of the Mysore High Court reported in 

a.I.Tu 1961 Mysore 74:

”In assessing the value of the evidence of 

the eye-witnesses, ttoo principal considerations 

are whether, in the circumstances of the case, 

it is possible to believe their presence at 

the scene of occurrence or in such situations 

as would make it possible for them to witness 

the facts deposed to by them and secondly, 

whether there is anything inherently improbable 

on unreliable in their evidence. In respect 

of both these considerations, circumstances 

either elicited from those witnesses 

themselves or established by other evidence 

tending to improbabilise their presence or 

to discredit tile veracity of their statements, 

will huve a bearing upon the value which a 

Court would attach to their evidence. Although 

in cases where the plea of th® accused is a 

mere denial, the evidence of the prosecution 

witnesses has to be examined on its own 

merits, where the accused raise a definite 

plea or put forward a positive case which is 

inconsistent with that of the prosecution, 

the nature of such plea or Case and the
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probabilities in respect of it will also 

liave to be taken into account while assessing 

the value of the prosecution evidence."

"where in a narrow strip of land (only 

lb yards wide) as many as 15 to 20 men take 

part in the assault which occupied a period 

of 5 minutes or less, the possibility of the 

observations of the witnesses having been 

inaccurate or not quite accurate cannot be 

fully discounted."

xxx

"a plea of self-defence is consistent 

with the express plea of alibi raised by the 

accused. However, if on the material placed 

on record, the plea of private defence could 

be made out consistent with the provisions 

of o. 105, Evidence Act, there is no 

justification for denying the benefit of its 

to the accused." 

Before concluding I would refer to the 

argument of the learned Public Prosecutor that if 

there had b®»n fight between the two parties, there 

would have been injuries to members of both th® 

parties and not injuries to only one party. He has 

argued on the assumption that none of the Lal Jhanda 

people had got any injury. As was rightly argued 

by th** learned defence Advocate it was not a fight 

by the Lal Jhanda people but a fight by the-public 

who were present at the spot and who resisted the 

high-handed action of the Tirangi people when they 

wanted to manhandle a female labourer and take her 

away by force only for her fault that she challenged
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was rightly argued by the learned Advocate, it is 

not for the accused persons to produce those who were 

injured in the fracas. Lecausa the investigating 

officer did not find any injured person, I cannot 

hold that there was only one-sided fight and not a 

mutual fight between the two parties. I't is very 

likely that a good number of persons would have 

been injured on the other side but they concealed 

themselves and did not like to com* out. They knew 

th* mind of the Police, they knew the influence of 

the Company and so, they did not dare come forward 

to appear before the Police to show their injuries 

and to give a correct version of the occurrence. I 

have already in the beginning stated that I ^m not 

satisfied with the investigation of this case. I 

cannot find that only on* party caused the injuries 

and not the other party. The case is such that any 

reasonable man cannot but find that there was mutual 

murpit between the two parties in the hat, both 

parties got injuries and the case has been started 

at the instance of one party and the injured of the 

of cth«r party have remained untraced.

The Police arrested accused Behera at Cuttack 

lone after the occurrence and there at that time his 

cloth was seized as it contained small blood stains. 

Accused behera lias given his explanation that at 

that time he was suffering from skin disease. If 

really behera’s cloth had blood stains, intelligent 

and educated man as ho is, he got enough time to 

destroy the cloth which would have been an evidence 

against him.
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Lastly 1 take up the case of accused Pandu.

This accused has taken a plea of alibi. Suffice it 

for me to say that this plan has not been properly 

proved. On the evidence I am inclined to hold that 

on the day of occurrence he was not only at (iuruda 

but he had also come to the hat. Possibly he had taken 

some part in the assaults that took place, but the 

manner in which the evidence has been given by the 

P.hs. as regaids the part played by him in .the 

assaults remains unbelievable. I have already shown 

that th* prosecution story about the manner of assault 

on Idris and the death Having been caused by throwing 

of two stones M.Os.Ill and IV by Banguiu and Pandu 

is nothing but fabrication. While discussing the 

evidence of the P.Ws. I have shown that Pandu could 

not h.ve been the assailant of almost all the injured 

and he could not have been at the Same time present 

at the spot and also running after the injured one 

after another to different places. The evidence 

regarding his part hasbeen too much exaggerated as to 

make it difficult to believe. It is quite possible that 

he took some pArt in the assault as much it is 

possible that he did not take any ju rt but was 

present there. I am inclined to believe from the 

evidence and on a consideration of the broad — 

probabilities and circumstances of the case that the 

occurrence took place due to the high-handed action 

of the injured persons and Idris, the deceased, all 

belonging to Tirangi Union. There can be no question 

of unlawful assembly. The evidence of the witnesses 

is unbelievable so far as the cause and particulars 

of the occurrence are concerned. In such a-case,
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even if' Pandu’s alibi is disbelieved and even if 

his cloths containing blad stains were found from 

his house, still he lias to get the benefit of 

doubto

In this connection I would refer to a Hindi 

speech, Ex.48, seized from the house of accused 

Patel. This speech, though it has not been proved 

to Iwe been in the writing of accused Patel, does 

not prove any conspiracy. It is a speech as strong 

in its wording as it is the printed leaflet, Ex.49, 

issued by the Tirangi Union by w*y of propaganda.

Lastly I would refer to Ex.D, a copy of 

report submitted by accused T.P.R. Nayar to the 3.I. 
of

of Police at duitida on 25.9.60. The Ed./Police, 

3ri ,b.C. U*s, received this report at 9 O. on 

26.9.60. He has signed in Ex.D. and put the date and 

time of his having received the report. Accused 

Nayar speaks about this report in his statement. 

The report is to this effect:- 
of

’’The 5ub-Inspector/Police, 
Camp- Guruda.

Dear fir,

It has been reported that to-day' at 

about 4.20 P.M. while one of our members 

Sri Madan Tiria was receiving subscriptions 

from the members of our Union near 311jora 

hie* godown, Jb. M.A-Hadi came to the 

spot in truck No.0RJ.1125 and dragged the 

said Madan Tiria towards the vehicle. When 

3ri Madan Tiria objected to enter into 

the vehicle Jb.M.A. Hadi insulted him by

shouting abusive language and forcefully
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thrown him inside the vehicle. Afterwards 

the above truck has been driven to an 

unknown destination. This incident was 

occurred in presence of the following 

workers

1. bii.baidhara Munda (Tungru Hutting)

2. fri Debru Kerai (Joso Hutting)

.3 . 5ri Johan Lugan (Tungru Hutting)

4. 6ri ben Jamin Kochua ( Do )<

5. Sri Lakian Lunga ( Do . )

6. Sri bakiria Tete ( Do )

I would, therefore, request you to 

please make an immediate inquiry ana take 

necessary action against the accused.

Yours faithfully,

uurda Sd.T.P.R.Nayar,
26.9.60 Secretary, 

K.M.F.W.Union, (Juruda 
Branch. ’*

bo, this report which was received by the S.I. at 

ijuruda on the 2bth goes to show that the defence 

version about the kidnapping of Madan Tiria is not 

a false one or an afterthought. The learned Public 

Prosecutor, rather, ungenerously submitted to the 

Court that this report was a fabricated one made 

for the purpose of defence and that the accused 

persons Oot the signature of bri S.C.Das, the S.I. 

of Police who is now under suspension clandestinely 

during trial. There is absolutely nothing to show 

that the defence has adopted any such mean tactics. 

Bri u.g.Das, the Bub-Inspector of Police, is still 

in service though under suspension. He cannot be 

a party to a fabrication and injure his own career.
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Moreover, as the evidence of the Inspector shows, 

hri o.C. Da.s has all along gone against the Lal Jhanda 

Union and supported the Company and the Tirangi 

Union. There is absolutely no reason why he should 

taka the dangerous course of supporting the Lal 

Jhanda Union during trial in fabricating a false 

story, The learned Public Prosecutor further 

submitted that the Police hid made a search for the 

original of this report and have not found the same. 

The evidence of the fub-Inspector P.W.47 shows 

that the search has been made haphazardly and proper 

places have not- been searched to find out the 

original. Even if the original is not found, that 

cannot be a material to hold that Ex.lJ, the copy of 

which bears the signature of the 6.1., is a — 

fabricated documents. It is quite possible that the 

Police to save their skin have suppressed the 

original of Ex.D. So, the defence is not baseless. 

It is supported by convincing documents, circumstances 

and probabilities of the case. The evidence of th® 

P.Ws. also when considered closely, as I h^ve already 

shown, indirectly supports the defence.

I may also make mention of a fact, though not 

very important. At the spot the u.I. P.V/. 47 seized 

16 lathis including a Bahungi. There is nothin^ to 

show that the mob left behind those lathis and left 

th* place. The mob was, at a modest estimate of the 

witnesses, about 150 strong. The number of lathis 

seized is 16. Further no P.W. has stated that any 

one of them was holding a Bahungi while the defence 

sug6ested all throughout that Idris indulged in the 

marpet with a bahungi. So, the seizure of the
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bahungi indirectly supports the defence version.

1 now come to the Police conduct in this 

case. I have already shown the defects about the 

seizure and the interpolations in the Station 

Diary at Bameibari Out Post. Further P.W.47, the 

3.1., states that he seized the half-ton truck 

OBJ.629 in which the deceased was brought from 

th- Bameibari hat, at Guruda under Bx.62, the 

seizure list. He says this with reference to his 

case diary. Curiously enough the seizure list 

Ex,62 shows that the vehicle was seized not at 

Guruda but at Bameibari hat. The time given therein 

is 2.36 P.M. I have already shown that he seized 

blood stained earth from one place and though the 

Inspector found blood patches ^.t 5 places, he did 

not seize earth from those five places. At 2 P.M. 

this 3.1. sent a chit to th« Inspector through a 

messenger to Barbil informing him about the 

occurrence. Neither the F.I.R. nor a copy of it 

was sent to the Inspector. He did not examine any 

witness between 4 to 6.30 P.M. when he was in the 

hat. The F.I.R. was not sent by him to Chamakpur 

P.3, for registration of a c*se. The A.S.I. who 

drew up the formal F.I.R. it Chamakpur P.S. has 

not been examinee. The Inspector came with his 

D.3.P. via Bameibari on the 26th. They reached 

Bameibari at about 6 P.M. They did not go to the 

Out Post though it was on the road. Nor did the 

two officers go to the hat. They stopped by the 

side of Dayanidhi’s shop which is close to the 

hat. by that time the 3.1. was in the hat effecting 

seizures. Definitely these wk two officers would have 

been informed about the presence of the 3.1. at
' 1
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that place. At least while going to Guruda and 

being so near the spot it was expected that these 

two experienced officers should have 6one to the 

spot. The two officers reached uuruda at about 

6.30 P.M. The Inspector says that as soon as he 

and th* D...P. reached Guruda they met P.W.47. 

This cannot be true as P.to.47 would have come from 

the hat to Guruda after the Inspector and the 

b.f.P. had coma to Guruda. If this statement of 

the Inspector is correct that immediately after reaching 

uuruda he and the D.b.P. met the £.1., the only 

reasonable conclusion would be that three of them came 

together from the hat in the same vehicle. The Inspector 

took charge of the case at 8 P.M. Though three 

Police officers, the kj.I., the Inspector and 

the D.u.P., were there, the medical examination 

of the injured did not take place on the 26th. 

There was a Medical Officer at Guruda. True, he 

was a servant of the Company but there was no bar 

to his examining the injured on Police requisitions. 

P.W.8., the Government Medical Officer at barbil, 

came on police requisition the next day evening 

and examined the injured. These experienced Police 

Officers were expected to know that th® injured 

were to be examined as early as possible without 

any reasonable delay from the time of occurrence. 

There is no reasonable explanation for this long 

delay in the examination of the injured. While 

discussing the F.I.h. along with the evidence of the 

informant P.W.13 in the court, I have shown that 

the F.I.R. could not have been lodged by P.W.13 

at the spot between 1 to 1.30 P.M. as has been
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mentioned in the FoI.R., dx.47. The Inspector says 

that he sent the formal F.I.R. for registration 

of the Case to Chamakpur P.S. at 10.30P.M. In the 

evening of 26 th. The Inspector cannot say whether 

th© D.S.P. spent the night at Ouruda or. left for 

L*rbil. The Inspector admits that he opened his 

case diary on the 27th after the mid-night of 26th 

and at tliat time he put the number of the Case as 

Chamakpur P.W. Case No.53 of 1960. He explained 

that after ascertaining from P.W. 47 about the last 

number of the case of Chamakpur P.u., he put the 

number in anticipation hoping that it would be the 

correct number. The S.I. had left Chamakpur P.3, 

about a week before the occurrence. Definitely this 

explanation can satisfy nobody.

Lastly I would like to mention another grave 

and suspicious irregularity. The case diary shows 

that a copy of every day's diary was sent the next 

day by dak to the office of the D.C.P. at Barbil 

for being forwarded to the S.P. At the request of 

the defence Advocate, I sent for the copy of the 

case diary from the S.P.’s office. What astounded 

me was that though the Inspector had at the end of 

each day mentioned in his diary that copy was to b» 

despatched the next day by dak, yet the copies 

appeared to have reached the D.S.P’s office at Barbil 

on 22.11.60 about two months after the due dates. 

The date seals of the D.S.P.’s office have been put 

in the copies. Further the D.S.P* has endorsed the 

copies and forwarded them to the S.P. on 3.12.60 and 

5.12.60. All the irregularities are definitely 

suspicious and that h*s led to strong comment by the
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learned Advocate for the defence. The comment 

that the Police did not act fairly, that they 

alloy! sufficient time for fabrication of a 

false case to distort the real truth and that 

they did not proceed in their investigation in 

the proper line with a view to arrive at the truth, 

is not without foundation. It is also curious 

that there was no Police patrol in the hat on the 

day of occurrence and no constable from the Out 

Post came to the liat at the time of occurrence, 

though the Out Post practically adjoins the hat. 

The Chaukidar who was admittedly present was not 

produced and he was examined by the Inspector at 

a very late stage. It is difficult to believe that 

the constable a t th® Out Post would not have com® 

to the hat at the time of occurrence. The whole 

affair seems to be suspicious.

Lastly I come to the conduct of P.W.8, the 

Medical Officer. I need not discuss his evidence 

in details duffice it to say that even the learned 

Special Public Prosecutor did not put reliance on 

his reports. He found the injuries to be grievous 

as the injured remained in the hospital for more 

than 21 days. The injured were not under his 

treatment. They were not staying in his hospital. 

They were staying in the Company’s hospital at 

duruda. He had suggested X’ray examination of some 

of the injuries. Before the X’ray plates could 

reach him he gave his opinion that the injuries 

were grievous as lie was satisfied from the statements 

of th® injured that they had remained in the hospital 

for mor® than 21 days. It may be mentioned here
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that the a’ray plates did not disclose any fracture 

or grievous injury. He mentioned about some scars. 

The injured appeared before me and I did not find 

any such scar which would make the injury grievous. 

In fact, I had to take the photograph of P.W.32 

Patnaik to show that the scar is a negligible one. 

In one Case or two, there have been dislocation of 

a tooth. It is not necessary in this case to come 

to a finding whether the injuries of the injured 

persons were grievous or simple. The Medical Officer 

states that those injuries could have been caused 

by stone throwing also. I have found that th* 

prosecution evidence is not reliable. The occurrence 

did tak* place but those who participated in the 

occurrence might not be the accused persons. 

Definitely many of the the accused persons were not 

present and some might have been present but they 

mi6ht not kve taken any part. They would h*ve 

simply witnessed it. On the unreliable evidence of 

the P.bs. it is difficult for the couit to find that 

any particular accused took part in the occurrence. 

Moreover, as the cause of occurrence has not been 

properly given, even if any accused person indulged 

in the marpit, it would not be possible to find him 

guilty.

It is indeed an unfortunate case. Had the 

prosecution come up with a clean clear-cut story 

and had not the witnesses indulged in distortion and 

suppression of truth, this Court would have coins to 

a definite finding about the guilt of any accused. 

To me, it appears that there was no sincere attempt 

to place the truth before the Court or to bring the



real builty persons to Court and the whole attempt 

was to brinM in the leaders and influential members 

of the Lal Jhanda Union who were not in the ^ood 

books of the Company. If the guilty persons have 

escaped, none but the Company and the P.As. *re to 

be blamed.

occoruin0ly, all the accused persons are 

found not builty and acquitted of all the charges 

framed against them. They be set at liberty forthwith.

14.0s. be destroyed after the peiiod of 

appeal.

L OF COUhT) 
dieted & corrected by mb, 

Cd./- P»C. De . 
7.10.61.

m. Judge. CdbSlCNb JUDGE
IUYUI&HaNG-KEONJIIaL.

LILI OF PROSECUTION ^ITNEC3ECO

1. uokul Chandra Das, P.W.l.

2. Narendra Mahapatra, P.W.2.

c. oachindra Kum^r Majumdar, P.w.3.

4. Joykrushna Naik, P.L.4.

5. rulamoni, P.k.5.

6, Damo t omaya, P.h.6.

7. bayed Abdul Hage, P.w.7.

8. Dr. K. Mohanty, P.W.8.

9. IL.m Dachan l'ahakur, P.b.9.

Kj. Dr. M.A.nlam, P.w.10.

11. P^ndu Lolh, P.w.ll.

12. c.P. Yotishi, P.vj.12.
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List of P.hs. (contd.).

13. Md. Y^sin, P.h.13.

14. iUm bhandr* Das, p.u.14

13. LainbocLr PIisr~, P.^.15.

16. uk. Md. ha Jahan, P.W.16.

17. Abdul 6a t ta r, P.h„17.

18. bdul Hanan, P.W.18.

19. Mohi Chandra Lohar, P.W.19.

20. 3a nabuddi n, P.h.20.

21. Panalal, P.W.21.

22. Md. Kasim, P.W.22.

23. Luyanidhi bahu, P.W.23.

21. Md. Abdul Hadi, P.W.24.

23. Md. Kurbeu,p . k . 25.

26. lid. Nabi, P.b.26.

27. ux. u. Choudhury, P.v^.27.

28. Kajkishore Naik, P.w. 28.

29. Mu. Kahir, P.V..29.

30. iji. u.C.lk^ura, P.a.30.

31. bu hoickar, P.W.31.

32. Narahuxi Patnaik, P.W.32.

33. HulakraJ, P.W.33.

<4. Madhab Ch. Das, P.^.34,
35. uanis*>r, P.k. 35, 

36. John Lugan, p.h.36.
< Z • uada tnllm., p .K » 
38. Asraf ali, P.W.38.

39. K^li Charan Moi^nt. , P.W.39.

40. o.L.Panda, A**^*!*^ P.W.40.

41. Copi Sethi, P.W.41.

42o K.C.Cing, P.W.42.

43. Lhuban Padan, P.W.43.

44. Md. Lanjan, P.W.44.
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List of P«WSo (Contd.)

45. Abdul Kamrul Hoda, P.W.45.

46. Natabar Kuar, P.W.46.

47. B.K.Rout, S.I., P.W.47.

48. A.C.Bardhan, Inspector, P.W.48.

49. C.S. Misra, S.I., P.W.49.

LIST OF EXHIBITS, 

Ex.l, Letter.

Ex.1(a), Signature of P.W.l.

Ex,2, Address.

Ex.3, A chit.

Ex.4, Command Certificate.

Ex.5, Dead body chalan

Ex.5(a), Report of P.W.2.

Ex.6, Seizure list of M.Os.I and II.

Ex.7, Signature of P.W.7 on a 
medical, certificate.

Ex.8, Seizure list of medical 
certificate containing Ex.7.

Ex.9, Police requisition.

Ex.9(a), Injury report.

Ex.10, Police requisition.

Ex.10(a), Injury report.

Ex.11, Police requisition. 

Ex.ll(a), Injury report.

Ex.12, Police requisition. 

Ex.12(a), Injury report. 

Ex.13, Police requisition. 

Ex.13(a), Injury Report. 

Ex.14, Police requisition. 

Ex.14(a), Injury report.
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Llst of exhibits (Contd.).

Ex.15, Police requisition.

Ex.15(a), Injury report.

Ex.16, Police requisition.

Ex.16(a), Injury report.

Ex.17, Police requisition.
Ex.17(a), Injury report.

Ex.18, Police requisition.

Ex.18(a), Injury report.

Ex.19, Police requisition.

Ex.l9(a), Injury report.

Ex.20, Police requisition.

Ex.20(a), Injury report.

Ex.21, Police requisition.

Ex.21(a), Injury report.

Ex.22, Police requisition.

Ex.22(a), Injury report.

Ex.23, Police requisition.

Ex.23(a), Injury report.

Ex.24, Police requisition.

Ex.24(a), Injury report.

Ex.25, Police requisition.
Ex.25(a), Injury report.

Ex.26, Requisition for ip tan opinion.

Ex.27, Opinion.

Ex.28, Report to Police query.

Ex.29, Police requisition.

Ex.29(a), Injury report.

Ex.30, Police requisition.

Ex.30(a), Injury report.

Ex.31, Police requisition dated 
13.10.60
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Ex,32, Police requisition dated
19.11.60.

Ex,33, Report of P.W.10 regarding 
death of Md.Idris /Ansari.

Ex. 34 Do Do 
in proper form®

Ex®35, Letter dated 26.9.60 to Police 
Officer, Guruda.

Ex.36, Station Diary Entry No.77 
dated 11.7.60.

Ex.37, Station Diary Entry No.78 
dated 11.7.60

Ex.38, Station Diary Entry No.79 
dated 11.7.60

Ex. 39, Station Diary Eki try No.211 
dated 24.8.60.

Ex.40, Station Diary Entry No.221 
dated 25.8.60

Ex.42, Station Diary Entry No.224 
dated 31.8.60.

Ex.43, Station Diary Entry No.156 
dated 16.9.60

Ex.44, Station Diary Entry No.230 
dated 25.8.60.

Ex.46, Station Diary entry No.17 
dated 2.5.60.

Ex.46(a), Report,

Ex.47, F.I.R.

EkK.48, Letter.

Ex.49, printed leaflets in Oriya.

Ex.50, Seizure list.

Ex.51, Seizure list.

Ex.52, Seizure list.
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LLSl-Of Exhibits _(Contd9)

Ex.7(a), Medical Certificate 
granted by P.W.27.

Ex®53, PoMo Report.

Ex.54, Police query dated 
7.11.60.

Ex.54(a), Reply to P.W. 30 to 
Ex.54.

Est.55, Photo.

Ex.56, Negative of Ex.55.

Ex.56(a), Negative of Ex.55(a).

Ex.55(b), Photo

Ex.56(b), Negative of Ex.55(b).

Ex.55(c), Photo.

Ex<>56(c), Negative of Ex.55(c).

Ex.55(d), Photo.

Ex.56(d), Negative of Ex.55(d).

Ex.57, Application dated 18.9.61

Ex.58, Inquest Report.

Ex.59, Seizure list.

Ex.60, DO

Ex.61, Do

Ex.62, Do

Ex.63, Do

Ex.64, Do

Ex.65, Do

Ex.66, Do

Ex.67, Do

Ex.68, Do
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IJ.sjL-2JL_Exhlb^^

Ex.69, Seizure list.

Ex.70, Spot map.

Ex.71, Copy of EXoBtI.
Ex.72, Report of Haladhar Giri.

Ex.73, Station Diary Entry 
dated 27.9.60.

Ex.74, Forwarding letter to 
Chemical Examiner.

Ex.75, Seizure list.

Ex. 47 (a), Formal F.I.R.

Ex.47(b), Signature of Magistrate 
on Ex.47.

Ex.A, Receipt dated 1.8.60 granted 
to P.W.3 by General Secretary, 
Keonjhar Mines and Forest 
Workers’ Union.

Ex.A-1, Receipt dated 8.5.60 granted 
to P.W.3 by General Secretary, 
Keonjhar Mines and Forest 
Workers Union.

Ex.A-2, Receipt dated 5.6.60 granted 
to P.W.3 by the General Secretary, 
Keonjhar Mines & Forest Workers* 
Union.

Ex.B, Signature of Police S.I. S.C.Das.

Ex.B-1, Signature of Police S.I. S.C. Das.

Ex.B-3, Signature of Police S.I. S.C. Das.

Ex<>C, Signature of S.I. S.C.Das on Ex.57.
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List of Exhibits (Contd.), C/

Ex. D, Signature of S.I. S.C. Das on Ex.57.

Ex.E, True copy of Ex.62.

Ex.F, Notice on N.K. Bose.

List of MgOSp 

M.O.I, Shirt. 

M.O.II, Half Pant. 

M.O.III, A piece of stone. 

M.O.IV, A piece of stone. 

MoO.V, Dagger. 

M.OoVI, Receipt Book. 

M.O.VII, A blue shirt of 
^aribandhu Behora.

Memo No. Dt.

Copy forwarded to the state defence 
pleader at his request.

Sd./- P.O. De.
7.10.61.

SESSIONS JUDGE, 
MAYURBHANfl-KEONJHAR.

Sd./-

Sessions Judge.
7.10.61

(SEAL OF THE COURT)
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Com. Mohanty,Dear
Thanks for your letter dated December 22

January

It could not have been replied due to
obvious reasons. Now please 
cheque of Rs*1,000 from the 

find enclosed a
AITUC towards the

payment of Lawyers fees in the Barbil case. It 
seems to me that for sometime to come, it will 
not be possible for the AITUC to render any 
further aid. You know the background, I am sure

The cheque of Rs.1,500 as a refund of your
contribution has been sent to you on December 18

Please try to send us a copy of the Barbil
case judgement. If you cannot get it typed, please
send the original and we shall get it typed andw
return the original. Please treat this as urgent.

What is the position of High Court
Is the Orissa State going in for it ?

Com. Nityanand Ponda came here and
Com. Vittal Rao and Ponda saw the Deputy

appeal

myself,
Labour

Minister and he took the matter up. The Central 
Labour Relations Machinery, I am informed, is 
enquiring into the matter. Ponda left Delhi on
December 14 and told me that he will go to Rourkela

via Ranchi. In fact, he took from me the original 
g

letter which we have received from the Ministry 5 
connection with Rourkela.
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IN REPLY PLEASE QUOTE „

{ Registered No. 63 :: Affiliated to A. I. T. U. C. ) 
P, O. BARBIL, DIST. KEONJHAR, ORISSA. 

RLY. STN. BARAJAMDA, S. E. RLY.

My dear Mukherjee
Perhaps you have received our letter in reply to yours 

regarding Kiriburu Project.
You might be knowing that the Police had filed an appeal 

on 3.1,62 against the order of our acquittal in Gurda Murder case.
Our financial position is very precarious at present. The 

pleaders’ fees etc, in connection with the murder case have not yet 
been fully cleared. Advocate Shri Ram Misra who was defending us in 
the Sessions case is not prepared to defend us in the High-court 
unless his arrear fees are cleared in full and he is paid his fees 
for the High-court in advance. That means , we are to collect at 
least seven to eight thousand rupees immediately. The appeal is 
expected to be admitted within a couple of weeks and if the same 
is admitted we are to go back to jail.

In the circumstances it is impossible to make arrangements 
for our defence in the High-court unless you arrange some money from 
that end ,, •

We are trying hard to collect as such as possible but the 
time is short and in our absence it will be very difficult for others 
to arrange the required cmoney.

So, please speak to Comrade Dange on the matter and try to 
send some money at least within a week.

With greetings.
Yours fraternally,



January 20, 1962

dear Nirmal—da,
Thanks for your letter of January 16# I have 

also received your letter concerning Kiriburu. The 
object of my quarry was to find out whether you 
could raise an industrial dispute in regard to the 
termination of services of one employee of that 
concern * Later, I found out that it will be rather 
a cumbersome process* So that idea has been dropped*

Regarding the case, I do not know what X can 
tell you since Com* Dange is not here* Only a few 
days back, we have sent Rs*1,000 to Com* Mohanty 
and I do not know whether it will be possible to send 
anything immediately* In any case, Com. Dange is 
coming here on Jany.25 and I will discuss the matter 
with him and let you know the position*

jay personal feeling is that in this case the 
High Court may not order for your surrender because 
of the very strong judgement of the Sessions Court* 
I think the defence should press on that plea. I am 
surprised to know Ram babu’s attitude. If he behaves 
in that manner, which I am sure no lawyer does, it 
will be the worst position that one can take by in
directly helping the prosecution. If that comes to 
that, I think we should be rather clear about it and 
take appropriate measures. I still hope that Durga 
babu will be able to bring him round.

I will write to you again very shortly*
With greetings,

Yours fraternally, ;
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